GRAND COUNTY COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING
Held virtually on Zoom
Moab, Utah
See below for instructions to give public comment via Zoom
Dial: (669) 900 - 6833 Meeting ID: 867 1625 2356 # Password (if needed): 279317
Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86716252356?pwd=UDd0dDF0bTdjODQ5UmNoWjNjU1Vadz09

WATCH ON YOUTUBE - search for: “GRAND COUNTY UTAH GOVERNMENT”
https://www.youtube.com/c/GrandCountyUtahGovernment

AGENDA
Tuesday, April 20, 2021
4:00 p.m.

Thompson Springs Special Service Fire District Board Meeting (see separate agenda)

4:05 p.m.





Call to Order
Citizens to Be Heard (and again at approximately 6:00 pm)
We are receiving public comments by phone and online through Zoom.
Dial: (669) 900 - 6833 Meeting ID: 867 1625 2356 # Password (if needed): 279317
Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86716252356?pwd=UDd0dDF0bTdjODQ5UmNoWjNjU1Vadz09
Please note that when joining the meeting, you will be placed in a waiting room and will be
added to the meeting by the moderator. Your comments will be recorded and on YouTube.
(Unmute for public comment: *6)
Approval of Minutes (Quinn Hall, Clerk/Auditor)
A. April 6, 2021 (Regular County Commission Meeting)
B. April 12, 2021 (Special Meeting / Workshop with Grand County OHV Businesses)
C. April 13, 2021 (Special Meeting / Workshop)
D. April 15, 2021 (Special Meeting)









Ratification of Payment of Bills
Commission Member Disclosures
General Commission Reports and Future Considerations
Elected Official Reports
Commission Administrator Report
Department Reports
General Business- Action Items- Discussion and Consideration of:
E. Approving Armstrong Professional Service Agreement Task Order N (snow removal
equipment) (Andy Solsvig, Airport Director)
F. Approving FAA Agreement for Flight Service Operations as it relates to the Runway / Blue
Hills Road project (Andy Solsvig, Airport Director)
G. Approving volunteer appointment to the Library Board (high school representative)
(Commissioner Trisha Hedin)
H. Approving volunteer appointment to the Weed Control Board (Commissioner Stock)
I.

Approving Fiscal Year 2022 Community Impact Fund Board (CIB) Prioritized Projects List for
government entities within Grand County (Mallory Nassau, Assoc. Commission
Administrator)
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J. Repealing Title 11 (Noise) of the Grand County General Ordinances and related Ordinance
No. 602, and adopting a new Title 11 (Noise Pollution) (Christina Sloan, County Attorney)


Consent Agenda- Action Items
K. Ratifying the Chair’s signature on Indigent Defense Commission Equipment Grant Award
Agreement
L. Ratifying the Chair’s signature on Noxious Weeds Grant through the Utah Weed Supervisor
Association
M. Ratifying the Chair’s signature on the Airport Coronavirus Response Grant Program
agreement and associated Cooperative Agency Agreement with the Aeronautical
Operations Division of the Utah Department of Transportation



Discussion Items
N. Discussion on Code Enforcement position (Chris Baird, Commission Administrator)
O. Calendar items and special events (Mallory Nassau, Associate Commission Administrator)





Public Hearings- Possible Action Items
Closed Session(s) (if necessary)
Adjourn

NOTICE OF SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION DURING PUBLIC MEETINGS. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals with special
needs requests wishing to attend County Commission meetings are encouraged to contact the County two (2) business days in advance of these
events. Specific accommodations necessary to allow participation of disabled persons will be provided to the maximum extent possible. T.D.D.
(Telecommunication Device for the Deaf) calls can be answered at: (435) 259-1346. Individuals with speech and/or hearing impairments may also call
the Relay Utah by dialing 711. Spanish Relay Utah: 1 (888) 346-3162
It is hereby the policy of Grand County that elected and appointed representatives, staff and members of Grand County Commission may participate in
meetings through electronic means. Any form of telecommunication may be used, as long as it allows for real time interaction in the way of
discussions, questions and answers, and voting.
At the Grand County Commission meetings/hearings any citizen, property owner, or public official may be heard on any agenda subject. The number of
persons heard and the time allowed for each individual may be limited at the sole discretion of the Chair. On matters set for public hearings there is a three-minute
time limit per person to allow maximum public participation. Upon being recognized by the Chair, please advance to the microphone, state your full name and
address, whom you represent, and the subject matter. No person shall interrupt legislative proceedings.
Requests for inclusion on an agenda and supporting documentation must be received by 5:00 PM on the Wednesday prior to a regular Commission
Meeting and forty-eight (48) hours prior to any Special Commission Meeting. Information relative to these meetings/hearings may be obtained at the Grand
County Commission’s Office, 125 East Center Street, Moab, Utah; (435) 259-1346.
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GRAND COUNTY
COMMISSION REGULAR MEETING
Grand County Commission Chambers
Held virtually on Zoom
Moab, Utah
WATCH ON YOUTUBE - search for: “GRAND COUNTY UTAH GOVERNMENT”
MINUTES
06 APR, 2021
The Grand County Commission met in a regular meeting on 6 April, 2021. The meeting was streamed/attended
electronically. It was also broadcast and saved on YouTube. Commissioners in attendance were Evan Clapper,
Jacques Hadler, Trish Hedin, Mary McGann, Sarah Stock, Kevin Walker, and Gabriel Woytek. Also present were
County Commission Administrator Chris Baird, County Commission Associate Administrator Mallory Nassau, County
Attorney Christina Sloan, and Clerk/Auditor Quinn Hall.
Call to Order
Chair McGann called the meeting to order at 4:01 pm.
Citizens to Be Heard
Kent Green urged commissioners to sit down with ATV rental businesses and compromise on recent issues. Kent asked
if the commission was willing to limit mountain bike rental fleets. Commented that all shuttle vehicles create noise not
just the ATV’s. Kent noted outfitters are willing to work with the commission to come to a compromise.
Sara Melnicoff commented about a trail stewardship proposal idea. Sara noted the bike skills park was unwanted, but
a trail stewardship program could create some community healing. Sara would like to work together with people on a
trail stewardship committee. Sara said she feels disrespected and ignored by the County.
Mark Boshell (Utah State Public Lands Office) introduced himself to the commission and described his role at the
State.
Brett Stewart – President for Utah OHV Advocates. Commented that he was asked not to speak at a previous meeting.
Brett noted that the ATV community has reached out to Grand County several times and wondered why the County is
not willing to work with them. Brett proposed that the ATV community and the County work together to solve issues.
Approval of Minutes (Quinn Hall, Clerk/Auditor)
A. March 16, 2021 (Regular County Commission Meeting)
Motion by Jacques Hadler to approve the minutes of 16 March, 2021.
Motion seconded by Kevin Walker
Motion passes 7-0
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Ratification of Payment of Bills
Motion by Gabriel Woytek to ratify payment of Grand County bills in the amount of $2,511,210.11 and payroll in the
amount of $245,818.00 for a combined total of $2,757,028.62
Motion seconded by Jacques Hadler
Discussion (none at this time)
Motion passes 7-0
Commission Member Disclosures
Jacques Hadler disclosed he and his wife own a business and property directly adjacent to the Resiliency Hub property.
Gabriel Woytek disclosed that he served on the board of the Recycling Center – later the Resiliency Hub – but retains
no formal ties.
General Commission Reports and Future Considerations
Evan Clapper
- Met with John Curtis
Jacques Hadler
- Met with Museum of Moab Board and Recreation SSD meeting
- Attended Chamber of Commerce meeting
- Attended a tour of the airport
- Attended events with John Curtis
Gabriel Woytek
- Met with Economic Advisory Board
- Offered thanks to Audrey Graham and Rob Walker for the Preschool efforts
- Met with Four Corners Behavioral Health
- Met with Southeastern Utah Health Department
- Met with Association of Governments
- Met with Tripartite Board
- Met with John Curtis
- Toured the airport
- There is an emergency rental assistance program available now for COVID-related expenses
Trish Hedin
- Met with Library Board
- Met with Thompson Springs Water District Board
- Met with Planning Commission
- Met with the Division of Wildlife at Matheson Preserve
- Met with Thompson Springs cleanup crew
- Met with Grand Water and Sewer District
Sarah Stock
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-

Attended audit committee meeting
Met with Moab Area Watershed Partnership
Meeting with Mosquito Abatement Board
Met with Weeds Board
Airport tour
Talking with Elaine Gizler about renewable energy

Kevin Walker
- Attended the Audit Committee meeting
- Attended interviews for planning department director
- Met with John Curtis
Mary McGann
- Met with Audit Committee
- Met with Canyon Country Partnership
- Dead Horse Point State Park began renting mountain bikes
- There’s $100 discount for installing an efficient toilet
- Toured the recycle center/landfill
- Visited with John Curtis
- Met with Airport Board
- There is an airport exercise drill in April
Elected Official Reports
Christina Sloan noted an upcoming hearing conference re. the Creekside PUD hearing with oral argument set for 9 am
on 5/19 - Brinegar and Anderson v. Grand County, an appeal of the CC's decision to approve the Creekside PUD
amendment. Christina noted the continuing mask mandate for Grand County. Christina discussed the trigger points for
ending the mask mandate.
Quinn noted the upcoming audit and reminded commissioners about the open and public meetings training.
Commission Administrator Report
Chris Baird discussed appraisals for surplus parcels and an analysis for organizational study that should happen this
year. An organizational study could help streamline both county processes and visitor/customer experience.
Mallory discussed the meeting with the Indigent Defense Council. The grant could fund the County’s Public Defender
office. Mallory sent out the new purchasing policy. There is a vaccination event at Ken’s Lake with appointments
available.
Department Reports (none at this time)
Agency Reports (none at this time)
Presentations
B. Presentation on Solid Waste Special Service District #1’s (SWSSD) purchase of Monument Waste (Evan Tyrell,
SWSSD District Manager)
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Evan discussed the recent purchase of Waste Management. SWSSD will begin collecting solid waste around the
community. Evan discussed the remoteness of Grand County and the needs of local communities. The SWSSD is
committed to continuing service without stopping. The SWSSD will keep all current employees. All services and fee
structures will remain the same. The recycling center will stay open. The acquisition should allow for better recycling
opportunities in the future. The purchase will be covered by government revenue bonds. They will take over May 1st.
Trish thanked Evan for working hard and being professional. Trish suggested adding a board member from Thompson
Springs. Mary suggested the potential of a board member from northern San Juan County.
General Business- Action Items- Discussion and Consideration of:
C. Approving letter of support for Recreational Trails Program Full Funding Act (Clif Koontz, Ride with Respect
Executive Director)
Presentation
Clif discussed the Recreational Trails Program and discussed the advantages, noting funding generally is split roughly
even between motorized and non-motorized trails. Cliff described various uses for the funding like signage and
erosion prevention.
Trish noted prior concerns and offered thanks for clarification.
Motion by Evan Clapper to approve letter of for Recreational Trails Program Full Funding Act.
Motion seconded by Jacques Hadler
Discussion
Jacques noted that much of the funding is used for non-motorized trails.
Motion passes 7-0
D. Approving Agreement with Armstrong Professional Services for Task Order M (Andy Solsvig, Airport Director)
Presentation
Andy discussed the agreement for design and construction of a snow removal equipment building. Construction would
take place this year. Once the project is approved there will be 100% federal match for the grant.
Gabriel asked if there were any specific design costs because it is an airport facility. Andy noted the hours spent on
labor for the design processes.
Jacques asked how many days the airport requires snow removal. Andy noted the snow removal is only half of the use
of the equipment and the equipment will also be capable of sweeping the runway.
Motion by Jacques Hadler to approve a Professional Services Agreement – “Task Order M” with Armstrong
Consultants for $142,000.00 and allow the Chair to sign any related documents.
Motion seconded by Sarah Stock
Discussion (none at this time)
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Motion passes 7-0
E. Approving tax exemption for Resiliency Hub “CommuniTea” garden (Quinn Hall, Clerk/Auditor)
Presentation
Christina discussed current statute and definitions of law, and noted the importance of findings when making a
decision.
Claire Core discussed the Resiliency Hub and the CommuniTea Garden. Claire described the purpose of the
CommuniTea Garden. Claire noted the tea garden is an open space that connects residents with nature. They host
events and have participated in monthly educational events. They’ve offered parenting classes and nature walks.
They’ve been granted funds from the City of Moab for educational courses on gardening. They maintain the garden as
a public and free space. A group of volunteers help maintain the garden.
Evan asked about the idea open/public park space, and if there’s a method to revert tax status if the status of the
garden changes in the future. Chris Baird noted the commission is acting in a quasi-judicial role and should make
findings. Christina noted statute spells out what would happen in the future. Open space needs to qualify as a
service/gift to the community. Gabriel noted that if the garden changes, then it would be deeded to the Multicultural
center. Sarah suggested the CommuniTea garden does provide a service to the community.
Kevin noted skepticism about property tax exemptions, but noted this perhaps fits well within statute. Kevin
suggested that for this organization the gift would qualify as significant.
Trish asked about the signage at the garden and public outreach of the garden space. Claire discussed some of the
prior activities/events at the garden.
Mary asked about the educational purposes, and whether the garden qualifies for the education sections.
Kevin discussed statute, noting the provision of a significant service with no expectation of reward. Kevin noted the
volunteer service to maintain the garden.
Kevin noted the beneficiaries of the garden are not restricted, and any commercial activities are subordinate and
incidental.
Sarah agreed with Kevin and noted the importance of community gardens.
Motion by Kevin Walker to approve the property tax exemption for the CommuniTea Garden owned by the Resiliency
Hub based on previously discussed findings, and to authorize the chair to sign all associated documents.
Motion seconded by Evan Clapper
Discussion
Annual property taxes for the CommuniTea Garden are $1586.08. Jacques noted the importance of parks as
development encroaches.
Motion passes 7-0
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F. Adopting Ordinance amending Ordinance No. 588 and Land Use Code Sections 6.5.3 (exempt signs) 6.5.4
(prohibited signs), 6.5.5(d) (permitted signs; illumination), and 10.2 (definitions) (Christina Sloan, County
Attorney)
Presentation
Christina discussed the Land Use Code with regard to illuminated signs and the need for our land use code to expressly
disallow lighted signs.
Motion by Evan Clapper to adopt the proposed amendment to Ordinance No. 588 and Land Use Code Sections 6.5.3,
6.5.4, 6.5.5(D), and 10.2.
Motion seconded by Sarah Stock
Discussion (none at this time)
Motion passes 7-0
G. Adopting Resolution establishing Grand County’s participation as an Anchor Community in the Community
Renewable Energy Program and authorizing the Interlocal Agreement between participating public entities
(Commissioner Stock)
Presentation
Sarah suggested postponing.
Motion by Sarah Stock to postpone Agenda Item “G” until the next meeting.
Motion seconded by Evan Clapper
Discussion (none at this time)
Motion passes 7-0
H. Approving volunteer re-appointment to the Grand County Transportation Special Service District Board
(Commissioner Walker)
Presentation (none at this time)
Motion by Kevin Walker to approve the re-appointment of Charlie Harrison to serve on the Grand County
Transportation Special Service District, with term expiring 12/31/2024.
Motion seconded by Trish Hedin
Discussion
Kevin noted there are two vacancies, and Charlie Harrison is returning for a second term.
Motion passes 7-0
I.

4/16/21
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Presentation
Elaine discussed the agreement. The Travel Council would sponsor the luncheon. The cost is $12,000.00 and the Travel
Council will be allowed to show a video about responsible recreation.
Motion by Kevin Walker to approve the Sponsor Agreement for the 2021 Utah Outdoor Recreation Summit.
Motion seconded by Jacques Hadler
Discussion
Gabriel thanked Elaine for her hard work.
Motion passes 7-0
J.

Approving amendment to 2021 assignments of County Commission Representatives / Liaisons to District and
County Boards, Commissions and Committees and other agencies (Commissioner Woytek)

Presentation
Gabriel discussed the changes and the needs of the districts/county boards. Gabriel noted his current involvement and
desire for the switch.
Motion by Gabriel Woytek to approve the amendment to the 2021 Commission assignments to replace Commissioner
Stock with Commissioner Woytek as the representative for the Economic Diversification Advisory Council.
Motion seconded by Sarah Stock
Discussion (none at this time)
Motion passes 7-0
K. Approving Parriott’s Garage Performance Auto Show 2021 Special Event Permit (Angela Book, Old Spanish
Trail Arena Director and Elaine Gizler, Moab Area Travel Council Director)
Presentation
Elaine discussed the event and noted Special Events Committee support for the event. Angie discussed participant
numbers and the potential to increase participant numbers if restrictions are eased later in the year.
Sarah noted community concerns about noise and the yearly nature of the event.
Mary noted that being at the Old Spanish Trail Arena would make a big difference. Mary noted that typically the car
show is very popular with residents. Mary suggested this is potentially the type of tourist Grand County wants to
attract. Jacques noted that this event is actually put on by locals instead of out of town groups.
Kevin noted the idea of local sponsorship is a potential bonus, and suggested that this could be a trial year and if it’s
too loud the permit could be reevaluated going forward.
Elaine suggested not approving a larger group size and keeping the permit at 1000 people.
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Sarah commented this has the potential to be very different than the traditional car shows in Moab. Angie noted the
sponsor is well-prepared and easy to work with. Angie noted there will be a COVID event coordinator.
Kevin suggested the County move to a system that doesn’t offer events the expectation that they will be approved the
following year.
Evan suggested it’s difficult to anticipate problems before they actually happen, but noted general support for the
event.
Motion by Jacques Hadler to approve Parriott’s Garage Performance Auto Show 2021 Special Event Permit with the
condition that participants number that are capped at 1000, no burn outs, no rev contest, and that the permit is
issued on a trial basis and renewal is not implied.
Motion seconded by Evan Clapper
Discussion
Gabriel suggested sitting down with the event participants beforehand and work out details. Kevin suggested offering
more support to locals, but communicating clear intentions with sponsors.
Christina discussed attendance number and participant caps.
Kevin asked about the difference between daily total attendance and participant caps and suggested local sponsorship
should potentially be prioritized.
Motion by Kevin Walker to amend the original motion to include language that limits the event to 1000 daily total
attendants and to require they meet with the county in advance to ensure compliance with Grand County’s noise
ordinance
Motion to amend seconded by Sarah Stock
Amendment passes 7-0
Amended motion passes 6-1 Stock opposed
6:18 – Citizens to be Heard
Christina Brinegar asked about Land Use Code section 10.2. Christina and Mary clarified that was an upcoming public
hearing, and would not be voted on until the next meeting.
L. Adopting Resolution approving Grand County’s opposition to US-191 Bypass alignments and requesting that
Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) remove the project from UDOT 2021 Southeastern Utah Regional
Transportation Plan project list (Commissioner Stock and Commissioner Walker)
Presentation
Kevin Walker discussed the bypass and the original plan, noting Moab City passed a something similar at their last
meeting. This will indicate to UDOT that Grand County doesn’t want a bypass in future plans.
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Motion by Kevin Walker to approve the resolution stating Grand County’s opposition to US- 191 Bypass alignments
and requesting that UDOT remove the project from UDOT 2021 Southeastern Utah Regional Transportation Plan
project list.
Motion seconded by Sarah Stock
Discussion
Gabriel suggested that a regional transportation plan should have all the ideas and options, even if they’re not
necessarily viable or appropriate. Gabriel suggested enhancing the Main Street experience should be a priority.
Gabriel noted the bypass could be put back in the plan in the future if necessary.
Evan acknowledged the commission hears a lot from the neighborhoods that would be impacted, but noted there is
still support for a bypass. Evan suggested ignoring the problem will not likely make it go away, and suggested
continuing to study the option.
Sarah noted added specificity to oppose the bypass as proposed, and suggested opposition to the proposed plan may
encourage UDOT to seek other options.
Kevin noted most traffic is caused by visitors, not through traffic. The trucks account for a minimal amount of the
congestion downtown. Kevin suggested most recent congestion has likely been caused by construction and lane
closures. Kevin suggested keeping the idea alive will simply make it inevitable.
Motion passes 6-1 Clapper opposed
M. Approving contracts with Qualtrics and Adara for Travel Council Research, Site Impact, and Ecotourism Data at
a cost to the Travel Council of $62,750 (Elaine Gizler, Travel Council Director)
Presentation
Elaine discussed the programs, noting this would offer more visitation statistics. This would get over 3000 responses
and would capture real time data on visitor statistics. The data would be good for 3 years and could integrate with the
current dashboard and help better define audiences.
Motion by Kevin Walker to approve the proposed contracts with Qualtrics, Love Communications, and Adara for
Travel Council Research, Site Impact, and Ecotourism Data at a cost to the Travel Council of $62,750.
Motion seconded by Evan Clapper
Discussion
Kevin noted the study sounds interesting.
Motion passes7-0
N. Approving suspension of Initial Grade and Step Assignment policy to increase negotiation power within Grade
18 for the Planning and Zoning Director (Renee Baker, Personnel Services Director and Commissioner Walker)
Presentation
Renee discussed the need to hire a new planning and zoning director and some of the limitations from the current pay
scale. Chris discussed the need to adapt and offer flexibility to hire staff.
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Motion by Gabriel Woytek to approve suspension of Initial Grade and Step Assignment policy to increase negotiation
power within Grade 18 for the Planning and Zoning Director.
Motion seconded by Kevin Walker
Discussion (none at this time)
Motion passes 7-0
Consent Agenda- Action Items
O. Ratifying Chair’s signature on Airport Coronavirus Response Grant Program (ACRGP) grant agreement for
Canyonlands Regional Airport
P. Approving Independent Contractor Agreement for drive through gate operator upgrade at Canyonlands
Regional Airport
Q. Pre-approving Enterprise lease schedule for Sand Flats Recreation vehicles
R. Approving contract with the State of Utah Administrative Office of the Courts for Grand County for Bailiff and
Security Services for July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022
S. Approving contract with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) for law enforcement services through the
Grand County Sheriff’s Office on BLM administered lands in the county
T. Approving the Visa Destination Insights Service Subscription Agreement for the Moab Area Travel Council
U. Approving Letter of Support and Grant Signature Authorization for the Non-Motorized Recreational Trails
Program (RTP) grant (Madeline Logowitz, Active Transportation and Trails Director)
Motion by Gabriel Woytek to adopt the consent agenda as presented.
Motion seconded by Jacques Hadler
Discussion (none at this time)
Motion passes 7-0
Discussion Items
V. Calendar items and special events (Mallory Nassau, Associate Commission Administrator)
Mallory discussed upcoming special events.
Public Hearings- Possible Action Items
W. Public Hearing to receive public comment on the issuance of Bonds and the financing and refinancing of
improvements for the Moab Regional Hospital expansion project (Chris Baird, Commission Administrator)
Chris noted that this is statutorily required by the State before issuing any bonds.
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Jen Sadoff discussed the request for tax exempt bonds to refinance the current loan on the hospital and allow for an
expansion. This will allow the hospital to expand and save money.
Chair McGann opened the public hearing about the bonds for the hospital.
Public comment will stay open until the 16th of April at 5:00 pm.
X. Public Hearing to receive public comment on amendments to the Land Use Code (LUC) Sections 3.1 (Use
Table), 3.2.3 (Commercial Use Standards), 3.4.9.H (Vehicle Sales and Service), and 10.2 (Definitions) (Christina
Sloan, County Attorney)
Christina discussed and clarified the changes to Land Use Code, noting the provisions to regulating ATV businesses and
the distinctions between some types of businesses. New ATV sales would be required to sell electric vehicles. Christina
discussed the changes to the “clustering development” definition and Overnight Accommodations. Christina discussed
the noticing requirements, and Grand County’s adherence to the requirements.
Evan asked about fleet size caps. Christina noted that’s in Title 5.
Kevin asked about zoning for sales of cars vs. ATV’s and the restriction of allowing only electric ATV sales.
Evan asked for clarification about the outfitter/rancher/hunter uses of ATV’s, and about outdoor screening
requirements.
Kevin asked about Title 5 discussion and the ability to publicly comment.
Gabriel asked about a citizen’s question regarding ATV use in outfitter and guiding uses.
Trish commented about the LUC 10.2 and clustered development; suggesting this is perhaps not the place to redefine
that portion of Land Use Code.
Kevin agreed and suggested longer public comment time for the LUC 10.2 definitions.
Chris Baird commented that normally public hearings are intended to give a brief description of the changes and
commission debate should be held at the subsequent meeting.
Christina described the Title 5 changes and the Planning Commission version vs. the existing version. The planning
commission suggested the fleet cap of 12 ATV’s, and caravan group size of 6 total. Christina discussed the noise levels,
and the ability to limit them.
Evan asked about fleet caps and the potential for changing and growth. Christina discussed the caps of fleet sizes and
businesses.
Neal Clark spoke in support of the commission with regard to decreasing noise and limiting fleet sizes and caps. Neal
discussed the noise problems not just in the city, but in the larger county as well. Neal noted support for limits on
noise and ATV use.
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Jim King commented that they own several properties in Moab they use for foreign team members. Jim noted that
often visitors that rent ATV’s aren’t able to trailer them to trailheads. Jim commented that often the tractor-trailer
traffic is as loud as any ATV. Jim noted not everyone is able to hike or mountain bike.
Liz Thomas commented that half of the ATV’s that go to Sand Flats are rentals. Liz suggested that having a business
license in Grand County is a privilege, not a right. Users should be required to trailer machines to the trailhead.
Chris Tolman, VP for UTV Utah. Grand County Commission approved funding that comes from ATV’s. If Grand County
wants that money they should not try to force out the ATV crowd. Chris suggested restricting UTV use is damaging and
un-American. Jim suggested the commission is changing the law to fit personal agendas.
Kent Green reminded the County Commission works for all the people – not just a few people in the county. Kent
suggested the noise standards are unfair and biased. Kent suggested the commission only listens to other people and
suggested the commission set caps on every other business in town. Kent noted he abides by regulations and laws.
Emily Stock commented about the detrimental effects of noise on the community. Emily suggested that her business is
negatively impacted by motorized tourism. Emily noted government regulations are expected.
Anne Clare agrees with prior comments regarding regulation of noise.
Jason (Moab Side by Side) commented that he doesn’t disagree with everything, but noted that semi-trucks are often
just as loud as any of the ATV’s. Jason noted most outfitters have stock machines and they help educate users. Jason
commented that the harm has come from the County Commission, not the ATV’s.
Jonathon (?) is looking for property to buy and build a mega RV park in Moab that caters to the UTV community.
Jonathon suggested there is bias among the commission against UTV’s. Jonathon suggested that instead of creating
regulation that discriminates against UTV’s the commission use money to build better trails.
Dave Helman(?) suggested the fleet size limits are too small and don’t allow for growth. Dave suggested the limits are
discriminatory. They only do guided tours and don’t allow rentals. Dave disagrees with the fleet cap.
Scott Hayer commented the County should look at a designated UTV route that circumvents neighborhoods. Scott
suggested fleet caps are not appropriate.
Mark Horowitz commented that he hates UTV’s. Mark noted the town is nothing like it used to be. Mark commented
he can hear the noise of the 191 all day. Mark commented the UTV use at Sand Flats is a travesty. Mark suggested that
perhaps the world is going crazy and Moab is caught up in it.
Jared Trader commented that this is a public health hazard in addition to being annoying. Jared noted the importance
of public health. Jared noted the WHO noise decibel limits. Jared suggested using all the tools at the County’s disposal
to limit the noise.
Brad Ferrell commented that Utah has street legal laws that allow ATV use on public streets. Brad noted he’s apt to
drive very slow. Brad suggested he doesn’t feel welcome in Moab anymore. Brad likened the banning of UTV’s to the
banning of airline flights. Brad wondered if we should ban all talking because it exceeds appropriate decibel levels.
Nick Olsen commented that a maximum noise level of 55 dBA is far too low. Nick commented that he’s disappointed
with the County’s lack of ability to work with outside groups. Nick suggested combative negotiation is rarely
productive.
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Jennifer (Epic 4X4 Adventures) commented that she provides legal services using legal equipment. Jennifer suggested
she creates good paying jobs in the community. Jennifer noted that many people love the noise of the ATV’s and come
to Moab just to hear that sound. Jennifer noted she wants to be part of the solution. Jennifer suggested that limiting
her fleet size won’t fix the issue.
Shane agrees that machines can be noisy, but everything is noisy. Shane suggested that this issue is being approached
the wrong way. Shane suggested the Commission is attempting to shut down the American Dream. Shane noted his
frustration with the commission.
Christian appreciates the meetings being on Zoom. Christian noted the existence of other government regulations and
noted that’s the democratic process. Christian noted that semi-trucks do not drive through residential neighborhoods,
but that ATV’s do.
Christina Brinegar commented about clustered development being redefined. Christina noted the new definition
destroys the nature of rural residential developments.
Brad Furner noted he’s a responsible UTV owner. Brad noted the lack of parking for trailering ATV’s. Suggested
trailering would cause ATV’s users to park in residential neighborhoods.
Zacharia Levine noted support for legislative action to limit ATV’s. Zacharia noted the primary role of government is to
protect the health and welfare of its citizens.
Cliff Koontz commented about the noise levels and noted the ability of units to be quieter. Cliff suggested a
requirement for mandatory education, suggesting that other measures may work better than laws that limit use. Cliff
suggested that instead of the requirement of electric sales only, the commission consider rules that require that nonelectric models meet noise requirements.
Trish Hawkins thanked the commission for all the work on the noise issue. Trish urged the commission to take every
action possible to limit the noise. Suggested support for fleet and business caps. Trish would like to see ATV’s trailered
to trailheads as soon as possible.
Brett Stewart suggested the legislation drafted and presented at the state level used non-street legal language. Brett
noted ATV’s should comply with the same laws that regulate motorcycles. Brett noted that the speed limit signs are
illegal per state law. Brett suggested the County implement recommended “quiet time” signs and “recommended
route” signage.
Chair McGann noted the public hearing will remain open until 14 April, 2021 at 5:00 pm.
Y. Public Hearing to receive public comment on repealing Title 11 (Noise) of the Grand County General
Ordinances and related Ordinance No. 602, and adopting a new Title 11 (Noise Pollution) (Christina Sloan,
County Attorney)
Christina discussed the noise ordinance. This has not gone through the planning commission. The noise prohibitions
have been moved to the top. Certain noise is prohibited on public rights of way. Christina noted this is applicable to all
vehicles. Christina discussed the different levels. Christina noted that several stock models of ATV are below 92 dBA.
Christina noted similar standards are in place in other communities. Christina noted motorcycles are regulated
federally, but ATV’s are not.
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Chris discussed potential problems with exemptions and exposure level limitations. Chris suggested adding language
about exposure levels and length of time.
Kevin suggested approving necessary items for the future checkpoint quickly and dealing with other sections later.
Chris noted most noise complaints are dogs and music at night.
Mary opened the floor for public comment.
Dave commented that capping fleet size won’t affect noise levels.
Kent Green encouraged the Commission to work with the outfitters before making any serious decisions. Kent
suggested the commission help business - not hinder business.
The public hearing will remain open until 14 April, 2021 at 5:00 pm.
Cliff Koontz commented that the current version has improved, but Cliff still has concerns. Cliff feels the numbers are
too low and even stock cars and trucks will fail the noise test. The stationary sound test should be higher than 88 dBA
and that’s likely too low and unlikely to be easily met. Cliff noted the EPA stamp on motorcycles is worthless.
General Business- Action Items- Discussion and Consideration of:
Z. Repealing Title 5 (Business Licenses and Regulations) of the Grand County General Ordinances and related
Ordinance No. 629 and adopting new Title 5 (Business Licenses) in conjunction with the proposed
amendments to the Land Use Code (Christina Sloan, County Attorney)
Motion by Kevin Walker to postpone Item “Z.”
Motion seconded by Jacques Hadler
Motion passes 7-0
(Discussion about scheduling special meeting)
Closed Session(s) (if necessary)
Motion by Trish Hedin to enter a closed session to discuss pending or reasonably imminent litigation.
Motion seconded by Evan Clapper
Motion passes 7-0
Commission entered closed session at 8:50 pm.
Commission exited closed session at 9:13 pm.
Chair McGann adjourned the meeting at 9:13 pm.
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GRAND COUNTY
COMMISSION SPECIAL MEETING/WORKSHOP
Grand County Commission Chambers
Held virtually on Zoom
Moab, Utah
WATCH ON YOUTUBE - search for: “GRAND COUNTY UTAH GOVERNMENT”
MINUTES
12 APR, 2021
The Grand County Commission met in a special meeting/workshop on 12 April, 2021. The meeting
was streamed/attended electronically. It was also broadcast and saved on YouTube. Commissioners
in attendance were Jacques Hadler, Trish Hedin, Mary McGann, Sarah Stock, and Gabriel Woytek.
Also present were County Commission Administrator Chris Baird, County Commission Associate
Administrator Mallory Nassau, County Attorney Christina Sloan, and Clerk/Auditor Quinn Hall. Also
in attendance was Wayne Freimund acting as the moderator, and several members of the local
business community.
Call to Order
Chair McGann called the workshop to order at 3:01 pm.
Discussion Items:
A. Sharing if ideas and concerns with Grand County ATV Businesses regarding proposed efforts
to address noise pollution.
Chair McGann described the purpose of the meeting – to help the County Commission understand the needs
and desires of the ATV business community in Grand County and introduced the moderator – Wayne
Freimund, and turned the time over to Wayne.
Wayne offered his thanks and described the meeting and discussed some of the issues to be addressed in
the meeting. Wayne introduced Iree Wheeler as an assistant moderator.
Participants introduced themselves.
Wayne introduced the topic or potential of trailering vehicles to trailheads and asked for feedback.
Kent Green suggested that trailering ATV’s is fine, but noted that businesses offer street legal vehicles and
suggested there is potentially not enough parking at most trailheads.
Mary suggested the potential of trailering drop-offs vs trailer parking.
Jeremy noted ATV’s are much larger and would require many more trailers than other outfitters.
Jason Minason suggested that the ATV’s are street legal and there should be no need to require trailering.
Mark Moore agreed, noting he has trailers, but larger trailers would be cost prohibitive.
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Jennifer commented that 25 bikes on a van is very different from ATV’s. They do trailer some of the tours,
but trailering all of them would be problematic.
Mary asked Jacques and Gabriel about the commission’s thoughts on trailering the ATV’s. Jacques asked
about potential to trailer to various trailheads.
Gabriel noted perhaps complete trailering of ATV’s would not be feasible, but suggested that trailering could
be at least part of a solution.
Dave commented that he doesn’t have room at his current location to store/park a large trailer.
Trish noted the commission is well aware that the ATV’s are street legal and discussed the pressure from the
community to keep things quieter and more manageable.
Jason Minason suggested that there are better ways to eliminate the noise issue than trailering. Jason
suggested that everyone working together could better solve the noise issue. Jason noted there are other
vehicles that are as loud as ATV’s.
Mark noted that every ATV they own is street legal, and that getting trucks and trailers for all the ATV’s is
cost prohibitive and would likely sink a business. Mark suggested that better enforcement would make a
dramatic change in the noise issue.
Kent expressed concern that the while the County claims to want to know how to mitigate the noise they’ve
never approached the business owners before this. Kent asked if perhaps the ATV businesses should retain
legal counsel to represent them. Kent suggested he feels like businesses are being punished.
Mary asked if there was any potential to trailer the machines – and suggested the question has been
answered.
Reed noted he has a trailer rental business, but suggested a shuttle company is likely not realistic.
Wayne asked about the reduced speed limit – is there any evidence that it’s worked so far?
Mark Moore noted he’s conducted some informal tests and the loudest vehicles he’s noticed are trucks and
motorcycles. He doesn’t think the speed limit has done anything. Mark noted that ATV’s are susceptible to
mechanical issues and failures driving at 15 MPH because they’re between the high and low gears.
Mary noted the commission has heard from citizens that the speed limits seem to be working.
Trish noted she’s heard complaints about the speed limit from citizens that the roads are too slow now.
Jennifer suggested the ATV companies are being harassed for going slow. Jennifer suggested the speed
limits are upsetting to other drivers.
Jason Minason suggested the speed limit is frustrating and leads to negative attitudes about ATV’s.
Dave noted the speed limit is frustrating to everyone else on the road.
Sarah noted she appreciates the discussion, and reiterated the residents are frustrated with the noise.
Dave suggested the solution is to enforce the sound ordinance. The County and City should create laws and
enforce them before attempting to limit business.
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Kent suggested the speed limit is creating more traffic and congestion.
Wayne asked for opinions about caravan size limits.
Mark Moore noted he has no problem with the caravan limits – they limit tours to 6 vehicles.
Dave suggested the BLM has suggested a cap at 6 machines – 1 guide and 5 machines. Dave suggested
the limit at 6 seems appropriate.
Kent Green suggested the cap at 6 vehicles was a good idea, but noted that private vehicle groups could
exceed the limit with no oversight. Kent suggested a stoplight at the Millcreek/Sand Flats intersection.
Jennifer suggested the cap at 6 vehicles is appropriate.
Jason Minason suggested there are larger groups from out of town folks, and perhaps the local outfitters are
not the problem with caravan sizes.
Mark Moore suggested that it’s difficult to regulate everyone else, but the outfitters are willing to observe the
cap. The other user groups need more education.
Jennifer noted support for the 6 vehicle cap.
Reed commented that there are larger groups, but that this could perhaps be mitigated with better education.
Christina noted the Commission is trying to work with other groups with regard to ATV use in Grand County.
Christina noted working with the BLM will take some time, but is progressing.
Wayne asked about overnight ATV rentals.
Jason suggested rentals are rarely overnight.
Jacques noted the noise complaints are often at night.
Jason Minason noted his rentals are prohibited from use after dark.
Jeremy and Kent noted they offer sunrise tours, usually from roughly 6:30 am. They do offer sunset tours.
Kent noted the curfew from 11-6 is appropriate.
Dave noted they do not offer rentals but only offer guided tours. They do not leave before 8:00 am.
Jennifer noted they are not a rental agency. They offer tours only. The latest tour is back by 10:00 pm.
Wayne asked about fleet size caps and how that would affect outfitters.
Jeremy suggested that limiting business is not appropriate and doesn’t seem right. Jeremy noted that
perhaps a percentage increase annually could be considered appropriate, but not a firm cap.
Jason Minason suggested that any cap on total fleet sizes is discrimination. Jason suggested fleet cap sizes
are unconstitutional.
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Mark commented that limiting the size of a company is none of the government’s business. Mark claimed
that’s his God given right as an American. Mark noted there are certain times of the day that are going to be
noisy and people are going to be bothered.
Jennifer claimed government has no right to limit the size of a business, and suggested outfitters will seek
legal counsel. Jennifer noted that there are people that think the sounds of ATV’s are music to people’s ears.
Jennifer suggested they will fight any cap on fleet sizes.
Dave agreed with all the other outfitters. Suggested the government should not limit the fleet size of any
company. Dave noted there are perhaps unaccounted for businesses in the County.
Kent suggested he’s totally against limiting the size of a fleet.
Christina noted she’s not supportive of the fleet caps. The planning commission is supportive of the fleet
caps. Christina noted the County has very broad authority to regulate any business in the County.
Sarah commented that she generally supports guided tours, but would be potentially supportive of caps on
simple rentals.
Christina noted she’s spent considerable time working with Law Enforcement to determine the best way
forward to ensure noise compliance.
Scott McFarlane noted he does not approve any fleet caps, and commented about future availability of
electric ATV’s.
Jeremy suggested he’d sign up for an electric vehicle – but would like to know Scott’s involvement in
Vanderhall motors. Scott noted the ability to buy electric ATV’s from anyone. Jeremy asked about potential
pricing, and Scott suggested they would cost in the mid $30,000’s with a future model in the $20,000’s.
Jeremy suggested he’d like more information.
Dave asked about the potential of charging stations. Scott noted if you were on residential power it would
likely take overnight to charge, but charging stations would be faster.
Laurie asked about sound comparisons between gas and electric only vehicles, Mark (from Vaderhall Motor
Works) suggested the electric vehicles would be significantly quieter.
Wayne summarized the conversation noting the highlights.
Cliff Koontz asked about support of J1287, and noted his support of outreach to and from businesses.
Mark noted we’re still talking about everything. The time has come to do something about the sound issue.
Mary suggested enforcement of the noise ordinance has been an issue moving forward, but the County has
been working hard on it and we’re coming closer to an enforceable standard. Mary offered her thanks to
everyone for participating.
Kent Green noted he appreciates the effort by the County and asked about the funding money from
registration fees.
Cliff responded that there are several grants and funding sources available, and some are used for
motorized trails and some for non-motorized trails.
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Jennifer said she appreciates the effort on the part of the County.
Wayne discussed upcoming vehicle technology and past challenges with other areas and noise issues.
Mark asked about the speed limits, and Mary noted that Senator Bramble had suggested that the County
create and enforce local laws before seeking State involvement.
Christina discussed upcoming sound testing events at Sand Flats Recreation Area.
Mark asked why the County can’t come and test some of the local machines – and Christina noted they’d
done that, but they would get out try to test more regularly.
Christina noted that the first year would be mostly used for data gathering, and enforcement would follow.
Jennifer suggested looking into the potential for grant programs to offset the cost of converting local fleets to
electric.
Mary thanked everyone for their involvement and participation.
Jacques offered his thanks.
Dave encouraged the commission to talk to the planning commission and delete the fleet size cap.
Kent suggested the planning commission work better with the ATV owners.
Gabriel offered his thanks and noted that we all live here together, and we shouldn’t minimize anyone’s
feelings, noting that many people are having issues with the noise.
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GRAND COUNTY
COMMISSION SPECIAL MEETING/WORKSHOP
Grand County Commission Chambers
Held virtually on Zoom
Moab, Utah
WATCH ON YOUTUBE - search for: “GRAND COUNTY UTAH GOVERNMENT”
MINUTES
13 APR, 2021
The Grand County Commission met in a special meeting/workshop on 13 April, 2021. The meeting
was streamed/attended electronically. It was also broadcast and saved on YouTube. Commissioners
in attendance were Evan Clapper, Jacques Hadler, Mary McGann, Sarah Stock, and Kevin Walker.
Also present were County Commission Administrator Chris Baird, County Commission Associate
Administrator Mallory Nassau, County Attorney Christina Sloan, and Clerk/Auditor Quinn Hall. Also
present was Les Blomberg, noise consultant. Gabriel Woytek arrived at 1:07 pm.
Call to Order
Chair McGann called the workshop to order at 1:03 pm
Discussion Items:
A. Proposed repeal of Title 5 (Business Licenses and Regulations) of the Grand County General
Ordinances and related Ordinance No. 629 and adoption of new Title 5 (Business Licenses) in
conjunction with the proposed amendments to the Land Use Code (Christina Sloan, County Attorney

B. Proposed Ordinance amendments to the Land Use Code (LUC) Sections 3.1 (Use Table), 3.2.3
(Commercial Use Standards), 3.4.9.H (Vehicle Sales and Service), and 10.2 (Definitions) (Christina
Sloan, County Attorney)

C. Proposed repeal of Title 11 (Noise) of the Grand County General Ordinances and related Ordinance
No. 602, and adoption of a new Title 11 (Noise Pollution) (Christina Sloan, County Attorney)
Christina introduced Les and Cliff and suggested we start with a discussion of Title 11. Christina discussed
the upcoming voluntary checkpoint and the possible enforcement for the upcoming year and the past
demonstration events.
Christina shared some graphs and figures of various vehicle noise levels. Les summarized the charts and
explained the differences in noise levels between vehicles. Les described sound measurements and
methods, and offered some references to increase understanding. Les described some different testing
methods, noting the difference. Les discussed the relevant measurements and discussed some of the
limitations of measuring. Les noted vehicles over 90 dBA are likely modified or poorly maintained.
Christina discussed the proposed testing and levels. Christina suggested that the levels be adjusted to
accommodate older and newer machines, and suggested Cliff weigh in on the proposed 92 dBA levels.
Jacques asked why the Federal Government hasn’t implemented a noise level for ATV’s. Les noted they had
in the past, but the laws have not been updated. Les shared some history of the Noise Control Act of 1972,
and noted that there have been no actions from the EPA Noise Enforcement Office, and it closed in the 80’s.
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Cliff discussed the opinion of the Motorized Trail Committee, noting support for the 92 dBA proposed level.
Cliff suggested he could talk to the committee about lower future levels.
Christina discussed the Type III machines – “Rock Crawlers,” and appropriate noise levels for different types
of machines.
Kevin asked if the rock crawlers are street legal, and Cliff responded that they can be street legal.
Les commented that vehicles under 6000 lbs. are about 10 dBA quieter than trucks. Les noted that big trucks
and motorcycles are typically the loudest vehicles.
Cliff discussed the 95 dBA standard for cars in some states. Cliff noted the standards seem high compared
to most regular vehicles. Cliff wondered how we would capture the true problematic vehicles while excluding
other, legal vehicles, and noted the impact of driver behavior and throttle level while testing.
Cliff noted that some vehicles are very far from stock configuration in order to access the trails.
Kevin asked about correlation between types and the difference between stationary testing and in-motion
tests.
Christina noted that correlation between different vehicle types is difficult due to different use cases.
Sarah asked about potential enforcement.
Les noted there was an equipment component to the testing and an operation requirement to the testing. Les
noted current laws surrounding muffler requirements.
Kevin asked about other noise ordinances, noting other communities generally only have drive-by tests.
Christina discussed drive-by tests, and the difficulty in creating enforceable laws with the drive-by test, and
noted prosecution with drive-by tests. Christina noted the ability to stop people with the use of a drive by test
and issuing citations based on stationary tests.
Christina asked about rock crawlers, and how many are likely over any proposed 95 dBA. Cliff noted the
drive-by tests are likely good for screening only.
Christina discussed the first year of enforcement would likely be only for data collection to be used to
reassess the efficiency and adequacy of the proposed ordinance. Christina noted the drive-by tests for
screening do not need to be codified and can be a matter of policy.
Kevin suggested that noise is a complex issue, and noted the commission is unlikely to able to capture all
instances and vehicles.
Les noted that every vehicle over 90 dBA is a vehicle makes more noise than a large truck. Les noted the
ability of owners to modify vehicles to bring them in compliance.
Chris Baird pointed out rock crawlers commonly use gas engines that are generally normal, but are modified
to make them louder. The base engine generally would be quiet without modifications.
Cliff noted the difficulty in capturing every instance or all types of vehicles that are out of compliance with
noise regulations.
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Christina introduced the topic of motorcycles and noted there is little active enforcement of motorcycles at
the federal level. Christina discussed sound levels surrounding motorcycles.
Les noted that all motorcycles sold should comply with current noise level standards, but that aftermarket
mufflers often don’t comply with the established requirements.
Cliff noted there are many motorcycles that don’t comply with the regulations because they’re technically
manufactured for “closed course use only.” Cliff agreed few aftermarket mufflers include the EPA stamp. Cliff
suggested that perhaps some stock motorcycles could be in violation if the ordinance sets the limit too low.
Cliff noted that some motorcycle owners would be unable to comply. Cliff discussed different types of
motorcycles and compliance.
Christina asked Les about some standards and regulations surrounding motorcycles, and asked for a
recommendation.
Les commented that the EPA stamp may not be perfect, but it could be effective in many cases for
motorcycles. Les noted the “competition only” style only mufflers, and suggested the commission needs to
weigh in on the requirements.
Kevin suggested the levels mainly to protect neighborhoods from the noise. Kevin noted the ability to choose
which cases and sound levels to prosecute.
Cliff noted Les’ graph comes from the 2005 California study and suggested that a standard could be set at
94 dBA and could potentially move toward 92 dBA in the future. Cliff noted there are many motorcycles that
could end up out of compliance simply with time and suggested a level of 96 dBA.
Kevin asked about the drive-by tests and different stopping scenarios.
Christina discussed different testing standards and prosecutorial evidence and difficulties surrounding
enforcement/prosecution. Christina noted the addition in the ordinance of other noise standards.
Les suggested there may not be the need for an expert at every case/violation. Les noted the developing a
system would create a method to enforce the standard.
Kevin suggested support the noise ordinance as it’s currently written.
Sarah expressed support for increasingly stringent noise levels over time.
Kevin discussed the past testing of rental ATV’s, and noted several of them were loud.
Christina suggested any single noise ordinance would not, by itself, solve the noise issue. Education and
further evaluation will help moving forward.
Kevin asked about changes to the Land Use Code and its integration with the noise ordinances.
Christina introduced the Land Use Code changes and opened that portion of the discussion.
Christina discussed ATV use for outfitters, rental companies, and guide services. Christina discussed the
other changes to the Land Use Code. Christina noted planning commission input that new ATV sales be
limited to electric only models.
Jacques suggested that new sales of ATV’s are likely not a huge issue in the County, but that incentivizing
electric ATV sales could be beneficial.
Sarah suggested she’d like to incentivize somehow sales of electric or at least quieter vehicles.
Kevin suggested sales of ATV’s is likely not a huge problem, and that incentivizing quieter machines could
be helpful.
Christina discussed other definitions included in the land use code changes – such as clustering
development and overnight accommodations and short term accommodations.
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Kevin offered some clarification surrounding the clustered development and suggested delaying it for the
following meeting. Christina noted the definition already exists in land use code. Christina discussed Planned
Unit Development (PUD’s).
Sarah noted the necessary follow up with the Spanish Valley plan.
Kevin discussed the outfitters and hunting services using ATV’s in their businesses.
Christina spoke about the similarities between hunting guiding and ATV rental/outfitter businesses.
Christina noted the difference between having a business license for one business and having a valid
business license for actually renting vehicles/ATV’s.
Christina discussed the changes to the Title 5 business licenses, and noted the addition of some various
language in different sections. Christina noted the inclusion of language that requires signage to educate the
public. Christina noted the addition of dBA levels, and suggested that lower levels would require all fleets to
be trailered to the trailhead.
Kevin suggested support for ATV noise ordinances and drive-by tests.
Gabriel suggested a lower standard that would require trailering would create too much push back and
negativity. Mary agreed, suggesting lower levels would seem punitive. Kevin suggested drive-by tests would
be better.
Les discussed some testing options.
Cliff suggested the drive-by test may be more difficult to achieve compliance for rental/tour companies.
Kevin suggested it’s not unreasonable to require a drive-by test.
Les discussed the difficulty of various tests, noting the difficulty was about the same.
Christina noted the work that has gone into the stationary test, and that further regulations or complications
would likely burden local businesses.
Kevin expressed support for the drive-by test, suggesting that the drive-by tests may benefit the community
better. Kevin suggested the ultimate goal is to get the ATV’s off the street, and the County should be as strict
as is reasonable possible to limit ATV traffic on the street.
Cliff noted the stationary test is much less burden on local businesses.
Christina asked about support for ordinances as written.
Kevin suggested asking about support for stationary vs. drive-by testing.
Christina asked about support for the stationary test: 3 for.
Christina asked about support for the drive-by test:
Evan discussed enforcement and testing and expressed support for easier enforcement rather than more
difficult enforcement.
Sarah asked about fleet caps and the difference between rentals and guided tours. Sarah noted the rental
companies and both have an impact on the community. Sarah expressed support for limiting the proliferation
of rentals. Christina offered an update on the number of rental units available in the County.
Kevin agreed with Sarah, commenting that allowing an increase in fleet size would likely increase the noise
in the future.
Jacques commented that it’s likely visitors would simply rent an ATV from San Juan County or bring a
personal one that may be louder.
Sarah suggested better mitigation for the noise and impact to local communities by limiting fleet sizes.
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Mary discussed the differences between the drive-by tests and stationary tests and the relationship to rental
companies and tour operators.
(Mary had to leave the meeting – Gabriel took over)
Kevin suggested new business would likely not simply move to San Juan County.
Gabriel suggested a cap on rentals could be appropriate, but not on tour fleets.
Christina suggested the possibility of splitting caps between rental fleets and tour operators.
Evan doesn’t support a cap, noting the current inequitable fleet sizes between operators. Evan suggested a
higher cap, and supported the idea of no new rentals.
Christina noted the split opinion of the commission.
Christina discussed the possibility of a split in future caps between tour operators and rental services.
Kevin expressed support for a drive-by test vs a cap.
Sarah commented about the need to mitigate the noise.
Jacques asked about the drive-by test.
Les suggested the drive-by test is the gold standard, but noted it’s more difficult to implement, and noted
there is little correlation between the two tests. Les wondered if it’s possible to create a drive-by test Les
discussed the technical hurdles of administering drive-by tests. Kevin suggested using a set speed limit for a
drive by test. Cliff pointed out the wind is an issue with the drive-by tests, more so than with the stationary
tests.
Cliff discussed the limitations of testing and the difficulty of doing reliable and repeatable tests. Kevin
suggested the similarity with speeding and some lenience based on varying conditions. Evan asked if
deputies could administer the drive-by tests “on the fly.” Les responded that enforcement would depend on a
static location and where vehicles are not travelling in groups. Les noted the importance of picking an
appropriate spot to administer the test. Kevin discussed the difference between “real-world” drive by tests,
and standardized drive-by tests.
Chris Baird noted the County does have a sound meter available to conduct some casual tests. Chris asked
if another special meeting was really necessary. Kevin suggested we needed to meet to approve the Land
Use Code but the noise issue could be dealt with later.
Closed Session(s) (if necessary)
Gabriel adjourned the meeting at 4:37.
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GRAND COUNTY
COMMISSION SPECIAL MEETING
Grand County Commission Chambers
Held virtually on Zoom
Moab, Utah
WATCH ON YOUTUBE - search for: “GRAND COUNTY UTAH GOVERNMENT”
MINUTES
15 APR, 2021
The Grand County Commission met in a special meeting on 15 April, 2021. The meeting was
streamed/attended electronically. It was also broadcast and saved on YouTube. Commissioners in
attendance were Evan Clapper, Jacques Hadler, Trish Hedin, Mary McGann, Sarah Stock, Kevin
Walker, and Gabriel Woytek. Also present were County Commission Administrator Chris Baird,
County Commission Associate Administrator Mallory Nassau, County Attorney Christina Sloan, and
Clerk/Auditor Quinn Hall.
Call to Order
Chair McGann called the meeting to order at 8:31 am
Christina suggested postponing the noise ordinance hearing until the next meeting.
Motion by Evan Clapper to postpone Item “B” until the next meeting.
Motion Seconded by Jacques Hadler
Motion Passes 7-0.
Citizens to Be Heard
Kevin asked about procedure and public comments.
Cliff Koontz commented about title 5. Cliff suggested there are some issues with the draft proposal on Title 5.
Cliff suggested the Commission create an opportunity for more education surrounding motorized trail use.
Cliff reminded everyone that setting a noise level that is too low will negatively affect most users. Cliff
suggested that 92 dBA is too low a standard to be met.
Brett Stewart commented he’s happy to see some compromise. Brett recommended a dBA of 93, noting that
92 dBA would potentially not hold up in court. Brett noted support for a 93 dBA level.
Council Member Disclosures (none at this time)
General Business- Action Items- Discussion and Consideration of:

A. Adopting Ordinance approving amendments to the Land Use Code (LUC) Sections 3.1 (Use Table),
3.2.3 (Commercial Use Standards), 3.4.9.H (Vehicle Sales and Service), and 10.2 (Definitions)
(Christina Sloan, County Attorney)
Presentation
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Christina discussed proposed changes to the Land Use Code (LUC) and the recommendations suggested by
the planning commission. Christina discussed the changes related to outfitters and rental companies.
Christina noted some other changes, and potential changes to sales of ATV’s. Christina suggested some
minor changes, and noted the potential to allow sales for ATV’s that meet certain noise requirements.
Christina discussed the addition of language from the LUC to better define Planned Unit Developments
(PUD’s), and overnight accommodations.
Motion by Evan Clapper move to approve the proposed amendments to Land Use Code Sections 3.1, 3.2.3,
3.4.9.H, and 10.2 with the “choose your own adventure option #3.”
Motion seconded by Jacques Hadler
Discussion
Jacques noted he likes option 3. It allows sales while requiring ATV’s to meet land use code.
Kevin noted support for option 3 or possibly option 4. Kevin suggested regulating sales could potentially
complicate things, noting the current lack of ATV retail sales at this time.
Mary suggested support for option 3, noting it’s proactive vs. reactive. This creates a boundary for any new
retailers that may come to the County.
Jacques noted he likes the idea of incentivizing quitter ATV’s.
Kevin commented about the clustering development definition, noting this takes language that appears in the
LUC and cleans up the code and makes it consistent.
Evan asked about the regulation of sales. Christina noted the County has broad authority to regulate
business in the County.
Motion by Kevin Walker to amend the motion to strike the language that restricts the types of ATV’s that can
be sold.
Motion seconded by (nobody)
Amendment fails for lack of a motion.
Motion passes 7-0

B. Repealing Title 11 (Noise) of the Grand County General Ordinances and related Ordinance No. 602,
and adopting new Title 11 (Noise Pollution) (Christina Sloan, County Attorney)
(disposed of earlier/postponed)

C. Repealing Title 5 (Business Licenses and Regulations) of the Grand County General Ordinances and
related Ordinance No. 629 and adopting new Title 5 (Business Licenses) in conjunction with the
proposed amendments to the Land Use Code (Christina Sloan, County Attorney)
Presentation
Christina shared her screen and discussed the changes to Title 5 – Business Licenses. Christina noted the
changes and additional definitions for rental fleets vs. outfitters. Christina discussed the differences between
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different types of noise testing and some of the logistics surrounding the testing. Christina discussed some of
the potentials to educate visitors about the noise issue in the community.
Evan asked about adding a mandatory education option, and Christina noted the potential lack of
enforceability and logistical problems with verifying education. Evan noted the potential for outfitters to be
advocates for education, and the potential of the Travel Council to create some educational materials for the
public. Evan suggested adding some language about required education.
Kevin asked if we could start out with language about voluntary education.
Mary agreed that education is important, but noted the lack of staff to consistently enforce any educational
requirements.
Evan suggested adding at least a minimal education requirement.
Christina noted the need for a code compliance officer and an investigator to encourage and enforce
compliance.
Kevin suggested support for some minimal language surrounding educational requirements. Kevin
suggested a straw poll vs. a motion with several amendments.
Kevin suggested discussing noise requirements first, and discussed the requirement for both a stationary
and drive-by test. Kevin suggested the effectiveness of the drive-by test in the field is still potentially
unknown. Kevin suggested gathering more data on both testing methods.
Evan asked about passing one vs. both noise tests.
Kevin suggested adding language that requires the County to designate a site for drive-by tests.
Christina noted opposition to the drive-by tests, and support for stationary tests. And discussed the logistical
challenges of drive-by testing.
Evan suggested support for starting with the stationary testing at first.
Jacques noted support for the stationary testing and noted the potential for drive-by testing in the future.
Mary suggested requiring both is onerous to the County and the County likely lacks the staffing to
accomplish the testing effectively. Mary suggested working with and gathering data with the local ATV
companies and tour operators.
Sarah commented she understands the lack of manpower, but wondered about complaints against specific
vehicles. Sarah asked if the County could ask for a drive-by test in specific instances.
Kevin and Christina discussed complaints against specific fleets and vehicles, noting the
numbering/identification requirement for ATV’s.
Kevin noted concern that ATV’s may be loud but still pass the stationary test.
Christina discussed the burden of ensuring compliance on the County.
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Mary asked about stationary and drive-by tests to mitigate complaints.
Sarah suggested adding specific language about requiring drive-by tests in the case of specific complaints.
Kevin discussed Title 11 and the inclusion of drive-by tests and County staffing levels.
Christina noted the deliberate omission of a drive by test requirement for business licenses.
Mary suggested the inclusion of Sarah’s suggestion about specific complaints and drive-by testing.
Kevin noted fleets are often comprised of several similar models.
Christina discussed potential business license revocation parameters.
Christina noted the need for better data collection and tracking.
Kevin commented that the big goal of the Commission is to make residential neighborhoods quiet again, and
noted the noise ordinance is generally designed to capture all noisy vehicles and not specifically aimed at
ATV’s. Kevin noted concern about the stationary testing, noting it may not capture offending vehicles. Kevin
noted support for a drive-by test. Kevin suggested a better option may be to simply require trailering to
trailheads.
Christina noted the drive-by test likely won’t capture ATV’s operated by skilled drivers.
Kevin suggested there is some uncertainty in the drive-by test, but would like the option to be available.
Mary suggested a straw poll to gauge Commission interest.
Trish, option 1. Gabriel, option 1. Kevin, option 3. Jacques, option 1 Evan, option 1 Sarah, option 1. Mary,
option 1.
Christina discussed some of the dates for compliance and business licensing.
Kevin noted he was hoping that the compliance date would be sooner.
Evan suggested the date for next January was appropriate. Trish agreed with Evan.
Kevin suggested waiting too long isn’t fair to residents.
Mary suggested the need to quiet the community as quickly as possible. Mary supported an earlier date.
Jacques noted a January date seems realistic, but that perhaps a September date would work.
Gabriel supported the January deadline, noting that it’s reasonable and attainable and helps the whole
community.
Sarah suggested support for an earlier date noting September seems realistic.
Trish suggested support for the January date.
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Kevin suggested support for any earlier date. Kevin noted perhaps we’re doing less than we potentially could
as a County to mitigate the noise. Kevin noted the discussion and ordinance should be focused on residents
vs. business owners.
Evan suggested the January date is easier for the County to comply with, and noted the increased burden on
County staff and the ability to reliably enforce any new regulations.
Kevin suggested he’s willing to increase the burden on government and staff if it seems to benefit the
community.
Jacques noted logistical issues surrounding compliance, like the availability and prohibitive price of trailers.
Christina discussed some of the issues surrounding potential enforcement.
Mary discussed the results of Commission opinion and suggested the January date be left as is.
Christina moved the discussion to the fleet caps and max numbers.
Kevin expressed reluctance to go beyond the Planning Commission requirements. Kevin noted this is a crisis
in our neighborhoods, and suggested support for the Planning Commission suggestions.
Trish noted support for Option 1.
Gabriel noted the need to mitigate noise. Gabriel suggested support for Option 2 – because it allows for
potential expansion of guided tours.
Jacques suggested support for Option 2 or 3. Leaning toward option 3.
Evan suggested support for option 1 if it included a higher fleet cap. Evan noted mild support for Option 2.
Evan noted support for Option 1 at a fleet cap of 25.
Trish suggested support for Option 1 at a cap of 25.
Sarah noted support for Option 1 with a cap at 12. Sarah discussed limiting fleets at 12 and the potential to
change the caps at a later date with a potential expansion of guided tours in the future. Sarah discussed the
difficulty in distinguishing between rentals and guided tours. Sarah supports Option 1.
Gabriel suggested a requirement for designating or differentiating between rental machines and tour
machines.
Mary suggested problems are likely caused more by visitors than by local businesses. Mary suggested
support for Option 3 if it specified some language that required electric or quieter machines in the future.
Mary suggested fleets could be increased if outfitters and rental companies could expand with quieter
machines.
Christina discussed some of the options surrounding fleet maximums and alternative solutions.
Kevin offered some comments on the various options. Kevin suggested limits are more favorable at this
point. Kevin discussed some of the other difficulties surrounding limits and differences between the City and
County and rental/outfitter companies. Kevin suggested at least stopping the growth until noise is mitigated.
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Evan asked about option 2 and the fleet sizes of companies currently renting. Christina noted units that are
simple rentals are quite low compared to tour operators.
Mary noted the tour operators likely are much better at managing use than simple rentals. Mary noted mild
support for Option 1, but ultimately would rather support Option 3.
Trish suggested placing a cap at 25.
Christina and Mary discussed including language that incentivizes quieter machines.
Evan discussed the potential expansion of business, and the typical desire for businesses to grow over time.
Evan noted opposition to the max fleet size of 12.
Gabriel noted support for Option 2 and discussed Option 2 as a fair middle ground.
Sarah noted that Option 2 potentially increases the size of simple rentals, and that could be limited.
Jacques suggested he could support Option 2, noting the difference between guided tours and simple
rentals.
Sarah suggested some changes to Option 1, proposing an 18 vehicle cap.
Mary discussed incentivizing quieter machines.
Mary ran down the changes to the proposed options.
Christina suggested a straw poll.
Kevin suggested some clarifications and noise levels. Mary noted she supports the vehicle cap unless new
machines can be quieter.
Trish – 18. Gabriel – 18. Kevin – 12. Jacques – 25. Evan – 25. Sarah – 18. Mary – 18.
Mary noted fleet expansion could be possible with the addition of quieter machines.
Kevin and Sarah suggested splitting out rentals vs. tours, noting the potential increased education
associated with guided tours.
Christina noted the potential to cap simple rental units at the disclosed number at passing.
Christina discussed some definitions and rental fleet sizes.
Evan suggested increasing totals for tours, but limiting simple rentals.
Sarah commented that any increase has the potential to negatively impact neighborhoods.
Evan noted 2 businesses are currently at the fleet limits. Evan suggested a cap at current fleet levels would
allow other businesses to “catch-up” while capping current business.
Kevin suggested we’re setting levels based on business decisions, not the desires of the community.
Evan noted the ability to expand simple rentals vs. offering guided tours.
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Kevin noted choosing the highest level that currently exists is perhaps not as good as imposing some
limitations.
Christina introduced the business cap proposal.
Evan - Option 2. Trish - Option 2. Gabriel - Option 2. Jacques - Option 2. General agreement on option 2.
Mary discussed the identification between rentals vs. tour machines. Christina discussed the flag and sticker
requirements proposed. Christina discussed other labelling requirements similar to BLM requirements.
Kevin suggested including language to reflect education about trail and street etiquette.
Motion by Sarah Stock to repeal Title 5 (Business Licenses and Regulations) of the Grand County General
Ordinances and related Ordinance No. 629 and adopt new Title 5 (Business Licenses) of the Grand County
General Ordinances as presented in the final draft.
Motion seconded by Trish Hedin
Discussion (none at this time)
Mary offered comments that both sides could potentially tone down associated rhetoric. There’s no need for
foul language and offensive behavior. Mary suggested she’s not against any owners of ATV’s, nor is much of
the community. Mary suggested respectful behavior on both sides is needed moving forward.
Kevin echoed Mary’s comments and noted everyone is just trying to get along. Kevin noted disappointment
that some of the actions weren’t stronger, but hopes that this will ultimately make the community quieter.
Motion passes 7-0.
Chari McGann adjourned the meeting at 10:51.
Closed Session(s) (if necessary)
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Armstrong Professional Services Agreement Task Order N
$20,410.00 Grant Eligible
Andy Solsvig, Airport Director
RECOMMENDATION:
I move to approve a Professional Services Agreement – “Task Order N”
with Armstrong Consultants for $20,410.00 and allow the Chair to sign any
related documents.
BACKGROUND:
Each year, the Canyonlands Regional Airport (CNY) reviews and updates
its capital improvement projects (CIP) list which is coordinated with the
County, State of Utah Aeronautics and the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA).
For 2021, approximately $1,000,000 in entitlement funds are available to
support the following projects:
• Snow Removal Equipment Building – design and construction
(previously approved).
• Snow Removal Equipment purchase – Loader with a broom
attachment.
Armstrong Consultants have prepared a professional services agreement
“Task Order N” for $20,410.00 which includes fees for Project Development
(grant preparation / FAA coordination), Design (equipment specifications,
DBE requirements), Bidding Services (advertising, response and
coordination, paperwork), Acquisition Services (purchase
coordination/inspection), Project Closeout (grant paperwork and other
documents), and project scopes of work (see attached for more details).
The professional services agreement cost is only for the scope of work
Armstrong Consultants is providing. The actual purchase of snow removal
equipment is estimated at $225,000 with an approximate 120 acquisition
period.
Normally, airport capital improvement projects are eligible for 95% federal
funding with a five percent (5%) local match. The local match would be
approximately $13,000 of which airport budget funds could be used. The
most recent approved federal stimulus package is expected to allow a
100% federal match for design and construction of these projects. All costs
for professional services and purchases are grant reimbursable.
ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Task Order “N” – Professional Services Agreement

TASK ORDER N
ATTACHMENT TO
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
BETWEEN SPONSOR AND ENGINEER,
DATED ___________________, 2021
FURTHER DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES OF ENGINEER
1.

This Attachment is made a part of and incorporated by reference into the Professional Services
Agreement made on December 17, 2019, between GRAND COUNTY, UTAH (Sponsor) and
ARMSTRONG CONSULTANTS, INC., (Engineer) providing for professional engineering services. The
Services of Engineer as described in Section 1 of the Agreement are amended or supplemented as
indicated below and the time periods for the performance of certain services are stipulated as
indicated below.

2.

LOCATION – Canyonlands Regional Airport, Moab, Utah

3.

WORK PROGRAM – Attached
Element 1 – Acquire Snow Removal Equipment

4.

FEES - The fees will be as noted below. (All lump sums unless noted otherwise)
Element 1 – Project Development
Element 1 – Design
Preliminary Design
Final Design

$2,250.00

$3,940.00
$2,770.00

Element 1 – Bidding Services

$4,870.00

Element 1 – Acquisition Period Services

$4,520.00

Element 1 – Project Closeout

$2,060.00

Engineering Total
5.

$20,410.00

ATTACHMENTS - Required Contract Provisions for A/E Contracts Under Airport Improvement
Program are hereby attached by reference.

SPONSOR:
GRAND COUNTY, UTAH

ENGINEER:
ARMSTRONG CONSULTANTS, INC.

____________________________
Mary McGann, Commission Chair

______________________________
Dennis Corsi, President
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SCOPE OF WORK
CANYONLANDS REGIONAL AIRPORT
AIP NO. 3-49-0020-037-2021
ELEMENT #1
1.

ACQUIRE SNOW REMOVAL EQUIPMENT

This work will consist of acquiring a front-end loader with a front-mounted snow plow, frontmounted sweeper and front-mounted bucket.
Estimated Equipment Cost (Element 1) is:

$225,000

Estimated Contract Period (Element 1) is:

120 days

Canyonlands Regional Airport
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I.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

The project development phase is intended to complete the necessary preliminary actions required to
initiate the project in accordance with established Federal, State and Local policies and procedures.
Activities include:
1.

Conduct a pre-design meeting/scoping conference with the Sponsor, FAA, and Utah to establish
parameters for the project definition and work areas, budget, schedule, and equipment availability.

2.

Develop preliminary cost estimates for the proposed work.

3.

Develop a draft Scope of Work narrative for review and approval. The Sponsor may be required to
have an independent fee estimate (IFE) performed to validate the proposed engineering fees. The
Engineer will assist the Sponsor in getting reimbursed for the cost of this IFE as part of the grant by
preparing a request for reimbursement. Upon receiving approval of the scope of work narrative,
engineering fees will be calculated and provided with the final Scope of Work. The Engineer will
assist the Sponsor with the submittal of a Record of Negotiations to document the fee negotiation
performed for the project.

4.

Prepare final Scope of Work and Contract.

5.

FY2021 DBE Program assistance is covered under Task Order M and therefore no services pertaining
to updating the DBE program or calculating a new DBE goal are included in this task order.

6.

Prepare Preliminary FAA Grant Application. Preparation of the application will include the following:
a.
Prepare the following forms: SF424 and FAA Form 5100-100.
b.
Prepare Project Narrative.
c.
Prepare Preliminary Estimate.
d.
Prepare the Sponsor’s Certifications.
e.
Attach the current Grant Assurances.
The Engineer will submit the application to the Sponsor for approval and signatures.
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II.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

The preliminary design phase is intended to identify and evaluate cost effective and practical solutions for
the equipment identified. The designer will complete its evaluation of alternatives through contacts with
local authorities, equipment vendors and a practical design approach. The design will take advantage of
local knowledge and experience and utilize expertise from recent equipment acquisition projects to
develop specification for a cost-effective piece of equipment.
Activities include:
1.

Evaluate local conditions:
a.
Evaluate airfield needs and for snow removal equipment
b.
Research available snow removal equipment options
c.
Solicit input from equipment dealers and manufactures

2.

Prepare preliminary contract documents. The Engineer will prepare the contract documents
including invitation for bids, instructions to bidders, proposal, equal employment opportunity
clauses and applicable wage rates, purchase agreement, performance bond, payment bond, general
and special provisions. Preparation will include establishing the location for the bid opening and
description of the acquisition schedule. Contract documents will be prepared as early as possible
during the design phase and submitted to the FAA and Sponsor for review.

3.

Prepare preliminary technical specifications. The Engineer will assemble the technical specifications
necessary for the intended work. Standard FAA specifications will be utilized where possible.
Additional specifications will be prepared to address work items or material that is not covered by
the FAA specifications.
The standard specifications to be utilized for Element 1 may include the following items:
Item Special E-100

Snow Removal Equipment

4.

Conduct preliminary review of the equipment specifications and contract documents and special
provisions by submitting copies of the preliminary documents to the FAA, State and Sponsor and
solicit preliminary design review comments.

5.

No Construction Safety and Phasing Plan (CSPP) will be developed as this project is for acquiring
equipment.

6.

Analyze Disadvantage Business Enterprise (DBE) goal as required relative to equipment purchases.
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III.

FINAL DESIGN

The final design phase will include assisting the Sponsor with the advertisement for bids and general
completion of the final contract documents for the project. The following outline describes in greater
detail the tasks and products.
Activities include:
Final Design
1.

Incorporate preliminary design comments and respond as necessary to requests for additional
information.

2.

Prepare Estimate of Probable Cost for each Element. Using the final quantities calculated following
the completion of the equipment contract and specification, the Engineer will prepare the cost
estimate. The estimate will be based on information obtained from previous projects, vendors, and
other databases available.

3.

Prepare and submit final specifications. Copies will be submitted to the FAA and Sponsor. A final set
of plans, specifications and contract documents will be prepared which incorporates revisions,
modifications and corrections determined during the FAA and Sponsor’s review. After final plan
acceptance, plan sets will be provided to the FAA and Sponsor.

4.

Prepare and/or assist with necessary forms:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Sponsor Quarterly Report
Strategic Event Coordination Form
Standard Form 271
Standard Form 425

Canyonlands Regional Airport
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IV.

BIDDING SERVICES

During the bidding phase of the project, the Engineer will assist the Airport in advertising and letting the
project for bid. Engineer will assist in dialogue with potential bidders to quantify bidder questions assist
Sponsor in attaining economic bids.
Activities include:
1.

Assist the Sponsor with advertising and interpretation of the project requirements. Specifications
will be available via the web site of Armstrong Consultants. The Sponsor and FAA will be given a
hard copy set of the final specifications and contract documents.

2.

Provide technical assistance and recommendations to the Airport during bidding.

3.

The Engineer will answer bidder questions and issue necessary clarifications and addenda.

4.

Attend bid opening at the date and time agreed by the Sponsor.

5.

Prepare an abstract of bids, perform necessary review of the bids to determine responsiveness, and
prepare award recommendation letter.

6.

If necessary, update preliminary Federal Grant Application prepared during Project Development
phase based on bids. The Engineer will submit the application to the Sponsor for approval and
signatures.

7.

Assist in award notification to successful bidder and notify and return bid bonds to the unsuccessful
bidders. Any issues or concerns that arise from the bidding documents will be brought to the
attention of the Sponsor for clarification.
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V.

ACQUISITION PERIOD SERVICES

During the acquisition phase of the project, the Engineer will assist the Airport with monitoring,
documenting progress for quality and cost control and overall grant administration during acquisition.
Activities include:
1.

Coordinate contract documents for successful bidder, including contract agreement, bond
forms, certificates of inclusion, and Notice to Proceed.

2.

Engineer to review submittals of equipment.

3.

Provide technical assistance and recommendations to the Owners.

4.

Prepare change orders and supplemental agreements, if required; including appropriate
cost/price analyses. All coordination of change orders will be provided by the Engineer.

5.

Prepare and confirm monthly payment requests. Payment requests will be reviewed for
accuracy with contractor. Engineer will prepare FAA payment documents for the Sponsor. The
Sponsor will be required to complete the payment reimbursement through the FAA einvoicing system.

6.

Conduct a final equipment inspection with the Owner, FAA, and Utah Division of Aeronautics.
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VI.

PROJECT CLOSEOUT

During the project closeout phase of the project, the Engineer will assist the Sponsor with compiling all of
the reports, documents, and other items necessary to successfully close out the associated grant and
provide an accurate historical record for the project.
Activities include:
1.

Assist the Sponsor with completing all necessary grant closeout certifications and forms.

2.

Prepare Final Engineers Report. The final report will follow the current FAA AIP Final Report
guidance. The Final Engineer’s Report must be submitted to and approved by the FAA prior to final
payment authorization to the Contractor and Engineer.

3.

Assist Sponsor in preparing final SF425 and SF271 forms and grant closeout letter.
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Non-Federal Reimbursable Agreement with FAA for Flight Service
Operations, relating to the Runway 03 / Blue Hills Road project
$17,510.58
Andy Solsvig, Airport Director
RECOMMENDATION:
I move to approve a non-federal reimbursable agreement with the
Department of Transportation Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in an
amount of $17,510.58 for the commissioning of a flight inspection on
Runway 03 at Canyonlands Regional Airport and for the chair to sign any
documents related to this Agreement.
BACKGROUND:
As part of the airport runway safety area project and the Blue Hills Road and
wash realignment there is currently a displaced threshold on Runway 03.
Once the safety area is completed the threshold will be removed and the
precision approach path indicator (PAPI) navigational aid will be relocated.

Attorney Review:

Christina Sloan
County Attorney
435-259-1324
csloan@grandcounty
utah.net

Once the PAPI is relocated the FAA Flight Management Group will perform a
flight inspection to validate the approach slope. This is conducted by an
aircraft flying the approach and verifying the instruments are correct. A more
detailed explanation and scope of work is attached.
This cost is grant reimbursable however the payment must be made in
advance as a deposit to ensure the scheduling and completion of work. This
is an estimated cost and the net cost will be advanced with this payment or, as
appropriate, reimbursed.
ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Non-Federal Reimbursable Agreement

Agreement Number
AJF-ON-AAC-21-AC-004489
NON-FEDERAL REIMBURSABLE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
AND
GRAND COUNTY, UT
MOAB, UT
WHEREAS, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) can furnish directly or by
contract, material, supplies, equipment, and services which the Grand County, UT
(Sponsor) requires, has funds available for, and has determined should be obtained from
the FAA;
WHEREAS, it has been determined that competition with the private sector for
provision of such material, supplies, equipment, and services is minimal; the proposed
activity will advance the FAA’s mission; and the FAA has a unique capability that will
be of benefit to the Sponsor while helping to advance the FAA’s mission;
WHEREAS, the authority for the FAA to furnish material, supplies, equipment, and
services to the Sponsor upon a reimbursable payment basis is found in 49 U.S.C. §
106(l)(6) on such terms and conditions as the Administrator may consider necessary;
NOW THEREFORE, the FAA and the Sponsor mutually agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1. Parties
The Parties to this Agreement are the FAA-Flight Program Operations and Grand
County, UT.
ARTICLE 2. Type of Agreement
This Agreement is an "other transaction" authorized under 49 U.S.C. § 106(l)(6). It is not
intended to be, nor will it be construed as, a partnership, corporation, joint venture or
other business organization.
ARTICLE 3. Scope
A. The purpose of this Agreement between the FAA and the Sponsor is to provide a
commissioning flight inspection of the PAPI/REIL on Rwy 03 at Canyonlands
Regional Airport (KCNY) Moab, UT. This Agreement provides funding for the
FAA to establish these services. Therefore, this Agreement is titled:
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Agreement Number
AJF-ON-AAC-21-AC-004489
Grand County, UT, Moab, UT
B. The FAA will perform a commissioning flight inspection of the PAPI/REIL on
Rwy 03 at Canyonlands Regional Airport (KCNY) Moab, UT.
C. The Sponsor will perform the following activities:
1. Provide funding as estimated in Article 7.
2. Upon signature and payment of agreement, contact Randall Peterson at 405-9541602 or randall.w.peterson@faa.gov once the site is ready for inspection. You
may also call the Oklahoma City Service Center if you have any questions at 405954-9780.
D. This agreement is in whole or in part funded with funding from an AIP grant [X] Yes
[ ] No. If Yes, the grant date is: 07/20/20 and the grant number is: 3-49-0020-0342020. If the grant information is not available at the time of agreement execution, the
Sponsor will provide the grant information to the FAA when it becomes available.
ARTICLE 4. Points of Contact
A. FAA:
1. The FAA, Flight Program Operations, Program Support Group, will provide
administrative oversight of this Agreement. Shelley Ochs is the Agreement
Coordinator and liaison with the Sponsor and can be reached at 405-954-5757 or
via email at shelley.d.ochs@faa.gov. This liaison is not authorized to make any
commitment, or otherwise obligate the FAA, or authorize any changes which
affect the estimated cost, period of performance, or other terms and conditions of
this Agreement.
2. The FAA, Flight Program Operations, Flight Management Group will perform the
scope of work included in this Agreement. Henry Frakes is the Manager, Flight
Management Group and liaison with the Sponsor and can be reached at 405-9543955 or via email at henry.frakes@faa.gov. This liaison is not authorized to make
any commitment, or otherwise obligate the FAA, or authorize any changes which
affect the estimated cost, period of performance, or other terms and conditions of
this Agreement.
3. FAA Contracting Officer: The execution, amendment, and administration of this
Agreement must be authorized and accomplished by the Contracting Officer,
Michele Mustin who can be reached at 405-954-7879 or via email at
michele.d.mustin@faa.gov.
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Agreement Number
AJF-ON-AAC-21-AC-004489
B. Sponsor:
Sponsor: Grand County, UT
ATTN: Andrew Solsvig
Address: 125 E. Center Street
Moab, UT 84532-2429
Phone:
435-259-4849
E-mail: asolsvig@grandcountyutah.net
ARTICLE 5. Non-Interference with Operations [RESERVED]
ARTICLE 6. Property Transfer [RESERVED]
ARTICLE 7. Estimated Costs
A. The estimated FAA costs associated with this Agreement are as follows:
DESCRIPTION OF REIMBURSABLE ITEM
LABOR
NA

ESTIMATED COST
$0

NON-LABOR
Flight Inspection

$16,213.50
$ 1,297.08
$17,510.58
$17,510.58

Non-Labor Overhead (8%)
Total Non-Labor
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST
Detailed Estimate:
Flight Inspection Estimated Cost
Lear Rate $3,603/hr
PAPI/REIL on Rwy 03 at
KCNY

Type

Hours

Inspections

Commissioning
4.5
1
8% Administrative Overhead
Total Estimated Cost

Estimated
Cost
$16,213.50
$ 1,297.08
$17,510.58

B. FAA reserves the right to determine which aircraft will be used for flight inspections.
Flight hour rates will be adjusted automatically according to FAA Order 2500.36
(current edition), Application of Flight Hour Rates, or as approved by the Flight
Program Executive. The estimate is based on rates in effect at the time this
Agreement is signed.
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Agreement Number
AJF-ON-AAC-21-AC-004489
C. Estimated costs contained herein are for planning purposes only and can vary
depending on the actual aircraft used, and actual flight hours expended to reach the
facility and to accomplish the inspection. As required by regulation, the final bill
submitted to the Sponsor will reflect actual hours and costs to Flight Program
Operations.
D. Sponsor will be notified of any necessary deviations or changes to the instrument
flight procedure and agrees to negotiate with the FAA to resolve additional
reimbursement issues exceeding 10% of the cost estimate, in accordance with Article
9.
E. FAA flight inspection aircraft may be delayed from scheduled itineraries for
unanticipated reasons such as a National Airspace System priority, weather, or
unscheduled aircraft maintenance. FAA is not responsible for any additional cost the
Sponsor may incur if an inspection must be rescheduled.
ARTICLE 8. Period of Agreement and Effective Date
The effective date of this Agreement is the date of the last signature. This Agreement is
considered complete when the final invoice is provided to the Sponsor and a refund is
sent or payment is received as provided for in Article 9, Section D of this Agreement.
This Agreement will not extend more than five years beyond its effective date.
ARTICLE 9. Reimbursement and Accounting Arrangements
A. The Sponsor agrees to prepay the entire estimated cost of the Agreement. The
Sponsor will send an electronic copy of the Agreement to the FAA Agreement
Coordinator for FAA signature. The Sponsor will also send a copy of the executed
Agreement and submit full advance payment in the amount stated in Article 7 to the
Reimbursable Receipts Team listed in Section C of this Article. The advance
payment will be held as a non-interest bearing deposit. Such advance payment by the
Sponsor must be received before the FAA incurs any obligation to implement this
Agreement. Upon completion of this Agreement, the final costs will be netted against
the advance payment and, as appropriate, a refund or final bill will be sent to the
sponsor. Per U.S. Treasury guidelines, refunds under $1.00 will not be processed.
Additionally, FAA will not bill the sponsor for amounts less than $1.00.
B. The Sponsor certifies that arrangements for sufficient funding have been made to
cover the estimated costs of the Agreement.
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Agreement Number
AJF-ON-AAC-21-AC-004489
C. The Reimbursable Receipts Team is identified by the FAA as the billing office for
this Agreement. The preferred method of payment for this agreement is via Pay.Gov.
The sponsor can use a check or credit card to provide funding in this manner and
receipt-processing time is typically within 3 working days. Alternatively, the sponsor
can mail the payment to the address shown below. When submitting funding by mail,
the Sponsor must include a copy of the executed Agreement and the full advance
payment. All payments mailed to the FAA must include the Agreement number,
Agreement name, Sponsor name, and project location. Payments submitted by mail
are subject to receipt-processing delay of up to 10 working days.
FAA payment remittance address using USPS or overnight method is:
Federal Aviation Administration
Reimbursable Receipts Team
800 Independence Ave S.W.
Attn: Rm 612A
Washington D.C. 20591
Telephone: (202) 267-1307
The Sponsor hereby identifies the office to which the FAA will render bills for the
project costs incurred as:
Grand County, UT
ATTN: Andrew Solsvig
125 E. Center Street
Moab, UT 84532-2429
435-259-4849
asolsvig@grandcountyutah.net
D. The cost estimates contained in Article 7 are expected to be the maximum costs
associated with this Agreement, but may be amended to recover the FAA’s actual
costs. If during the course of this Agreement actual costs are expected to exceed the
estimated costs, the FAA will notify the Sponsor immediately. The FAA will also
provide the Sponsor an amendment to the Agreement which includes the FAA’s
additional costs. The Sponsor agrees to prepay the entire estimated cost of the
amendment. The Sponsor will send a copy of the executed amendment to the
Agreement to the Reimbursable Receipts Team with the additional advance payment.
Work identified in the amendment cannot start until receipt of the additional advance
payment. In addition, in the event that a contractor performing work pursuant to the
scope of this Agreement brings a claim against the FAA and the FAA incurs
additional costs as a result of the claim, the Sponsor agrees to reimburse the FAA for
the additional costs incurred whether or not a final bill or a refund has been sent.
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Agreement Number
AJF-ON-AAC-21-AC-004489
ARTICLE 10. Changes and Amendments
Changes and/or amendments to this Agreement will be formalized by a written
amendment that will outline in detail the exact nature of the change. Any amendment to
this Agreement will be executed in writing and signed by the authorized representative of
each party. The parties signing this Agreement and any subsequent amendment(s)
represent that each has the authority to execute the same on behalf of their respective
organizations. No oral statement by any person will be interpreted as amending or
otherwise affecting the terms of the Agreement. Any party to this Agreement may
request that it be amended, whereupon the parties will consult to consider such
amendments.
ARTICLE 11. Termination
In addition to any other termination rights provided by this Agreement, either party may
terminate this Agreement at any time prior to its expiration date, with or without cause,
and without incurring any liability or obligation to the terminated party other than
payment of amounts due and owing and performance of obligations accrued, in each case
on or prior to the termination date, by giving the other party at least thirty (30) days prior
written notice of termination. Payment of amounts due and owing may include all costs
reimbursable under this Agreement, not previously paid, for the performance of this
Agreement before the effective date of the termination; the total cost of terminating and
settling contracts entered into by the FAA for the purpose of this Agreement; and any
other costs necessary to terminate this Agreement. Upon receipt of a notice of
termination, the receiving party will take immediate steps to stop the accrual of any
additional obligations which might require payment. All funds due after termination will
be netted against the advance payment and, as appropriate, a refund or bill will be issued.
ARTICLE 12. Order of Precedence [RESERVED]
ARTICLE 13. Legal Authority
This Agreement is entered into under the authority of 49 U.S.C. § 106(l)(6), which
authorizes the Administrator of the FAA to enter into and perform such contracts, leases,
cooperative agreements and other transactions as may be necessary to carry out the
functions of the Administrator and the Administration on such terms and conditions as
the Administrator may consider appropriate. Nothing in this Agreement will be
construed as incorporating by reference or implication any provision of Federal
acquisition law or regulation.
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ARTICLE 14. Disputes
Where possible, disputes will be resolved by informal discussion between the parties. In
the event the parties are unable to resolve any dispute through good faith negotiations, the
dispute will be resolved by alternative dispute resolution using a method to be agreed
upon by the parties. The outcome of the alternative dispute resolution will be final unless
it is timely appealed to the Administrator, whose decision is not subject to further
administrative review and, to the extent permitted by law, is final and binding (see 49
U.S.C. § 46110).
ARTICLE 15. Warranties
The FAA makes no express or implied warranties as to any matter arising under this
Agreement, or as to the ownership, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose of
any property, including any equipment, device, or software that may be provided under
this Agreement.
ARTICLE 16. Insurance
The Sponsor will arrange by insurance or otherwise for the full protection of itself from
and against all liability to third parties arising out of, or related to, its performance of this
Agreement. The FAA assumes no liability under this Agreement for any losses arising
out of any action or inaction by the Sponsor, its employees, or contractors, or any third
party acting on its behalf.
ARTICLE 17. Limitation of Liability
To the extent permitted by law, the Sponsor agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the
FAA, its officers, agents and employees from all causes of action, suits or claims arising
out of the work performed under this Agreement. However, to the extent that such claim
is determined to have arisen from the act or omission by an officer, agent, or employee of
the FAA acting within the scope of his or her employment, this hold harmless obligation
will not apply and the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671, et
seq., will control. The FAA assumes no liability for any losses arising out of any action
or inaction by the Sponsor, its employees, or contractors, or any third party acting on its
behalf. In no event will the FAA be liable for claims for consequential, punitive, special
and incidental damages, claims for lost profits, or other indirect damages.
ARTICLE 18. Civil Rights Act
The Sponsor will comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 relating to
nondiscrimination in federally assisted programs.

Non-Federal Reimbursable Agreement V90
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ARTICLE 19. Protection of Information
The parties agree that they will take appropriate measures to identify and protect
proprietary, privileged, or otherwise confidential information that may come into their
possession as a result of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 20. Security [RESERVED]
ARTICLE 21. Entire Agreement
This document is the entire Agreement of the parties, who accept the terms of this
Agreement as shown by their signatures below. In the event the parties duly execute any
amendment to this Agreement, the terms of such amendment will supersede the terms of
this Agreement to the extent of any inconsistency. Each party acknowledges
participation in the negotiations and drafting of this Agreement and any amendments
thereto, and, accordingly that this Agreement will not be construed more stringently
against one party than against the other. If this Agreement is not executed by the Sponsor
within 120 calendar days after the FAA transmits it to the Sponsor, the terms contained
and set forth in this Agreement shall be null and void. Additionally, the FAA expects this
agreement to be funded within 120 days of execution, if funding is not received by that
date; the FAA may exercise the right to renegotiate estimated costs.
AGREED:
FEDERAL AVIATION
ADMINISTRATION
SIGNATURE

GRAND COUNTY, UT

SIGNATURE

NAME

Michele Mustin

NAME

Mary McGann

TITLE

Contracting Officer

TITLE

Comission Chair

DATE
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Tara Collins <tcollins@grandcountyutah.net>

Fwd: Draft for Review: Moab, UT (KCNY) AJF-ON-AAC-21-AC-004489 PAPI/REIL Rwy
03- Flight Inspection Agreement
1 message
Mallory Nassau <mnassau@grandcountyutah.net>
To: Tara Collins <tcollins@grandcountyutah.net>

Sun, Apr 4, 2021 at 2:28 PM

Can you put this on the 4/20 agenda? Thank you, Tara!
Begin forwarded message:
From: Andrew Solsvig <asolsvig@grandcountyutah.net>
Date: April 2, 2021 at 1:58:42 PM MDT
To: Chris Baird <cbaird@grandcountyutah.net>, Mallory Nassau <mnassau@grandcountyutah.net>
Subject: Fwd: Draft for Review: Moab, UT (KCNY) AJF-ON-AAC-21-AC-004489 PAPI/REIL Rwy 03Flight Inspection Agreement

We have received the FAA Agreement for Flight Service Operations as it relates to the Runway / Blue Hills
Road project. As part of this project, the Runway will have some paint markings changed and the approach
slope (PAPI) will be moved. Once the project is completed (or by December according to their scheduling)
they will fly the approaches to verify the procedures.
Attached is the Agreement with the FAA and the cost associated. It's less than $20,000 and is
reimbursable with the FAA Grant we have for this project.
I'm going to bring this to Airport Board on Monday and then look to April 20th for CC approval.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Andy Solsvig, C.M., MBA
Airport Director
Canyonlands Regional Airport
Moab, UT
asolsvig@grandcountyutah.net
435-259-4849 - Office
775-250-6514 - Cell
"Your Attitude Determines Your Altitude"
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Ochs, Shelley D (FAA) <Shelley.D.Ochs@faa.gov>
Date: Fri, Apr 2, 2021 at 1:01 PM
Subject: Draft for Review: Moab, UT (KCNY) AJF-ON-AAC-21-AC-004489 PAPI/REIL Rwy 03- Flight
Inspection Agreement
To: Andrew Solsvig <asolsvig@grandcountyutah.net>
Cc: Trinklein, Eric (FAA) <Eric.Trinklein@faa.gov>, Justin Pietz <jpietz@armstrongconsultants.com>, Chris
Nocks <cnocks@armstrongconsultants.com>, Eric Rivera <erivera@armstrongconsultants.com>

Good afternoon,

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7e3ba0231&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1696143124041393581&simpl=msg-f%3A16961431240…
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Per the coordination below, attached is the draft agreement for
review. Please ensure the information (in red) is correct and that
all reviewing parties do so now, as changes after FAA’s internal
coordination may cause delays.

Let us know once all parties concur with the draft, we will then
submit the agreement for internal coordination/approval (allow 2
weeks). Upon completion, a black and white version of the agreement
will be returned to the sponsor for signature(s) and prepayment
requested at that time.

Also, we require an e-mail from the airport manager authorizing us to
work with you to provide an inspection at their facility before the
agreement is signed.

Please let me know of any questions, thank you!

Shelley Ochs
Program Support Group, AJF-4100
Flight Program Operations
(405) 954-5757

From: Ochs, Shelley D (FAA)
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 3:08 PM
To: Andrew Solsvig <asolsvig@grandcountyutah.net>
Cc: Trinklein, Eric (FAA) <Eric.Trinklein@faa.gov>; Jus n Pietz <jpietz@armstrongconsultants.com>;
Chris Nocks <cnocks@armstrongconsultants.com>; Eric Rivera <erivera@armstrongconsultants.
com>
Subject: Arpt Auth: Moab, UT (KCNY) PAPI/REIL Rwy 03- Flight Inspec on Agreement

Good afternoon,

Thank you for the authorization.

The draft will be prepared and sent for review within the next week or
so.

Shelley Ochs
Program Support Group, AJF-4100
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7e3ba0231&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1696143124041393581&simpl=msg-f%3A16961431240…
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Flight Program Operations
(405) 954-5757

From: Andrew Solsvig <asolsvig@grandcountyutah.net>
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 1:29 PM
To: Ochs, Shelley D (FAA) <Shelley.D.Ochs@faa.gov>
Cc: Trinklein, Eric (FAA) <Eric.Trinklein@faa.gov>; Jus n Pietz <jpietz@armstrongconsultants.com>;
Chris Nocks <cnocks@armstrongconsultants.com>; Eric Rivera <erivera@armstrongconsultants.
com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] ESTIMATE: Moab, UT (KCNY) PAPI/REIL Rwy 03- Flight Inspec on Agreement

Good afternoon Shelley,
I am authorizing this work with Armstrong Consultants as part of this airport project and to coordinate efforts
related to an Agreement and for having the flight inspection conducted.

Andy Solsvig, C.M., MBA
Airport Director
Canyonlands Regional Airport
Moab, UT
asolsvig@grandcountyutah.net
435-259-4849 - Office
775-250-6514 - Cell

"Your Attitude Determines Your Altitude"

On Tue, Mar 30, 2021 at 8:51 AM Eric Rivera <erivera@armstrongconsultants.com> wrote:
Hello Shelley,

We are ready to get the reimbursable agreement drafted for the flight check for the PAPI and REIL on
Runway 3 at Canyonlands Regional Airport. Here is the information requested:
Sponsor (who's paying): Grand County, UT
Requirement: provide a commissioning flight inspection of the PAPI/REIL on Rwy 03 at
Canyonlands Regional Airport (KCNY) Moab, UT.
Sponsor/Agreement POC name, full mailing address, phone & e-mail. This is the person most
knowledgeable about the requirement:
Andrew Solsvig, 125 E. Center Street, Moab, UT 84532, 435-259-4849,
asolsvig@grandcountyutah.net
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7e3ba0231&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1696143124041393581&simpl=msg-f%3A16961431240…
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Invoice POC name, full mailing address, phone & e-mail (if different). This is the person(s) we
will send the Explanation of Charges (EOC) after the work is complete. I will also work with them
on the payment and any refund due: Same
Agreement signature authority name & title: Mary McGann, Council Chair
Sponsor Tax ID Number (please ensure this number is accurate. If not, any refund due may be
delayed): 87-6000304
Sponsor DUNs Number: 0501579810000
Date mo/yr inspection anticipated: August ‘21
AIP GRANT: Is this agreement in whole or in part funded with funding from an FAA Airport
Improvement Project (AIP) grant? YES If so, the FAA AIP grant date is July 20, 2020 and the
grant number is 3-49-0020-034-2020 (No need to report if state or other local grant was
received.)
Note: POC for the actual inspection can be provided to our scheduler after the agreement and
funding is complete when you/they place a call to request the inspection.
We also require an e-mail from the airport manager authorizing us to work with you to
provide the inspection at their facility before we actually sign the agreement.

We do not need inspection of the RW 21 PAPI. The VGSI forms have been submitted to flight procedures
and are in process. Please let me know if you need any further information.

Thank You,
Eric

ERIC F. RIVERA, P.E. | Airport Project Manager
751 Horizon Court, Suite 255 | Grand Junction, CO 81506
O: 970.242.0101 D: 970.255.2016 M: 505.270.2872
www.armstrongconsultants.com

From: Ochs, Shelley D (FAA) <Shelley.D.Ochs@faa.gov>
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2020 12:09 PM
To: Eric Rivera <erivera@armstrongconsultants.com>
Cc: Eric Trinklein <Eric.Trinklein@faa.gov>; Justin Pietz <jpietz@armstrongconsultants.com>; Chris
Nocks <cnocks@armstrongconsultants.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] ESTIMATE: Moab, UT (KCNY) PAPI/REIL Rwy 03- Flight Inspection Agreement

Good afternoon,

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7e3ba0231&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1696143124041393581&simpl=msg-f%3A16961431240…
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We estimate 4.5 hrs in a Lear for a total estimate of $17,510.58 to provide a commissioning flight
inspection of the PAPI/REIL on Rwy 03 at Canyonlands Field Airport (KCNY) Moab, UT.
**IF any changes to the MIRL on Rwy 03, consider including for an additional .5 Lear hrs totaling
$1,945.62, as now is a good time to add to the agreement**.

If the airport would like to proceed with the inspection, we require the following information in order to
draft an agreement for review:

Sponsor (who's paying):
Requirement: provide a commissioning flight inspection of the PAPI/REIL on Rwy 03 at
Canyonlands Field Airport (KCNY) Moab, UT. (or correct me)
Sponsor/Agreement POC name, full mailing address, phone & e-mail. This is the person most
knowledgeable about the requirement:
Invoice POC name, full mailing address, phone & e-mail (if different). This is the person(s) we
will send the Explanation of Charges (EOC) after the work is complete. I will also work with them
on the payment and any refund due:
Agreement signature authority name & title:
Sponsor Tax ID Number (please ensure this number is accurate. If not, any refund due may be
delayed):
Sponsor DUNs Number:
Date mo/yr inspection anticipated: June ‘21
AIP GRANT: Is this agreement in whole or in part funded with funding from an FAA Airport
Improvement Project (AIP) grant? YES If so, the FAA AIP grant date is 3-49-0020-034-2020
and the grant number is
(No need to report if state or other local grant was
received.)
Note: POC for the actual inspection can be provided to our scheduler after the agreement and
funding is complete when you/they place a call to request the inspection.
We also require an e-mail from the airport manager authorizing us to work with you to
provide the inspection at their facility before we actually sign the agreement.

Once the draft is reviewed and agreeable by the sponsor, let us know, we will formally coordinate within
the FAA for approval THEN return a black and white version for the sponsor’s signature and request
repayment at that time. Once the agreement is fully executed/funded, additional information will be
provided for the sponsor to call the scheduler and request the inspection when ready. After we fly, we
will review actual time used, provide an Explanation of Charges (EOC) for money spent, and initiate
refund of any unused balance.

The FAA requires current VGSI data prior to scheduling the inspection; therefore, IF
APPLICABLE, please complete the attached “VGSI Data Form” and submit to the e-mail at the
bottom of the form.

It is best to start the agreement process 3-4 months prior to when the sponsor anticipates requiring the
inspection to ensure the agreement and payment are in place by the time the inspection is requested. If
we are already within that window, I will do my best to move it along in the process, however, please
realize the agreement must be fully approved, signed, and prepayment received by the FAA prior to
scheduling the inspection.

One last thing - we recommend a technician be onsite during the inspection to make any adjustments
necessary to help ensure a successful inspection. You will be contacted for scheduling the inspection so
you can make any necessary arrangements. Be advised that if the inspection is not successful due to
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7e3ba0231&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1696143124041393581&simpl=msg-f%3A16961431240…
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unresolvable problems with the equipment or at the site, we will review the time/funds spent to determine
if additional funds are necessary before making a return trip. If additional funds are necessary, we will
amend the agreement to add time/funds before you can request a return trip - which is an extra delay
and expense we would all like to avoid.

IN ADDITION -- Non-Fed RA Process:
1.

Customer requests a quote for FI.

2.

Quote with required RA draft information sent to Customer.

3.

Customer provides information for draft RA.

4.

Draft RA is created and sent back to Customer.

5.

Customer requests update or approves coordination to proceed.

6.

Internal FAA coordination is worked through the RA Tool (approx. 3 weeks)
7.
Black & White version of Agreement is sent to Customer for signature along with the
prepayment letter.

8.

Customer provides signature (usually electronic).

9.

Signed Agreement is sent to CO for signature (approx. 1 week)

10.

Signed RA is sent back to customer.
11.
Once funds are received, Customer is notified that the FI can be scheduled. (Funding
takes approx. 2 weeks to log into the system & show available once received here at MMAC.)

12.

Customer calls the scheduler and sets up the FI. (Usually a minimum of 2 weeks out)

13.

FI is conducted.

14.

Explanation of Charges (EOC) is created (usually within a month of FI)

15.
EOC is sent to the customer either as a final or as a status showing how much remains for a
refund or how much may be owed to complete inspection or to amend the agreement.
16.

ACH form is requested if a refund is due.

17.

Overrun payment is requested if FI took longer than estimated.

18.

RA is closed once funds have been zeroed out.

Let me know of any questions, thank you!

Shelley Ochs
Program Support Group, AJF-4100
Flight Program Operations
(405) 954-5757

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7e3ba0231&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1696143124041393581&simpl=msg-f%3A16961431240…
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From: Eric Rivera <erivera@armstrongconsultants.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2020 5:18 PM
To: Ochs, Shelley D (FAA) <Shelley.D.Ochs@faa.gov>
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] RE: CNY, Moab, UT- Flight Inspection Agreement

Hello Shelley,

Let me know if you need any more information.

Thanks,
Eric

From: Barrett, Kadi D (FAA) <kadi.d.barrett@faa.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2020 2:39 PM
To: Eric Rivera <erivera@armstrongconsultants.com>; Ochs, Shelley D (FAA)
<Shelley.D.Ochs@faa.gov>
Cc: Eric Trinklein <Eric.Trinklein@faa.gov>; Justin Pietz <jpietz@armstrongconsultants.com>; Chris
Nocks <cnocks@armstrongconsultants.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: CNY, Moab, UT- Flight Inspection Agreement

Eric,
Shelley will be able to help provide you an estimate & draft an RA for your requirement.

Thanks,
Kadi

Kadi Barrett
Program Support Group AJF-4100
FAA, Flight Program Operations, ARB, Rm 201
(405) 954-7568

From: Eric Rivera <erivera@armstrongconsultants.com>
Sent: Monday, December 7, 2020 11:49 AM
To: Barrett, Kadi D (FAA) <kadi.d.barrett@faa.gov>
Cc: Eric Trinklein <Eric.Trinklein@faa.gov>; Justin Pietz <jpietz@armstrongconsultants.com>; Chris
Nocks <cnocks@armstrongconsultants.com>
Subject: CNY, Moab, UT- Flight Inspection Agreement

Hello Kadi,

We will be relocating the PAPI and REIL’s on RW 3 at Canyonlands Field, In Moab, UT in the spring of
2021. I need to get the reimbursable agreement going for the commissioning flight check that will be
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=d7e3ba0231&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1696143124041393581&simpl=msg-f%3A16961431240…
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required. Can you help me with that? The project is under AIP 3-49-0020-034-2020. The project is being
designed now and we are planning on having it built by June 2021. Please let me know what information
you need at this time.

Thanks!
Eric

ERIC F. RIVERA, P.E. | Airport Project Manager
751 Horizon Court, Suite 255 | Grand Junction, CO 81506
O: 970.242.0101 D: 970.255.2016 M: 505.270.2872
www.armstrongconsultants.com
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AGENDA SUMMARY

GRAND COUNTY COMMISSION MEETING
APRIL 20, 2021
Agenda Item: G
TITLE:

Approving Volunteer Appointment to the Library Board (High School Rep.)

FISCAL IMPACT: None
PRESENTER(S): Trisha Hedin, Commission Representative for the Board
RECOMMENDATION:
Prepared By:
Tara Collins
Commission Office
Assistant
(435) 259-1342
tcollins@grandcountyut
ah.net

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:

I move to approve the appointment of Lillian Scott to serve on the Library
Board as the High School Representative, with term beginning 4/20/2021 and
expiring 12/31/2022.

BACKGROUND:
The Library Board met in an open meeting on March 17, 2021, reviewed
one application submitted for the High School Representative volunteer
board seat (non-voting), and interviewed the applicant, Lillian Scott. The
Board voted unanimously to recommend to the County Commission the
appointment of Lillian Scott. County records show that her term would
expire 12/31/2022.
No other applications were received.

N/A

Resolution No. 3184 (2019) established a board appointment process and
requirements of board members, commissions, and committees. Board
Members agree, in signing the application, to abide by Conflict of Interest
Ordinance No. 593 (2019).
Upon appointment, the Commission’s Office will mail the appointee a letter
congratulating them and inviting them to an online training/orientation..

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Application received from Lillian Scott
2. Board Recommendation letter

Board and Commission Application
and Certification Form

Instructions: Complete and sign this form and return it to Grand
County Council Office, 125 E. Center St., Moab, UT 84532; fax: 435-259-2574; or
council@qrandcountyutah.net

Board or Commission Applied For: Public Library Board

Name: Lillian Scott

Mailing Address: HC64 Box 2012 City: Castle Valley State: Utah ZIP Code:
84532 Day Phone: 435 210 0739 Email Address: lilliangracescott@gmail.com

In what year did you establish your current residency in Grand County? (residency
is required for all Boards; some District boards require residency within the District, which may
not include Moab City limits; two years' residency prior to assuming board membership is
required for Planning Commission)

If not Grand County, which county do you reside in? (applicable for Historical
Preservation Commission and Housing Authority of Southeastern Utah) Grand County
Occupation or professional training: Grand County High School student
List your work experience that is relevant to your application for a position on the
Board or Commission for which you are applying (if needed, attach a separate page):

6
List your non-work experience that is relevant to your application for a position on
the Board or Commission for which you are applying:
Middle School Honor Society

Applied

to High School Honor Society

Applied to

UServeUtah Youth Council

I'm a prolific

reader!

CERTIFICATION
I have read Resolution No. 3184, I understand the eligibility requirements for serving on the
above-named Board or Commission, and I certify, that all the information on this form is true and
correct.
Additionally, I have read and understand the County's Professional Ethics and Conflict of Interest
Ordinance No. 593 (2019), including my duty to disclose non-restricted conflicts of interest prior to
relevant discussions and votes and recuse myself from discussions and votes involving my restricted
conflicts of interest.
If appointed, I agree to faithfully attend the meetings and adhere to the State law. County resolution
and ordinance, and the Bylaws that govern the Board or Commission on which I am appointed to
serve ..

Signature:

�� c;<:JOCdtt

Date: 1/15/21

257 East Center Street · Moab, Utah 84532
435-259-1111 · www.moablibrary.org

April 7, 2021
Grand County Commission
125 E. Center Street
Moab, UT 84532
Re: Grand County Public Library Board Recommendation Letter

Dear Grand County Commission Members:

The Grand County Public Library Board received one application for one high school
representative vacancy, Lillian Scott.

On March 17, 2021 the Grand County Public Library Board interviewed the candidate in
a regularly scheduled open meeting (held via Zoom) and voted unanimously to
recommend to the Grand County Commission the candidate, Lillian Scott.

Thank you,

Carrie Valdes
Grand County Public Library Director

AGENDA SUMMARY

GRAND COUNTY COMMISSION MEETING
APRIL 20, 2021

Agenda Item: H
TITLE:

Approving volunteer appointment to the Weed Board

FISCAL IMPACT: none
PRESENTER(S): Commissioner Stock
RECOMMENDED MOTION:
Prepared By:

I move to approve the volunteer appointment of Charlie Fischer to serve on
the Weed Board with the term ending December 31, 2023.

BACKGROUND
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:

A current member of the board is moving out of the county and this
appointment is to fill that vacancy. This is to keep a five member board and
to have a federal agency involved working with us since this county has a
lot of federal land in it.

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Weed Board letter of recommendation.

April 6, 2021
Grand County Commission
125 E. Center Street
Moab, UT 84532
Re: Grand County Noxious Weed Control Board Recommendation Letter
Dear Grand County Commission Members,
The Weed Board has received an application for a Board vacancy. The Board met on April 6, 2021 and
interviewed the candidate, Charlie Fischer.
On April 6, 2021 the Board met in an open meeting and voted unanimously to recommend to the
Council that Charlie Fischer, the BLM Fuels Conservationist serve a term on the Board ending December
31, 2023. Mr. Fischer would replace Logan Lefevre, the BLM Rangeland Specialist, who has taken a
posting outside of Grand County.
Thank you,

___________________________
Anthony Mancuso, Chair
Grand County Noxious Weed Control Board

AGENDA SUMMARY

GRAND COUNTY COMMISSION MEETING
APRIL 20, 2021
Agenda Item: I
Approving Fiscal Year 2022 Community Impact Fund Board (CIB)

TITLE: Prioritized Projects List for government entities within Grand County
FISCAL IMPACT:
PRESENTER(S): Mallory Nassau, Assoc. Commission Administrator
RECOMMENDATION:
Prepared By:

Mallory Nassau
Assoc. Commission
Administrator

I move to approve the Fiscal Year 2022 Community Impact Fund Board
(CIB) Prioritized Projects List for government entities within Grand County.

BACKGROUND:
On February 16, 2021, the Commission approved the CIB Project List for
submission. The Commissioners also completed individual project ratings
after the meeting which staff averaged to create the Commission’s priority
list.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:

N/A

The Southeastern Utah Association of Local Governments (SEUALG)
facilitates a separate prioritization process that includes all government
entities with proposed projects. The prioritization process was for all entities
was done through a virtual meeting on April 13 and then online rankings.
The Commissioner’s prioritized project list was used by the Commissioner
representative and Commission staff to inform the April 13 rankings.
The list that the Commission is approving today is the prioritized list based
on all entities project rankings.

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Community Impact Fund Board (CIB) Prioritized Projects List for
government entities within Grand County FY 2022
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PRESENTER(S):

APPROVING ORDINANCE REPEALING TITLE 11 (NOISE) OF THE
GRAND COUNTY GENERAL ORDINANCES AND RELATED
ORDINANCE NO. 602 AND ADOPTING NEW TITLE 11 (NOISE
POLLUTION)
Unknown fiscal impact for enforcement. And if we increase the Justice Court
caseload dramatically, we will need a new Deputy County Attorney in GCAO to
handle misdemeanor cases given that the Justice Court workload is already
substantial.
Christina Sloan, Grand County Attorney
SUGGESTED MOTION:

Prepared By:
Christina Sloan
Grand County
Attorney
435-259-1326
csloan@grandcountyu
tah.net

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:
COMPLETE

I move to approve the proposed Ordinance [as revised during our April 20, 2020
meeting] repealing Title 11 (Noise) of the Grand County General Ordinances and
related Ordinance No. 602 and adopting new Title 11 (Noise Pollution) of the
Grand County General Ordinances.
BACKGROUND:
The County’s noise issues need no introduction. Since early Fall 2020, the County
has received a historic number of complaints regarding ATV noise in the County,
in both residential areas and on our public lands, from locals and visitors alike.
The current Noise Ordinance does not address vehicle noise in particular. While
state law prohibits the City and County from “prohibiting or restricting” streetlegal ATVs on City streets and County roads, we may impose and enforce
maximum sound pressure levels against ATVs. And in fact, in numerous public
hearings in the 2021 General Session on the City’s ATV curfew bill, a number of
our state legislators put a great emphasis on the City and County’s failure to take
these steps to date.
Under Utah law, we cannot do indirectly through regulation what we can’t do
directly. This means that the sound pressure levels must be set at a level with
which vehicles are capable of complying. To set those levels, County electeds and
staff have worked closely with the County Motorized Trail Committee and its
Noise Expert, Les Blomberg with the Noise Pollution Clearinghouse and
conducted numerous noise measurements on various types of vehicles including
ATVs, trucks, street motorcycles, and off-road motorcycles.
However, the County Attorney and Noise Expert concede that we need more data
that we’ve been able to collect to date since the industry will not release such data.
For this reason, the County Attorney and Sheriff will work together during the first
year of enforcement to focus on education (via warnings instead of citations) and
data collection. On this point, the County Attorney believes it is important that the
Commission hire Les Blomberg to work with the Grand County Sheriff’s Office to

help train officers and develop a data management system in conjunction with the
Moab City Police Department.
The proposed Noise Pollution Ordinance sets maximum sound pressure levels,
which may be measured by three tests: the plainly audible test, the
moving/operational test, and the stationary/equipment test.
The County Attorney has publicly disclosed that enforcement efforts into the
future via GCAO and GCSO will focus on the stationary test as it is a standardized
test which has proven effective in prosecution. The maximum sound pressure
levels established for the stationary test is set forth in Table 1 of Chapter 11.05.
These db(A) levels were developed in conjunction with the County’s Motorized
Trail Committee and Noise Expert, Les Blomberg. MTC supports the 92 dbA level
for Type II ATVs but not Type III ATVs (rock crawlers - recommends 95 dbA),
generally supports the lowering of the dbA level into the future but thinks Table 1
is not achievable for industry, and opposes a 90 dbA limit for motorcycles
(recommends 96 dbA).
Regarding the Type III ATV standard, the County Attorney and Noise Expert
recommend the Commission not treat these ATVs differently and approve the 92
dbA level for all ATVs. Type III ATVs have gas-powered engines and are capable
of modification (with more silencing muffler products than are available for
ATVs).
Regarding the motorcycle standard, the County Attorney and Noise Expert
recommend the Commission approve the 90 dbA level based on the 2005 CA
Noise Study, the most comprehensive publicly available noise study to date. That
study showed that all motorcycles tested could meet a 90 dbA standard and also
pass the full acceleration EPA test (federal regulation). See Attachment 3.
ATTACHMENT(S):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Proposed Ordinance
Exhibit A, redlined
Noise Graph (Summary of 2005 CA Noise Study)
Key Conclusions from Noise Graph and CA Noise Study
Public Comments (from Public Hearing April 6, 2021)
2005 California Noise Study (Available Upon Request)

GRAND COUNTY, UTAH
ORDINANCE ________ (2021)
REPEALING TITLE 11 (NOISE) AND RELATED ORDINANCE 602 AND ADOPTING
TITLE 11 (NOISE POLLUTION) OF THE GRAND COUNTY GENERAL
ORDINANCES
WHEREAS, Utah Code § 17-50-304 permits Grand County (the “County”) to make and
enforce “all such local, police, building, and sanitary regulations as are not in conflict with
general laws;”
WHEREAS, Grand County has a direct interest in regulating noise to balance residential,
commercial, and tourism interests;
WHEREAS, Grand County has received an increased number of complaints regarding noise
pollution in recent years;
WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of Grand County and its citizens if the County establishes
regulations to govern noise pollution within the County;
WHEREAS, the previously named Grand County Council held a public hearing on Title 11
(Noise) to solicit input from local residents and visitors on November 19, 2019 and adopted
Title 11 on December 3, 2019 in open session of a public meeting via Ordinance No. 602;
WHEREAS, since 2015 and increasingly since the adoption of Ordinance No. 602, the rapid
growth of street-legal all-terrain vehicle (“ATV”) tourism in the County has resulted in a sharp
increase in noise impacts to the residents of the County during all hours of the day and night;
WHEREAS, numerous studies have found: noise pollution increases anxiety, depression, high
blood pressure, heart disease, and stroke; small increases in unwanted ambient sound have
significant health effects; and noise aggravates health conditions by inducing higher levels of
stress;1
WHEREAS, at least one additional study has found that people living in areas with more road
traffic noise were 25 percent more likely than those living in quieter neighborhoods to have
symptoms of depression;2
Floud, Medication use in relation to noise from aircraft and road traffic in six European countries: results of the
HYENA study, https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/21084328/; Schmidt, Effect of nighttime aircraft noise exposure
on endothelial function and stress hormone release in healthy adults
https://academic.oup.com/eurheartj/article/34/45/3508/435199; Hahad, Annoyance to Different Noise Sources is
Associated With Atrial Fibrillation, https://www.internationaljournalofcardiology.com/article/S01675273(17)37174-7/fulltext;
2
Orban, Residential Road Traffic Noise and High Depressive Symptoms after Five Years of Follow-up: Results from
the Heinz Nixdorf Recall Study, https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/doi/10.1289/ehp.1409400
1

WHEREAS, studies have shown that continuous noise in excess of 30 dB disturbs sleep, which
is well documented to be a prerequisite for good physiologic and mental functioning in healthy
individuals,3 and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency sound guidance for the protection of
human health and welfare in rural areas is 55 dB;4
WHEREAS, during operation on streets and roads, most street-legal ATVs in the state of Utah
produce decibel levels louder than 92 dBA as measured at twenty inches (20”) by the SAE J1287
stationary test;5
WHEREAS, the Moab valley is narrow and surrounded by sandstone cliffs, which topography
increases the impact of ATV tourism on residents and visitors;
WHEREAS, several popular ATV trails are accessed through residential neighborhoods in the
City and County, including the vast trail systems located in the Sand Flats Recreation Area and
those accessed via Kane Creek Boulevard, Spanish Valley Drive, Spanish Trail Road, Westwater
Drive, and Murphy Lane, which increases the impact of ATV tourism on residents and visitors;
WHEREAS, market conditions and the boom in ATV tourism have impacted other recreational
user groups and associated economic activity, including mountain biking, hiking, rafting, and
climbing, which economic sectors thrive in natural quiet;
WHEREAS, in the Fall of 2020 and through the date of adoption of this Ordinance, the County
received a historical number of public comments objecting to noise impacts from ATV tourism
(and related special events);
WHEREAS, Ordinance No. 602 has been ineffective at reducing the impact of ATV noise
because it does not provide dbA limits or specify testing procedures;
WHEREAS, because of the public interest in this issue, the County Commission held a public
hearing to consider input on proposed noise pollution regulations on April 6, 2021, which written
and oral comment the Commission has considered; and
WHEREAS, for the reasons articulated above and under the authority set forth herein, the Grand
County Commission finds that updating Title 11 to more effectively regulate noise pollution in
the county is in the best interest of the public and Grand County’s economy;

Jariwala, Noise Pollution and Human Health: A Review,
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/319329633_Noise_Pollution_Human_Health_A_Review
4
Harrison, Rock Creek Enduro Sound Tests, Eldorado National Forest, USDA Forest Service Special Report, May
1994.
5
Id.
3

2

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the Grand County Commission that it does
hereby:
1. Repeal Title 11 (Noise) and related Ordinance No. 602; and
2. Adopt Title 11 (Noise Pollution) of the Grand County General Ordinances, as follows:
See Exhibit A
To immediately preserve the peace and health of the County, its inhabitants, and its visitors, this
Ordinance shall take effect immediately upon publication in the Times Independent pursuant to
Utah Statute § 17-53-208(6).
ADOPTED by the Grand County Commission in a public meeting on April 20, 2021 by the
following vote:
Those voting aye:
Those voting nay:
Those absent:

GRAND COUNTY COMMISSION
ATTEST:

__________________________________
Mary McGann, Chair

_______________________________
Quinn Hall, Clerk/Auditor
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Key conclusions from the Loudness of Motorcycles and ATV’s at 50 Feet graph
1. The majority of motorcycle and ATV exhaust systems have been poorly maintained or modified.
2. Modified or poorly maintained motorcycles and ATVs can be 2-3 times as loud as the limit for
large trucks (80 dBA @ 50 feet).
3. Modified or poorly maintained motorcycles and ATVs are the noise equivalent of a fleet of
trucks.
4. The 96 dBA 20 inch test does little or nothing to reduce noise from motorcycles and ATVs in the
community.
5. The 20 inch test is not a substitute for a drive by test.
6. The average 20 inch noise level for vehicles meeting the EPA test is 86 dBA. 7. The lowest
enforcement level measured at 20 inches for motorcycles in the data that does not fail
motorcycles conforming to the EPA full throttle test requirements is 90 dBA.
Explanation of the Loudness of Motorcycles and ATV’s at 50 Feet graph
The data in the Loudness graph come from the California Off-Highway Vehicle Noise Study, A Report to
the California Legislature. It is the most comprehensive noise study of motorcycles and ATV’s available.
Specifically, the data in the Loudness graph are derived from Table 4-1 and 4-2.
The data are shown graphically in Figure 4-3:

In Figure 4-3 the vertical (Y) axis shows the noise level using the EPA full throttle acceleration test

measured at 50 feet. The horizontal (X) axis shows the noise level using the 20 inch in SAE J1287 test.
Both scales are measured in A-weighted decibels (dBA). Each diamond represents a specific motorcycle
or ATV, providing both its 50 foot and 20 inch noise levels. If the two tests were well correlated, the
diamonds would have been on the black line. Because the tests are poorly correlated, there is an error
of as much as plus or minus 8 dBA. The tests are poorly correlated because the test measure very
different noises. The 50 foot test captures all noise from the vehicle, including engine exhaust noise,
engine noise, drivetrain noise, and tire noise. The 20 inch test measures primarily engine exhaust noise.
The Loudness of Motorcycles and ATVs at 50 Feet graph uses the exact same data and decibel levels as
Figure 4-3. Both the horizontal and vertical axes are still measured in A-weighted decibel levels. The
Loudness graph more accurately portrays the data in a way that reflects how humans experience noise.
Basically, the vertical axis shows the relative loudness of the data points, and is most relevant because it
is most representative of the noise people hear at a distance.
The Loudness graph utilizes two general rules of acoustics to better portray how humans perceive noise.
The first general rule is that a 10 dBA increase is perceived as a doubling of the loudness. The decibel
scale is a logarithmic scale, and that combined with the fact that the ear is not a sound level meter, but a
biological organ, means that linear representations of decibel levels do not correspond to our
perception of their loudness. With the linear scale in Figure 4-3, 80 decibels seems to be roughly 15%
louder than 70 decibels. But in actuality, the 10 dBA increase between 70 and 80 dBA means 80 dBA is
twice as loud as 70; 90 dBA, a 20 dBA increase, is four times as loud. So in the Loudness graph, the
distance between each 10 decibels is double the distance from the horizontal axis to the lower value.
Text boxes are used to communicate the second general rule, which is that a 3 dBA increase is
equivalent to a doubling of the number of noise sources. Because the decibel scale is a logarithmic
scale, when two motorcycles that are each 80 dBA are combined, they are not 160 dBA, but 83 dBA.
Four 80 dBA motorcycles are 86 dBA; eight are 89 dBA, and so on.
The green band at the bottom represents an approximate background of 40-50 dBA.
Conclusions from the data and graph
1. The majority of motorcycle and ATV exhaust systems have been poorly maintained or modified.
The maximum noise levels allowed by the EPA for motorcycles are shown by the red (motorcycles) and
yellow (dirt bikes) lines. The majority of test vehicles do not currently operate at they did when they
were manufactured. Other data found in samples from various California Parks in the California Off
Highway Vehicle Noise Study show similar results.
2. Modified or poorly maintained motorcycles and ATV can be 2-3 times as loud as the limit for large
trucks (80 dBA @ 50 feet).
The red line in the graph also represents the maximum level permitted by the EPA for large trucks. Most

motorcycles and ATVs measured in the field are above the red line. Vehicles above 90 dBA are more
than twice as loud as the EPA limit for large trucks.
3. Modified or poorly maintained motorcycles and ATVs are the noise equivalent of a fleet of
trucks.
If a motorcycle or ATV is 3 dBA louder (83 dBA) than the EPA limit for trucks (80 dBA), then that vehicle’s
noise is equivalent to 2 large trucks that just meet the EPA limit. If a motorcycle or ATV is 6 dBA above
the red line, it would take 4 trucks to produce the same noise. It would take 50 trucks to equal the noise
of the loudest motorcycles in the California Report.
4. The 96 dBA 20 inch test does little or nothing to reduce noise from motorcycles and ATVs in the
community.
A blue vertical grid line shows the 96 dBA 20 inch test threshold. If the noise ordinance were to utilize a
96 dBA criterion, the community would experience very little reduction in noise. Only 6 out of 40
vehicles tested in the California Report exceeded this level (the diamonds to the right of the 96 dBA
vertical grid line). Moreover, these 6 vehicles clearly have modified exhaust systems. Their owners have
specifically chosen to make their vehicles louder. Note, however, that there are also 6 vehicles between
the vertical 90 and 96 dBA grid lines that are above 90 dBA at 50 feet and therefore nearly as loud at
greater distances as the 6 that exceed 96 dBA at 20 inches. Given that these owners have modified their
exhaust already, they would likely seek to merely shift their vehicle to the left (lower 20 inch test)
without shifting it down (lower 50 foot test). The result would likely be little or no improvement for
people in the community. A 90 dBA 20 inch limit would effectively eliminate vehicles louder than 90 dBA
at 50 feet.
5. The 20 inch test is not a substitute for a drive by test.
Because there is very poor correlation between the 20 inch test noise level and the noise experience at
greater distances (and in the community), the 20 inch test will not capture all, or even most noisy
exhaust systems. Even a 90 dBA limit using the 20 inch test would still allow some motorcycles or ATVs
to produce the equivalent noise of 8 large trucks.
A 20 inch test with a limit of 90 dBA remains an important regulatory tool, but it captures only some of
the vehicles with the loudest impact on the community. A 50 foot drive by test (or a 25 foot test), since
it is measuring the noise at a greater distance, and measuring more of the noises of the vehicle, provides
a much better measure of the impact of the noise on a community.
The EPA 50 foot test and the 50 foot (also the 25 foot) drive-by test that is proposed in the draft
ordinance are similar, but they different in one key way. The EPA test requires a full throttle
acceleration. The proposed test in the ordinance would merely capture the noise of whatever manner
the operator was using his or her vehicle at that moment. Since full throttle is generally the noisiest,
and since most vehicle operations are not full throttle, the EPA test results set the upper bound for the

noise from vehicles. 80 dBA at 50 feet is about the loudest a legal motorcycle could be operated,
particularly at less than 35 mph.
6. The average 20 inch noise level for vehicles meeting the EPA test is 86 dBA.
For the vehicles below both the yellow line and the red line, the EPA limits for trucks, motorcycles, and
dirt bikes, the average 20 inch test value was 86 dBA.
7. The lowest enforcement level measured at 20 inches for motorcycles in the data that does not fail
motorcycles conforming to the EPA full throttle test requirements is 90 dBA.
Motorcycle noise may need to be treated differently than ATV noise, because the EPA motorcycle noise
regulations found in 40 CFR 205 preempt local communities from adopting more stringent standards
than the 80 dBA at 50 feet. Consequently, if a 20 inch test is used for motorcycles, it should be 90 dBA
or above. As the California Report notes: “The lowest [20 inch test] enforcement level for motorcycles
in the test fleet that does not fail motorcycles conforming to the EPA F-76a requirements is 90 dBA.”
ATVs are not subject to this preemption and the council is free to set the limit. Also, the proposed 50
foot drive-by test in the ordinance is not subject to this preemption because it regulates the manner of
operation and not the equipment.

Public comments about proposed amendments to the Land Use Code and Title 11 - Noise - considered before, at, and after
the Public Hearings held at the Grand County Commission meeting on 4-6-2021.
Comments are from 3-25-2021 (date of publication in the T-I of the public hearing to be held 4-6-2021) through 4-14-2021 (close of public
comment period), including verbal comments made at the 4-6-2021 public hearings.
Those in favor of OHV regulations & Noise restrictions / sick of the noise / want more law enforcement, are in blue.
Those opposed to LUC & Title 11 Noise revisions / in favor of OHV’s allowed on streets / No restrictions / more law enforcement, are in black.
Neutral or somewhere in between blue and black positions are in purple.
Date

Area where from

Comment

4-4-2021

Moab

Dear County Commissioners,
We've been Moab city residents for 20 years and our home life in the last 5 years has been increasingly dominated by loud
noise from UTVs driving through our neighborhoods at all hours of day and night. It is past time to solve this worsening
problem so here are our thoughts:
Rental UTVs are a significant part of the problem so should be trailered to trail heads instead of having to drive through
neighborhoods.
We support the proposed cap on the current number of UTV rental businesses (5) and fleet size of 12 machines per
business which is reasonable.
All non-quiet UTVs should be trailered to the trail heads starting July 1, 2021.
UTVs should not be louder than passenger cars so let's set a motor vehicle noise level low enough (and enforceable
enough) to avoid negative impacts on residents, community and visitors.
Thank you all so much for your continued attention to this very serious problem. We dearly miss our peaceful, quiet life in
Moab and together we can solve this problem!
Sincerely,

4-5-2021

Robin Straub
Phil Wagner
Noise Pollution Problem:
Too many ATVs have meant too much noise. thank you for your help with
this ongoing and increasing problem.
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4-5-2021

4-5-2021

Moab

Moab

Leslie Thomas
Hearings on UTV noise:

Dear Commission members,
I am unable to call into the meeting on Tuesday, but I wanted to express that something needs to be done about
the UTV noise in town immediately. We are way past the tipping point, and the health of our community is at
stake (this is not an understatement)!
The April Fools Moab Sun article about baby check points to gauge the loudness of UTVs was on the nose. We
know that the vehicles are louder than most-you can feel the noise reverberate in your body as a caravan of them
goes by. But we can also test their noise levels to prove it scientifically. They need to be quieter (electric
versions. Different mufflers....however it needs to happen), or they need to get out of our neighborhoods.
It doesn't seem like an overbearing task to test the volume of UTVs that are coming from rental fleets in town.
And, if a tourist comes to town with their own...well then, they already have a trailer for them. That same trailer
can get them to the trails (like in the old days).
The noise coming from UTVs is overwhelming, and destroying our quality of life in this amazing town. Yes,
other vehicles can be that loud-or louder-,but we aren't inundated with multiple numbers of them driving past us
pretty much all day every day for the bulk of the year. It's to a point where, no matter which neighborhood you
live in, you just can't escape the noise in Moab anymore. And it's not just locals complaining. Let's not forget that
we are driving away tourists, too!!! In my time as a business owner, I heard tourists griping all the time. They
suggested that the wouldn't be coming back to Moab ever again....it was just too loud and unenjoyable. This is a
shame.
It's unfortunate that Utah legislation won't allow us to pass a super reasonable UTV noise curfew for ourselves,
but that can't be the end of the conversation for us to save our town. We can set an acceptable motor vehicle
noise level right away (this wouldn't be specific to any one user group). We can demand that any rental fleet that
doesn't meet those standards be trailered through town. We can put a cap on more UTV rentals.
What is clear is that the noise locals and tourists have to suffer generated from these specific machines has got
to be curbed. I don't have the right to come into your neighborhood and play deafening music outside your house
all day every day. Nor should any particular vehicle and/or user group have the right to disturb the peace so
frequently, and all across town, all through the day and into the night for the better part of the year. There is a
reason that loud noise is used as a torture device.I'm pretty sure UTV users will still have great fun if the vehicle
they are driving is quieter. This isn't about getting an user group out of town-it's simply about excessive noise
and quality of life.
No one expects it to be as quiet as it was last spring when Covid shut the town down, but it's time to make the
important decisions to reclaim our sanity.
Thank you so much for your consideration and your work for this incredible place we call home.
Sincerely, Sarah Barstow, Moab
Dear County Commissioners,
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Thank you for standing up for Grand County residents’ health, safety and
welfare by enacting noise ordinances and regulating UTV rental
businesses. I fully support a strong, enforceable motor vehicle noise
ordinance as an essential first step, and it should apply to all noisy
vehicles, not just UTVs. There are plenty of souped-up vehicles and dirt
bikes contributing to the problem. A few tickets could go a long way
toward improving the situation.
A cap on the number of UTV rental businesses and fleet sizes seems
reasonable, as does the requirement to trailer noisy machines to
trailheads. I urge you to resist pressure from out-of-town UTV users to
water down regulations to the point of ineffectiveness.
I appreciate your hard work and willingness to grapple with this
problem, andI look forward to the day when Moab is a quieter place for
both residents and visitors who come here to enjoy peace and quiet.

4-5-2021

Moab

Sincerely,
Thea Nordling
Highland Drive, Moab UT
Dear Grand County Commission,
I hear you are doing a hearing where you are taking comments from residents on UTV noise.
Here is my comment:
UTV businesses are fucking bullshit. Go watch any movie about a motorcycle gang terrorizing a small town. Is the heroes
the motorcycle gang? Is the heroes the people who figure out how to rent even more motorcycles to visitors to better
terrorize the town? Hell no. The heroes are the people who stand up to the people making all the noise pollution and kick
them out of the town. That is what we need to do.
I live at 436 Minor CT. So I hear, through the interior walls, the same constant noise that everyone else is hearing. I hear it
in my backyard too. This creates elevated stress and blood pressure levels and it means that the homes we've worked so
hard to be able to afford and live in and improve are now no longer pleasant places to hang out. So what the hell is the
point of that? Does this town exist -- and does your job exist -- for the benefit of people who live here or for tourists (or
for people making money off tourists?) Did tourists elect you and are you responsible to them? Or did the people who
live in this county elect you and are you responsible to us? UTV owners are tiny, marginal, parasitic minority. Let's put it
to a vote whether we want to allow them destroying our quality of life or not.
Do we need the money from UTV rentals? Hell no we don't. There are enough other people here spending money on this
town.
3

Do we need the UTV rentals to create jobs? Of course not. There are 'help wanted' signs in every business, and as you
know there is no affordable housing for working class people in this town. We need less jobs, not more, to correct this
imbalance. If jobs aren't offering to pay enough wages to attract enough staff they should pay higher wage or go out of
business. We don't need more poverty creating jobs that force people work mulitiple jobs just to get their bills paid and
of course never have any free time to hang out with their families or enjoy their lives.
Last spring a new UTV business opened in the vacant lot across from Bittle Lane from my backyard. They store their UTVs
inside at night in these zircon trailer things and then they like to wash them a lot after they are used, like late at night. So I
get to hear UTV noise now often before 7:00AM when they are getting ready for the day. And I get to hear UTV noise
sometimes later than 10:00pm when they are moving their cars around to wash them. And then the lights of the UTVs
moving around also shine in my windows and in my backyard. I recently erected a few privacy shade structures to protect
myself somewhat from this imposition. That cost me like, oh maybe, $600 or so for the shade structures, the hardware,
the concrete, the wood, and probably more than that if you factor in the labor this cost me. Are you going to pay me back
for that? Is "Epic ATV?"
Next winter I am probably going to have to add whisper clips, resilience channels, green glue noiseproofing compound,
and two layers of 5/8th inch drywall to at least two of the upstairs interior rooms of my house, just so I can sleep at
anight. That will be a few thousand dollars. I make like 25 thousand dollars a year. Surely there's other stuff I could be
spending my money on instead. Are you going to pay me to do this, so I can enjoy the same quaility of life I enjoyed a few
years ago when there were as many UTVs driving around?
Of course not. In both cases it's like any other imposition that any other polluter in history has done. The uranium mines
gave their workers cancer and then the taxpayers now has to pay for ex uranium miners' healthcare. Charlie Steen got
rich milling uranium but then the taxpayers are having to pay hundreds of millions of dollars to clean up his mess. There's
no difference between a UTV business filling our town with noise pollution and like, a smelter or something opening up
and filling their air with toxins or dumping carcenogens into the stream. In both cases, the quality of life and the health of
the local residenents are sacrificed for the greed of the few.
There is only one solution here. Get UTVs off the street. A town has a right to determine what kind of for profit
disturbances it allows. I can't sell meth or crack to children outside the high school because the people in this town think
that will negatively affect its quality of life. So I've decided not to become a predatory drug dealer and I've found more
healthy and legal ways to make a living. The people who own UTV businesses can do the same. They can live here and
find something else to do that not everyone hates. Or they can take their noise polluting devices somewhere else to some
other town and see if they can sell them on the idea.
This noise pollution is unacceptable to most residents. That is a known fact. It's fucked up our whole region. Been out to
Kane Creek lately? That place is a wasteland of constant noise. It's super beautiful and it's been sacrificed completely. Or
go hang out right now at the low water beaches that are out on both the Kane Creek road and the Potash road by "The
Portal" area of the river. Those are great quiet unknown to tourist places to play with your dog or kid by the river. But it's
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constant UTV noise, all day long.
Go up to the Gemini Bridges area, where as of a few years ago there were still signs saying, "please don't disturb the
bighorn sheep lambing areas." Now it's constant UTV noise up there with UTV parking lots everywhere. Go ask Bill Sloane,
the sheep biologist from the NPS, what this has meant for the bighorn sheep.
This whole region has gone to absolute hell because of those things. Maybe you can't control the whole region. But here
where we live in our homes and neighborhoods it's not BLM policies we need to change. We just need to be able to
decide as a town what kind of a quality of life we want to have.
I've seen from you guys, a positive sense that you want to do something on this issue, but I haven't seen any real
solutions yet. The LAST thing we need is more *studying*. If you guys decide to waste more money sending someone out
there with some kind of a noise sound studying machine to measure noise levels that is a total god damned waste of
time. We all already KNOW what that the noise is unacceptable. You don't need "data" to prove this. The kind of people
who love to say "we need more data to make our case" are often cowards who are just afraid of confrontations. Go
watch Back to the Future if you need to be convinced that confrontations are necessary and not to be hidden from.
Other "solutions" haven't worked. The lowered speed limit thing was maybe clever to raise the sailence of the issue so we
could talk about it more, or possibly to annoy UTV people enough so they will leave, but in neither case has it been
sufficiently effective. Even trailering UTVs to trailheads (they could make a staging area by the dump up by Sand Flats),
which sounds like a great solution, is not enough of a solution because people like me who live near UTV businesses (that
opened after we bought our homes) are still going to have to hear them loading and unloading their vehicles before and
after hours. If that happens, UTV businesses should have to relocate way far away from residential neighborhoods, like
way south down 191 or something.
There is ONE, perfect, wonderful solution here that no one will chew you out and vote you out for trying. That is, we need
to vote on this. We are supposedly a democracy right? Can't people vote on stuff? So let's have a referrendum, in like a
month, where everyone in the city, or the county, or however you want to structure it gets to vote. Don't make it sound
all complicated and confusing and stupid like most ballot referrendums. The question is, "Should UTVs be allowed to drive
through the city of Moab?" Yes or No. Let's see what the result of that is. If it's no, well then it is your job, not mine, to
tell the UTV businesses how long they have to pack it up and leave.
People can talk "laws" and "street legal" or whatever all they want and no one living here gives a crap about that. There
were not as many UTVs existing in the past when the present laws were created and the problems were not as big. Do
laws exist for the benefit of previous generations of people, who might today mostly be dead? Or do laws exist for the
benefit of the living? Slavery was legal and that was a law. Women not being able to vote was the law. Laws change as
the needs and intelligence of societies evolves. It is time to change the laws.
Sincerely,
5

4-5-2021

Moab

Christian Wright
Minor CT, Moab, UT

Commission Members,
Please do all you possibly can to control the boisterous invasion of our town and backcountry. You have my full
support in strongly regulating the use of off-road vehicles in Grand County.
Between hour-long traffic jams and the inability to be at peace anywhere here now, many people no longer
come to Moab. We're never going to get both the quiet and the loud people to come here. If we have to settle
for one or the other, let's attract the quiet ones.
One more thing...putting a moratorium on new ORV rental businesses while allowing existing ones to expand
their fleets, will solve nothing.
I'm tired of living in an amusement park.

4-5-2021

Moab

Thanks for what you've done so far,
John Gould, Grand County
UTV noise:

I agree with all of the points below. Either prohibit utvs on the street or enactvthe following measures.
Let’s set a motor vehicle noise level low enough to actually solve our noise problem - not just solve 10-20% of
the noise problem;
Residents’ health, safety and welfare should be protected; loud UTVs negatively impact residents, our
community and other visitors;
Rental UTVs are a significant part of the problem — approximately 1/2 of the UTVs entering Sand Flats
Recreation Area are rental UTVs;
Rental UTVs use our residential streets, so it’s reasonable that rental UTVs should not be significantly louder
than passenger cars;
UTV rental businesses should not impact residents more than other local businesses;
We shouldn't allow MORE rental UTVs on our streets going forward; the proposed cap on the current number of
UTV rental businesses (5) and fleet size of 12 machines per business is reasonable;
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Requiring rental UTVs to be “quiet machines”or trailered to trailheads by Jan. 2022 is too lenient; let's require
non-quiet UTVs to be trailered to the trailhead starting July 1, 2021;
4-5-2021

Moab

Brian Rudd

Yes to all of the mentioned:
• Rental

UTVs are a significant part of the problem — approximately 1/2 of the UTVs entering Sand Flats
Recreation Area are rental UTVs;
• Rental UTVs use our residential streets, so it’s reasonable that rental UTVs should not be significantly
louder than passenger cars;
• UTV rental businesses should not impact residents more than other local businesses;
• We shouldn't allow MORE rental UTVs on our streets going forward; the proposed cap on the current
number of UTV rental businesses (5) and fleet size of 12 machines per business is reasonable;
• Requiring rental UTVs to be “quiet machines”or trailered to trailheads by Jan. 2022 is too lenient; let's
require non-quiet UTVs to be trailered to the trailhead starting July 1, 2021;
• Yes to ALL OF THESE POINTS
MORE OF OUR LOCALS ARE TALKING AND MAKING PLANS TO MOVE AWAY.! How many of our
community do we need to lose before something significant is done to stop this unbearable noise and pollution. I
live in the county and the speed, the noise, the aggressive behavior is intolerable. I've lived here since the late
70's and I'm a property owner, pay taxes, work in the community and I would like some immediately
results. More enforcement (by that I mean TICKETS and vehicles being pulled over). I want these machines
trailered to the trailheads. I WANT MY VOICE TO BE HEARD!!!
4-5-2021

Moab

Candace
A number of years ago I retired to a place I have loved for years. Now I am thinking about where I might go to
avoid noise and nonsense that is beginning to define Moab. I realize people must make a living BUT,
if only a few make a profit and the rest of us pay for it, something is off. A living was made before the invasion of
UTVs, How many of the owners are local folks?? How many of the protesters to a sane compromise are local
folks??
The worst riders are first time riders, they don’t care about noise, staying on designated routes,; because they
are probably not coming back.
Anyway, I hope sanity prevails, and I appreciate what the commission is trying to do—

4-5-2021

Moab

jeff foott
Please do everything in your power to rein in UTV use, noise & impact on both the peace for residents in Moab
& Spanish Valley and the destruction of our larger landscape. If they could be outlawed it would be terrific, but
short of that please do all you possibly can to lessen their impact on our community. Thank you,
Marcia Tendick
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4-5-2021

Moab

Council members,
First off, please excuse any typos as i am sending this via iphone. I do not envy your job, just as others do not
envy my house location in Moab. I live on 4th east, the second mainstreet and a major thoroughfare of utvs to
and fro. To be short, UTVs, mostly the noise but the sheer preponderance if them in town, has been the worst
thing that has happened to Moab, since i have been here. And i have been in the same house for 30 years
now. Aside from the seemingly unchecked development of the tourist infrastructure in Moab, UTVs have made
me seriously contemplate moving from, not just this house, but moab. The Utah legislature single handedly
ruined Moab. Hyperbole, true, but opinion is truth in the minds of those holding them, no?
Since the State refuses to help with a problem they have ultimately created and subsequently marketed, we
must act locally. I applaud the speed limit move. Even if it ultimately does not work, or causes more issues,
management-proactive and reactive—requires educated experimentation. I think similar efforts should be
looked at to help tackle the noise problem in Moab. While i speak more with the focus of 4th east in mind rather
than main street, Main street would be so much more pleasant without UTVs zipping by with their droning
motors. Bypass aside, and that was a moot issue when it failed back in the 90s, requiring utvs to be trailered to
trailheads should be considered. Granted the state says no, so be creative about enforcement so long as it can
be enforced by the law enforcement. The law enforcement need not buy in to these policies as it is their job to
enforce the law not decide what the law/regualtions mean or if they want to enforce it. Save that for the judicial
branch.
Set limits on number of rental companies as well as the number of units they can rent. Limiting businesses at 5
with an unlimited fleet will do nothing. Please do not map out certain routes through the city that UTVs are
allowed. That will concentrate the noise issues and may be seen as sacrificing certain roads, neighborhoods
and residents for the benefit of the rest if the town. If we strive to fix the problem, we fix it for all.
Tax breaks for electric side by sides? Tax breaks for mufflered utvs? Higher taxes on rental companies that
do not comply. Also, this is outside of the noise issue but as a resource concern, make rental companies have
very large and legible numbers on all rented utvs, so it is easier to identify rented utvs that may be breaking any
laws. If i saw a large 37 number on a razor that was driving off trail or erratically in town, I could call Law
enforcement and they could find out that #37 was rented out by company A, by So and So, and with some
photo proof, a violation. A little bit of accountability might slow down and give pause to utv drivers.
Like i said, i do not envy your jobs, but am looking forward to what comes out of this. There is no other user
group that singularly and negatively affects Moab. I can and do live with UTVs where they belong, on legal
trails, but not on roads with children, and pets and pedestrians and bikers even if they are going 15 miles an
hour. Something has to be done, or something has to give. Its not a culture war thing, its not political, its not
user group versus user group issue, its a noise issue. This issue can be dealt with using some common sense,
experimental regulation, compassion, empathy, and more than just another education campaign. I hate to leave
my home, moab, but when i cannot even find respite in my own house, it may be time to move from Moab and a
state where the legislature doesn't truly care for its residents.
Thank you, and again I apologize for any typos and the longer than intended rant.

4-5-2021

Moab

Zachary Lowe
Hello again, and thank you for listening.
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I am a grand county resident and wanted to take the time to voice my anguish over the UTV noise in town and
on our trails. It has been a hideous development in this town and its surrounding wilderness.
I am hoping you all will vote and make the restrictions on noise levels as strict as possible for all vehicles, and
since half of UTVs on at least the popular Sand Flats trails are from local rental companies, it seems fair to
restrict these businesses to small fleets and mufflers to reduce noise. If these businesses worry that this will
effect their livelihood, then they should get creative and design solar powered electric silent vehicles with no
emissions/pollution and increase their new fleet that way. And add education to their rental agreements.
Moab has grown exponentially in the last few years, and waiting until January of 2022 for quieter machines or
trailering to trial heads is way too long an amount of time. Now is the time. Seize the day. The billboards on the
highway approaches to Moab are now highlighting respect for the nature and beauty of this area, to wait to
place noise restrictions and other improvements is to lose momentum and send the wrong message to UTVers.
Please require non-quiet UTVs to be trailered to all trailheads by July 1st, 2021 so we can look forward to a
more peaceful fall.

4-5-2021

Moab

Thank you again,
Sue Sternberg
Hello,
I've commented on this issue several times . I just wanted to re-iterate that something needs to be done to make our neighborhoods
quieter.
• Rental

UTVs are a significant part of the problem — approximately 1/2 of the UTVs entering Sand Flats
Recreation Area are rental UTVs;
• Rental UTVs use our residential streets, so it’s reasonable that rental UTVs should not be significantly
louder than passenger cars;
• UTV rental businesses should not impact residents more than other local businesses;
• We shouldn't allow MORE rental UTVs on our streets going forward; the proposed cap on the current
number of UTV rental businesses (5) and fleet size of 12 machines per business is reasonable;
• Requiring rental UTVs to be “quiet machines”or trailered to trailheads by Jan. 2022 is too lenient; let's
require non-quiet UTVs to be trailered to the trailhead starting July 1, 2021;
• Let’s

set a motor vehicle noise level low enough to actually solve our noise problem - not just solve 1020% of the noise problem;
• Residents’ health, safety and welfare should be protected; loud UTVs negatively impact residents, our
community and other visitors
4-5-2021

Moab

Thank you,Allison VanLonkhuyzen
Hello Commissioners,
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I’ve expressed my concerns in an earlier email about UTV noise and their presence on the roads so I’ll keep this
brief. UTV noise reminds me of the noise of chainsaws. The difference is- I don’t run through neighborhoods
revving my chainsaw at all hours of the day with a dozen of my friends following suit.
Wouldn’t that be really disrespectful and disturbing to the people and animals that live there?
Please help and thank you,
4-5-2021

Moab

Maggie Nielsen
You will be hearing from locals and you will be hearing from tourists; UTV users and non-UTV users. All are part
of the culture and economy of Grand County, Utah. All should be heard from. The question is: should one voice
be weighted more than the other voice...I'm a local and a nonUTV user. Well, tourists come and tourists go.
Locals are here today and still here tomorrow. Whether we are UTV users or not, we should respect one
another. If you are on the noisy UTV, you are having a different experience than someone who is at home or
walking, so we should respect the experience for both. UTVs were made to enjoy off road. They don't NEED to
be used on city streets. Bicyclists who trail ride, often have to transport their bikes to the trailhead. UTV users
can do the same. Yes, they are heavier and bulkier, but we all choose our hobbies and must weigh the pros and
cons. Since the State of Utah has restricted what local governments can do to deal with noisy UTVS, it is
imperative that the County ACT NOW to mitigate this situation. Moabites don't deserve another season of
uncontrolled UTV use on city streets. (1) initiate the rule to trailer UTVs that exceed the maximum noise level to
the trailhead by July 1, 2021, not January 1, 2022. (2) Select a maximum noise level that is low enough to
actually make a difference. Otherwise, it's a waste of time. (3) Place a moratorium on any new UTV rental
businesses (or restrict their number to no more than currently here) until this problem has been successfully
resolved. Remember, you are not banning UTVs, just regulating them. UTVs out there; tolerable living
conditions maintained in town and neighborhoods.
Signed: Faylene Roth, Bailey Lane Castle Valley, Utah

4-5-2021

Moab

I just want to say that I love our recreational culture here in Moab. I really don’t want to see the motorized
community diminished in any way except for the loud noise that is perpetuated within the town and in the major
paved canyon roads. Namely—Kane Creek Road all the way out, River Road, and Potash Road all the way out.
I don’t think trailers are an awesome solution, but they might be an OK compromise. What I really really wish is
that Can-Am, Polaris, Rhino, and the other makers could make these machines more quiet. That alone would
completely eliminate the issue! I’m not sure why this is so hard to achieve and I’d like someone to explain it to
me. And BTW I can’t stand the disrespect of Harley Davidson. I will always emphasis that I very much enjoy the
pleasure of dirt road adventure as a motorbike rider and occasional UTV driver. But the noise is inexcusable
and unacceptable.
Thank you,

4-5-2021

Moab

~Shannon Meredith
Hi, I’d like to thank the city and county for their work in trying to solve this problem.
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I’ve been a half time resident of Moab for 18 years, before that I was a regular visitor. I purchased a unit at Rim
Village in 2003. At that time renters at Rim Village were mostly bikers, jeepers and hikers. Weekend visitors
were relatively quiet then. As the years progressed and UTVs gained popularity the quietness went away. Now,
tourist season is year round, Rim Village occupants have to put up with UTVs racing through our neighborhood,
sometimes at all hours of the day and night. The noise from the loud exhaust systems, aggressive off-road tires
and skidding around corners is awful. As you can imagine safety is also a concern. Any tenant or owner should
have the right to quiet enjoyment but, we don’t. I can’t enjoy my property like I used to. I’m sure my property
value has been affected in a negative way. When the UTVer’s leave they go home to peace and quiet we, on
the other hand have another batch of noisemakers come into town to terrorize us. It’s an endless cycle. The
state did not do us any favors by passing the law that allows UTVs to be ridden on our residential streets.
My opinion is that Moab doesn’t need the UTV business to survive, Moab would be better off without it.
Please do something - it’s overdue!
The following are your suggestions with some modifications.
• Set a motor vehicle noise level low enough to actually solve our noise problem;
• ALL UTVs should not be significantly louder than passenger cars;
• Put a cap on the current number of UTV rental businesses (5) and fleet size of 12 machines per
business;
• Require ALL UTVs to be trailered to trailheads by starting July 1, 2021;
I am very frustrated with the UTV problem.

4-6-2021

Moab

Don Winsor
Rim Village
I am writing to express my ongoing concern for the level of noise in Moab, primarily caused by UTVs. It seems
that regardless of the hour, the constant roar of the machines can be heard in the background as one engages
in any variety of activities here. It is excessively disruptive. There are already far too many of them on our
streets, assaulting our ears. The number of business renting UTVs has increased dramatically over the past
year and it only exacerbates the issue. One only need to visit Sand Flats to see the number of rental UTVs
backed up at the pay booth. The impact of these vehicles & the businesses renting them is disproportionate to
that caused by any other business in town. There needs to be a limit. Year-round residents are fed up! Moab
has become less desirable as a year-round residence and the UTVs detract from visitor experience as well. I
might notice the number of hikers in Arches if I were there in the park as well. Unfortunately, I'm highly aware of
the UTVs regardless of where I am in town, including my own home. In the interest of fairness, I believe a motor
vehicle noise limit needs to be set & enforced to resolve the noise issue. I also believe that the current number
of UTV businesses (5) and maximum fleet size of 12 is reasonable and should absolutely not be increased.
Ultimately, the quality of life for those who live here should always take precedence over what others want to do
in our town. We are certainly not hurting for business here...quite the opposite. Moab has become oppressively
busy and locals need to be assured that our community leaders are looking out for our health, safety, and
wellbeing. I have been disheartened, dismayed, & disappointed by many of the choices made regarding the
11

ongoing development of our beautiful town. We have a valuable resource that must be managed as such or it
will lose that value. Do not make choices based on the possibility of short-term gains. Rather, consider the
quality of life for those who live here & treasure this special place. Things are out of control. Let's proceed with
caution & care.
I greatly appreciate your consideration.

4-6-2021

Moab

Best,
Jen Evers
Dear Grand County Commissioners:
I am writing to express my support for the County to adopt strict ordinances to reduce excessive UTV noise in
Moab. Please develop the strongest measures possible to:
1) Regulate UTV rental businesses - As I sit in front of our house typing this email on Sunday evening,
caravans of 5 or more rental UTV groups are driving by on their way to the Sand Flats Recreation Area. The
motor noise while they pass is too much to carry on a conversation. Few if any other vehicles going by generate
the same level of noise. Until the rental companies can lower the noise levels on their UTVs to at least the same
as other motor vehicles, they should be limited on the number of rentals they put onto our residential streets,
and
2) Enact and enforce a motor vehicle noise ordinance - UTVs were not manufactured to be street legal, but the
manufacturers and our State legislature have heaped on the citizens of Moab the seemingly impossible and
expensive task of reducing their noise while they drive by our homes. Please set the noise limit at a level that
makes this effort to reduce the noise a resounding success.
In addition, please consider the following:
3) Cap the number of UTVs allowed in Sand Flats Recreation Area - The number of UTVs in the Sand Flats
ruins the experience of visiting there and provides the attraction for the caravans of UTVs that pass through
residential neighborhoods to get there. If the number of UTVs allowed in the Sand Flats was limited (similar to
the cutoff enforced at Arches NP), then the area could see a drop in the number of UTVs entering via the
neighborhoods. Please consider a proposal to cap the number of UTVs allowed to enter the Sand Flats.

4-6-2021

Moab

Respectfully submitted,
Jeff Hennier
400 E. Moab
Again, please carefully consider the value of a quiet neighborhood and downtown when debating what
regulations to instigate this afternoon.
Moab residents must come first or the town will become a shadow of what it is with a mostly transient tourist
population and low paid workers having to commute from Green River.
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Induce a strict noise ordinance with ability to write tickets, do not allow any more UTV rental businesses in
Moab or Grand County, mandate trailering of rental UTVs to trail heads, strongly encourage the transition to
electric rental vehicles.
Excessive noise has degraded the quality of life in Moab and adds to the stress of living in a tourist town.
Please do all you can to mitigate this nusiance.
4-6-2021

Moab

4-6-2021

Moab

4-6-2021

Moab

Leigh Grench
At this point, my comments may seem repetitious or obvious, but I want to get my voice heard. I am a long-time Moab
resident and I've witnessed myself the shocking increase in noise and the declining quality of life. Regulating these
machines, and any noisy vehicles, should be a no-brainer. Use any tool at your disposal to solve this problem. There is no
reason to allow more UTV rentals to open and no reason to allow an increase in fleet size. Greed should NOT be given
priority over quality of life. And the quality of visitors' experience should also be considered. The noisy minority drives
away tourists from around the world who come to Moab to experience beauty and the ambience of the area. The ONLY
people who benefit from lenient UTV laws are the UTVers themselves and a tiny number of business owners. Don't let
Moab become "Gas Town" from the Mad Max movies.
Bruce Condie
Yes, it is currently out of control.
The businesses around town need to be better regulated. No new noisy
machines even if they are trailered out of town. As rental ATVs are
replaced they need to be ones with quieter engines. I support a cap on
the number of ATVs that a company can rent and NO new permits for ATV
rental businesses, city or county.
Respectfully,
Sue deVall
Dear County Commissioners,
First I would like to thank you for your continued dedication to our town and county. Thank you. I am writing to let you
know that I would really like to encourage you to continue on with the noise issue. I am disappointed that the curfew times
did not pass the legistlature. Over this past weekend the noise heading up the Sand Flats road well past 11 PM was
disturbing. I seriously could not get to sleep. Please Please Please act for US, the people who live here and keep our
mental health and safety in mind. There are so many residents who are fed up with all the noise from the UTVs. Yes there
are some businesses that are benefiting but why should we all have to live with their profits buzzing and droning all around
the town and county?
Please do everything you can to mitigate this situation. We need a strong noise ordinance. And one that is not based just
on decibels as it is often the drone in the distance that is just as annoying to hear at night. It needs to be a strong enough
ordinance, with enough enforcement to make it work. And a reading of a part of a point being the difference between
meeting the regulation and not, doesn’t make it any quieter. We need to have the tested as they are actually driving
because they get louder and louder as they go uphill. There are times when I am at work and have to ask the person on
the phone to wait for a moment as I can’t hear them. Here are some suggestions:
• DO NOT allow any more UTV rental businesses in town or the county.
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• Demand that the UTVs are not louder than cars as they are all over our residential streets at all hours of the day
and night
• Set a very stringent motor vehicle noise limit (there are also street race cars racing around late at night)
• Require that if UTVs are not quiet and meet noise levels that they MUST be trailered to the trail head as soon as
possible
• No other business in Moab impacts the community like the UTV rental business. Make them get quieter machines.

4-6-2021

Not a local

The rental businesses need to trailer the super loud machines out of town. There is a huge number of the UTVs heading to
the Sand Flats Road that are rentals. So please don’t allow any more rental businesses in town. We as a town need to be
able to determine what is going to happen. The legislators voting against helping our noise problem have not been
wakened up, had times when they can’t sit in their yard or have to avoid visiting places we love because the sound of the
UTVs is too much to bear.
Thank you for your work on this issue and the opportunity to comment.
Anne Clare Erickson
Moab, Utah
Resident of 35 years

Hello, my name is Dena, and my family has been visiting Moab for the past 20 years. Every
time we visit, we ride motorcycles and UTVs on all the 4x4 routes around town. Sometimes we rent
them and sometimes we bring our own. Our son and daughter-in-law live in Moab now, so we visit
frequently. Even as a UTV rider, I can’t believe how noisy the town has gotten. We can’t even enjoy a
meal outside with our family anymore.
Now, I’m a little embarrassed to say that sometimes we have been a part of the problem.
Sometimes we drive our own RZR on the streets since it is legal there. We have our own trailer though
and will be happy to use it in the future. We would also be more than happy to pay for the rental
businesses to rent us trailers (which we have done in the past), or to deliver the UTVs to the trailheads
for us. It’s silly that the town is letting these off-road vehicles run around, making noise all over town.
Please make some changes to make things quieter in town. We will be happy to follow the rules on our
next visit.
Dena Miller
Kansas City, Missouri

4-6-2021

Moab

Your attention to this issue is working. UTV users are becoming aware that our community will stand up for itself and protect our
quality of life, and the quality of our visitor economy. Thanks for all the work you are doing. Here are some points to consider as you
move ahead:

• Let’s

set a motor vehicle noise level low enough to actually solve our noise problem - not just solve 1020% of the noise problem;

•
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• Residents’ health,

safety and welfare should be protected; loud UTVs negatively impact residents, our
community and other visitors;

• Rental

UTVs are a significant part of the problem — approximately 1/2 of the UTVs entering Sand Flats
Recreation Area are rental UTVs;

•
• Rental

UTVs use our residential streets, so it’s reasonable that rental UTVs should not be significantly
louder than passenger cars;

•
• UTV rental businesses should not impact residents more than other local businesses;
•
• We shouldn't allow MORE rental UTVs on our streets going forward; the proposed cap

on the current
number of UTV rental businesses (5) and fleet size of 12 machines per business is reasonable;

•
• Requiring rental

UTVs to be “quiet machines”or trailered to trailheads by Jan. 2022 is too lenient; let's
require non-quiet UTVs to be trailered to the trailhead starting July 1, 2021;
Thank you.

4-6-2021

Moab

Carrrie Bailey
200 East, Moab Utah
Dear Commission members,
As a property owner in Grand County and Moab I believe it is time now to impose stringent and enforced noise
and driving limits on UTV style vehicles in residential areas. It is also important that such vehicles be trailered to
approved driving trails rather than let drive through residential areas. It is appropriate also to impose regulations
on UTV rental businesses that create quieter fleets, and which require trailering from the rental site to the
trailhead. I see the UTV noise and driving behaviour problem as an existential threat to residential life in Moab
area communities. These vehicles are a new phenomenon, they are not grandfathered in to the culture of Moab,
and they have such a negative effect on citizens that restrictions are needed.

4-6-2021

Moab

4-6-2021

Moab

Sincerely, Greg Child
Good morning,
I would like to see the Commission aggressively enforce the noise ordinance to deal with the UTV noise issue. I
would like to see out of town UTV user’s be required to trailer to trailheads. Grand County should make a
permanent cap on anymore businesses renting UTVs. The noise ordinance should be enforced as soon as
possible in the event it does not work and the issue can be presented at the next state legislative session.
Thank you
Brian Quigley

Dear County Commissioners,
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Ok, it's not JUST the UTV's that are exceeding acceptable noise levels on our streets, but they are the most
annoying due to their high-pitched whine, and the reality that they tend to travel in packs which sustains the
high decibel level for an extended time, and there are SO MANY OF THEM!!
If the owners of these machines cannot make them as quiet as a car, then they have no place on our
streets. When you think about it, it's actually pretty ridiculous that our town has evolved into a motorhead
free-for-all. These noisy machines are chasing off the kinds of tourists we love - people who come here to
escape the noise of cities and who appreciate the peacefulness of nature.
1) Enforce a noise ordinance - I don't care how it happens, you can even raise taxes to employ more traffic
officers if you need to. Petition the state to pitch in since they are reaping tons of tourist $$ from us. We need
more traffic police to hand out tickets to offenders.
2) Do not allow new UTV rental businesses to set up shop in Grand County. That would defeat any hope for
reducing the numbers of these annoying machines on the streets.
3) Do not allow existing businesses to expand their fleet. And require the current rental machines to be as
quiet as a car.
Please do not bow to pressure from a few local businesses and a lot of out-of-towners while ignoring the needs
of your community and your constituents. Make Moab quiet again. This is not an impossible dream.

4-6-2021

Moab

Sarah Topp
Moab, Utah
Today (4/6) the Grand County Commission is holding hearings to consider additional regulations on UTV’s and
other noisy vehicles. I am in favor of limiting UTV noise using whatever ordinances are possible. Grand County
needs to reduce noise pollution so that residents can lead healthy and sane lives. The almost constant noise
makes our day-to-day lives challenging and makes it very difficult to welcome and be gracious to tourists.
The impact of noise is exponential so minor reductions (10-20%) are not very helpful. The motor vehicle noise
ordinance needs to be meaningful (provide for major noise reduction), multifaceted (use multiple measures and
apply across vehicles), stringent (maximum penalties), and strongly enforced.
UTV rental businesses are an integral part of Grand County’s economy but they should not be the dominant
force particularly if the impact of the vehicles they rent causes harm to other businesses (hikers, bikers, birders
don’t want to come to Grand County because of the noise, chaos, and environmental degradation caused by
UTV’s) and causes harm to citizens (again, noise, chaos, pollution, destruction of natural resources). Because
rental UTVs account for about ½ of the vehicles entering Sand Flats, regulation is crucial. Rental UTV’s use
public streets, they should be no louder than properly tuned private vehicles. The current number of UTV rental
businesses should remain at 5 and no additional vehicle rental businesses should be “grandfathered” in to allow
for UTVs. Fleet size should be limited to a maximum of 12 vehicles and all UTV’s should be “quiet machines”
as of 7/1/2021 whether or not they are trailered to trailheads. The roar of a UTV on the trail is no less
detrimental to health and well being than the roar of a UTV on a county road.
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Again, thank you for your consideration and your leadership on this very important issue.
4-6-2021

Moab

Nan Marquardt, Pueblo Ct. Moab
Dear Commissioners:
Thank you for tackling the noise problem in Moab. While there are many sources of noise, the most noticeable
source is from UTVs. Please take all of the steps you can to reduce their impact on our neighborhoods. These
steps include:
Limiting the number of rental businesses and their fleet size - the proposed cap on the current number of rental
businesses and a fleet size of a dozen should be sufficient. These businesses have a large impact on the
wellbeing of our residents, and should be controlled. All rental UTVs should have clearly readable company
insignias for easy identification.
Enforcing current noise ordinances on ALL vehicles.
Require trailering to the trailheads, and “quiet” machines.
Give priority to the needs of residents over the desires of the tourists who view our town as their party
playground. While each tourist has a time-limited impact, there is a never-ending stream of them diminishing our
quality of life.
We deserve to have safe refuge in our own homes to escape the constant noise of these machines. We should
not have to leave our homes to seek silence.
Thank you for considering my input.

4-6-2021

Moab

Regards,
~Nancy Orr
400 N., Moab
Hello Commission,
I am a Moab resident who lives on Juan Court, near 500 West. I'm writing to voice my
continued concerns about excessive UTV noise and reckless driving by UTV users on our city streets.
500 West continues to be a road where UTV drivers like to play with their toys, seeing how quickly (and loudly)
they can accelerate. I hear them in the evenings and worry about the danger caused. This past week while on
Potash Road, I saw two UTVs across the river on Kane Creek Blvd literally drag racing past homes. These are
homes where young children live. The noise carried over the river and reminded me of the noise I also hear at
home.
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The speed limits are not working. Without enforcement, they are meaningless. I'm asking you to consider
action to limit the number of UTV rental locations and reduce fleet sizes in Moab, promote or require quieter
UTVs at rental locations, and further promote or require trailering of UTVs through residential areas.

4-6-2021

Moab

Thank you for your service and time,
Adam Fleming
Juan Ct., Moab, UT
First of all, I want to extend an appreciation to the Commission for addressing this difficult issue and working
towards a quieter, more liveable community. Residents are desperate for some swift and meaningful change.
Thank you for acknowledging this.
In regard to the currently proposed ordinances, it is imperative that the Commission implement both the
stronger motor vehicle noise ordinance as well as regulating UTV rental businesses. Given the limited authority
afforded to the County to regulate this issue, we need to be using all available tools to make meaningful change
toward a quieter Moab.
When considering the noise ordinance, please consider those of us who live on or near some of the main UTV
routes through town. It is perfectly reasonable to require these vehicles to be no louder than passenger
vehicles. A limit of 60 decibels, as discussed at last month's workshop is sensible here.
The same decibel limit ought to be applied when considering regulation of UTV rentals. We also need to
recognize that these rentals make up a great deal of the UTVs on the road. Forgive the anecdotal evidence, but
I often ride my mountain bike up Sand Flats Road and down Kane Creek to get to the trails there and at least
half, if not more of the UTV traffic I encounter is from rentals. I notice the same trend just viewing from my
neighborhood (Tusher St.). Despite having only a half-dozen rental companies in town with a dozen or vehicles
each, these rentals have managed to overrun our town's capacity for noise.
We certainly shouldn't allow any more rentals and we should cap current fleets at 10 or 12 vehicles. And we
should do this fast! Waiting until next year is far too lenient. These businesses have been taking advantage of
our relaxed regulations for years now to the detriment of the whole community. They knew this was coming - it
is time that they step up and take responsibility for their impacts.
Thank you for your time,

4-6-2021

Moab

Jared Trader
Moab
Dear County Council Members:
I am writing regarding the Councils consideration of County Codes/Policies for UTV's. I am one off your constituents who
supported a total ban of UTV's on our city/county roads and highways. Shy of that I was then a proponent of a curfew
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(8:00am to 8:00pm) and limiting UTV's to specific routes they can take to trailheads so they are not driving through our
neighborhoods.
Shy of these and in addition to my preferred options, for now I would like to encourage your support of as many restrictions
as possible like the following
for regulating Rental and Private UTV's wanting to operate in our community:
-Set a motor vehicle noise level low enough to actually solve our noise problem - not just solve 10-20% of the noise
problem for al UTV's.
-If rental (or private UTV's) use our residential streets, it’s reasonable that said UTVs should not be significantly louder than
passenger cars.
-UTV rental businesses should not be allowed to impact residents more than other local businesses or visitors.
-We shouldn't allow MORE rental UTVs on our streets going forward; the proposed cap on the current number of UTV
rental businesses (5) and fleet size of 12 machines per business is reasonable.
-Requiring rental UTVs to be “quiet machines”or trailered to trailheads by Jan. 2022 is too lenient; let's require non-quiet
UTVs to be trailered to the trailhead starting July 1, 2021 and then all UTV's should be required to be "quiet" anywhere in
the county by 2021.

4-6-2021

Moab

Your residents’ health, safety and welfare should be protected; loud UTVs negatively impact residents, our community and
other visitors. I appreciate your willingness to continue too look at ways to mitigate their negative impact. Until we as a
community have greater local power to eliminate these machines from our streets (Especially since they are not allowed
this unbridled privilege in other communities in UT and UTV Manufacturers expressly state that they are "unsafe" to drive
on roads and highways.) we need to do anything we can to mitigate any further harm to our community.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Lisa Carter
Moab Resident

Dear County Commission,
Thank you for engaging in the process of regulating noise and UTV use before it is too late and Moab is entirely
unlivable. As a Moab City resident, I have written several letters on the subject to the city, county, travel council,
Moab Sun Times, BLM, Sand Flats and Motorized Trails Committee.
I want to reiterate the need for the commission to use all of the tools available to mitigate UTV impacts. We
must get a handle on the problems of noise in town as well as destruction to our public lands.
I encourage the commission to take a strong stance on health code noise ordinances and noise requirements
for ALL vehicles in town. This includes our city police cracking down on late night street racers. Please consider
capping UTV fleet sizes to 12 vehicles, continuing a hold on new UTV businesses and requiring noisy vehicles
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to be phased out within a reasonable time frame or trailered to trailheads. Incentivizing guided tours (with group
size limits of 5 vehicles) would also help with accountability both in town and on the trails, while providing job
growth in the guiding industry! Please take measures to grant street legal status only to locally registered OHVs
in Grand County. Out of town OHVs came here on a trailer- they can stay on a trailer to the trailhead.
The commission must consider the strongest possible action towards both rental UTV businesses and
independent users for the sake of Moab’s future residents, visitors and businesses. We cannot continue to be
held hostage by a handful of businesses claiming hardship, while the health of our community and economy is
at stake.

4-6-2021

Moab

Sincerely,
Kristen Hayes
Moab, UT
Dear Grand County Commission,
Thank you for your efforts to control out of control noise in Moab.
I am writing in support of the strongest possible steps both in noise ordinance enforcement and land use code
changes.
The noise enforcement in particular could help address other out of control noisy vehicles such as illegally
muffled “late night street racer” type cars, overly tuned diesel trucks and straight piped Harleys.
I live in a neighborhood just off 400 East, which is a major corridor for outrageous noise pollution at all hours. I
have lived in Moab since the mid nineties, built my own home here and really would love to stay, if our town can
return to a livable state (other than only in mid-winter).
I have noticed that not all UTVs are equally noisy. In particular the Honda and Kawasaki machines seem
quieter. Requiring the handful of local businesses that thrive off the UTV boom to use the quietest machines
possible until full-electric vehicles are available seems reasonable to me. Or requiring aftermarket enhanced
mufflers.
Measures like these, plus limits on fleet size of rental companies, mandatory trailering, refusing to permit street
legal status for out of town machines etc should all be enacted ASAP.
If all this requires recruiting and training numerous additional law enforcement personnel I am more than happy
to pay my share of the cost, as the benefits to our town will be immeasurable.
Thank You!

4-6-2021

Moab

Mike Bassett
Nichols Ln., Moab
I urge the council to address our town's UTV nuisance today! I live on Tusher St. near the intersection of Mill
Creek and Sand Flats Road, and the frequent sound of loud off-road vehicles is approaching an unbearable
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limit. I was so proud to be able to purchase a home here three years ago and begin to really establish roots in
our community. Now, although it hurts to entertain the idea, I have to seriously consider uprooting to another
location if this issue is not resolved in a timely manner. Nowadays, I wake up most mornings to someone
blasting through our once-peaceful and quiet street in their UTV, with apparently zero awareness or care about
how they may be affecting the neighborhood through which they storm... We have to make it clear that our
residents, our town, will not stand for this type of disrespectful behavior.
The number of rental UTVs utilizing our 4x4 roads is a considerable problem that we can address. How? Cap
the number of rental UTVs allowed to drive in town, require businesses to change their machines so that they
are quieter, and provide incentives for businesses to offer trailer or shuttle services for rental UTVs. It does not
make sense that passenger vehicles are expected to abide certain noise inspections while we UTVs get a pass,
so set a reasonable noise level ordinance for all UTVs on the streets and enforce it. The negative impact of
UTVs on our town's residents is far greater than any minimal negative impact rental business will experience as
a result of these changes. Perhaps it will even boost their businesses with more folks that want to recreate
responsibly!
It's time to put our foot down together and draw the line.
4-6-2021

Moab

Kelsey Koprowski
UTV noise problem:
I would like to thank our officials for the posting of lower speed limit for off road UTV vehicles around our town.
I support a limit of rental vehicles be available also because we can only sustain a certain amount on our
community roads and maintain safe road conditions. We are a experiencing a great increase of traffic and are a
major trucking route for deliveries going north and south, which puts us in a different situation than many other
small towns. I have been reading about other places having similar situations and one town had occasional
check point stations to make sure those using these types of vehicles knew the guidelines and were in
compliance. I hope we can have acceptable noise levels adopted and enforced. Our neighborhoods have been
impacted and properties perhaps devalued. I would also like to know more about the activity of night riding and
how this could impact our nights around town. I also thank those that have come and ride in a respectful
manner. As a community we are and have been just trying to problem solve.

4-6-2021

Moab

Sincerely, Marsha Marshall
Dear Grand County Council
Please consider the following requests:
Do what ever possible to minimize UTV’s driving on Moab City and residential Grand County Streets.
Do what ever possible to limit the establishment of new UTV rental businesses.
Do what ever possible to keep existing rental business from increasing their fleet size.
Require non-quite machines to be trailered starting 01 July 2021.
Set motor vehicle noise limits as low as legally possible.
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Include loud “street racer" type vehicles in the discussion of noise issues.
Strongly encourage the BLM to establish a permit system for UTV’s use, at Sand Flats and other high use areas
in Grand County..
Strongly encourage the BLM to establish a rigorous and long term analysis of motor vehicle impacts on federal
public lands in Grand County.

4-6-2021

Moab

Thank you for your efforts, and your commitment to the residents of Grand County.
Paul Frank
Hillside Drive
Moab, Utah
Dear County Council Members,
I am very grateful for the work that is being done to address the intensity of noise in our community. I am
concerned both by the noise and number of UTVs and whole heartedly support your decisive actions to address
them before it is an even larger problem. I would like to see an immediate moratorium on new UTV rentals or
expansion of existing rental businesses, and a concise timeline (3 months) for current rental businesses to
address the noise in their vehicles. I am also in favor of exploring measures to address the half of UTVs that
are coming from elsewhere. Last, I would like to see more areas that are off limits to UTVs or off-limits for
certain days so that non-motorized recreationists can enjoy nature.
Thank you again for your work on this important issue,

4-6-2021

Moab

Sarah Heffron
Dear commission members
I have written many letters over the last few years regarding the issue of the noise and it impacts on our
community. The onslaught of UTVs have completely changed Moab, the impacts from this one user group
cannot be ignored. We need to enact stricter ordinances relating to noise as well as we need more enforcement
for people speeding around town and for all types of noisy vehicles. It is also not safe downtown with people
speeding and running red lights. Our community lacks an enjoyable space for people to sit outside and have
dinner or walk around and shop. The vehicle noise on Main Street is deafening.
This issue is only going to get worse and not better if we don’t make the necessary changes.
The other thing that I have observed firsthand is the amount of damage that the UTV user group has caused on
trails around Moab as well as further north in Grand and Carbon County. I ride a dirt bike and encounter UTVs
riding illegally on motorcycle single track. As a motorcycle user this is extremely aggravating and disappointing.
The drivers that we encounter don’t care and don’t want to listen whenever we stop and tell them they are riding
on trails where they aren’t allowed. What we get in response is a a don’t care attitude and usually some rude
comments. This don’t care attitude is rampant within this user group. One commentor who supports UTVs a few
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months ago stated that UTVs are being made out to be the boogeyman . I couldn’t agree more with that
description, the damage they are doing is astounding.
Please do something to mitigate the noise and make Moab an enjoyable place for all of us to live in. I have lived
here for 22 years and it is deeply disturbing and sad to me how much it has changed in the last several years.
The noise has got to stop and there has to be limits to how many of these machines can be on our city streets.
These vehicles have given people who have absolutely no skill the ability to get out on our trails. They lack trail
etiquette and they have no care for the damage that they do not only to the desert but also to the peacefulness
of our community.
If they were completely banned from our streets that would be the real answer because I really doubt that any of
the ordinances that we do pass are going to be enforced the way they should be.
I’m tired of listening to the drone of them throughout the day as well as before daylight some mornings.

4-6-2021

Regards,
Tracy Bentley
Moab UT - resident and business owner
PUBLIC COMMENTS MADE VERBALLY AT THE 4-6-2021 PUBLIC HEARINGS
(from the Draft Minutes – not yet approved)
Christina discussed and clarified the changes to Land Use Code, noting the provisions to regulating ATV
businesses and the distinctions between some types of businesses. New ATV sales would be required to sell
electric vehicles. Christina discussed the changes to the “clustering development” definition and Overnight
Accommodations. Christina discussed the noticing requirements, and Grand County’s adherence to the
requirements.
Evan asked about fleet size caps. Christina noted that’s in Title 5.
Kevin asked about zoning for sales of cars vs. ATV’s and the restriction of allowing only electric ATV sales.
Evan asked for clarification about the outfitter/rancher/hunter uses of ATV’s, and about outdoor screening
requirements.
Kevin asked about Title 5 discussion and the ability to publicly comment.
Gabriel asked about a citizen’s question regarding ATV use in outfitter and guiding uses.
Christina described the Title 5 changes and the Planning Commission version vs. the existing version. The
planning commission suggested the fleet cap of 12 ATV’s, and caravan group size of 6 total. Christina
discussed the noise levels, and the ability to limit them.
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Evan asked about fleet caps and the potential for changing and growth. Christina discussed the caps of fleet
sizes and businesses.
Neal Clark spoke in support of the commission with regard to decreasing noise and limiting fleet sizes and caps.
Neal discussed the noise problems not just in the city, but in the larger county as well. Neal noted support for
limits on noise and ATV use.
Jim King commented that they own several properties in Moab they use for foreign team members. Jim noted
that often visitors that rent ATV’s aren’t able to trailer them to trailheads. Jim commented that often the tractortrailer traffic is as loud as any ATV. Jim noted not everyone is able to hike or mountain bike.
Liz Thomas commented that half of the ATV’s that go to Sand Flats are rentals. Liz suggested that having a
business license in Grand County is a privilege, not a right. Users should be required to trailer machines to the
trailhead.
Chris Tolman, VP for UTV Utah. Grand County Commission approved funding that comes from ATV’s. If Grand
County wants that money they should not try to force out the ATV crowd. Chris suggested restricting UTV use is
damaging and un-American. Jim suggested the commission is changing the law to fit personal agendas.
Kent Green reminded the County Commission works for all the people – not just a few people in the county.
Kent suggested the noise standards are unfair and biased. Kent suggested the commission only listens to other
people and suggested the commission set caps on every other business in town. Kent noted he abides by
regulations and laws.
Emily Stock commented about the detrimental effects of noise on the community. Emily suggested that her
business is negatively impacted by motorized tourism. Emily noted government regulations are expected.
Anne Clare agrees with prior comments regarding regulation of noise.
Jason (Moab Side by Side) commented that he doesn’t disagree with everything, but noted that semi-trucks are
often just as loud as any of the ATV’s. Jason noted most outfitters have stock machines and they help educate
users. Jason commented that the harm has come from the County Commission, not the ATV’s.
Jonathon (?) is looking for property to buy and build a mega RV park in Moab that caters to the UTV community.
Jonathon suggested there is bias among the commission against UTV’s. Jonathon suggested that instead of
creating regulation that discriminates against UTV’s the commission use money to build better trails.
Dave Helman(?) suggested the fleet size limits are too small and don’t allow for growth. Dave suggested the
limits are discriminatory. They only do guided tours and don’t allow rentals. Dave disagrees with the fleet cap.
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Scott Hayer commented the County should look at a designated UTV route that circumvents neighborhoods.
Scott suggested fleet caps are not appropriate.
Mark Horowitz commented that he hates UTV’s. Mark noted the town is nothing like it used to be. Mark
commented he can hear the noise of the 191 all day. Mark commented the UTV use at Sand Flats is a travesty.
Mark suggested that perhaps the world is going crazy and Moab is caught up in it.
Jared Trader commented that this is a public health hazard in addition to being annoying. Jared noted the
importance of public health. Jared noted the WHO noise decibel limits. Jared suggested using all the tools at
the County’s disposal to limit the noise.
Brad Ferrell commented that Utah has street legal laws that allow ATV use on public streets. Brad noted he’s
apt to drive very slow. Brad suggested he doesn’t feel welcome in Moab anymore. Brad likened the banning of
UTV’s to the banning of airline flights. Brad wondered if we should ban all talking because it exceeds
appropriate decibel levels.
Nick Olsen commented that a maximum noise level of 55 dBA is far too low. Nick commented that he’s
disappointed with the County’s lack of ability to work with outside groups. Nick suggested combative negotiation
is rarely productive.
Jennifer (Epic 4X4 Adventures) commented that she provides legal services using legal equipment. Jennifer
suggested she creates good paying jobs in the community. Jennifer noted that many people love the noise of
the ATV’s and come to Moab just to hear that sound. Jennifer noted she wants to be part of the solution.
Jennifer suggested that limiting her fleet size won’t fix the issue.
Shane agrees that machines can be noisy, but everything is noisy. Shane suggested that this issue is being
approached the wrong way. Shane suggested the Commission is attempting to shut down the American Dream.
Shane noted his frustration with the commission.
Christian appreciates the meetings being on Zoom. Christian noted the existence of other government
regulations and noted that’s the democratic process. Christian noted that semi-trucks do not drive through
residential neighborhoods, but that ATV’s do.
Brad Furner noted he’s a responsible UTV owner. Brad noted the lack of parking for trailering ATV’s. Suggested
trailering would cause ATV’s users to park in residential neighborhoods.
Zacharia Levine noted support for legislative action to limit ATV’s. Zacharia noted the primary role of
government is to protect the health and welfare of its citizens.
Cliff Koontz commented about the noise levels and noted the ability of units to be quieter. Cliff suggested a
requirement for mandatory education, suggesting that other measures may work better than laws that limit use.
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Cliff suggested that instead of the requirement of electric sales only, the commission consider rules that require
that non-electric models meet noise requirements.
Trish Hawkins thanked the commission for all the work on the noise issue. Trish urged the commission to take
every action possible to limit the noise. Suggested support for fleet and business caps. Trish would like to see
ATV’s trailered to trailheads as soon as possible.
Brett Stewart suggested the legislation drafted and presented at the state level used non-street legal language.
Brett noted ATV’s should comply with the same laws that regulate motorcycles. Brett noted that the speed limit
signs are illegal per state law. Brett suggested the County implement recommended “quiet time” signs and
“recommended route” signage.
Christina discussed the noise ordinance [Title 11]. This has not gone through the planning commission. The
noise prohibitions have been moved to the top. Certain noise is prohibited on public rights of way. Christina
noted this is applicable to all vehicles. Christina discussed the different levels. Christina noted that several stock
models of ATV are below 92 dBA. Christina noted similar standards are in place in other communities. Christina
noted motorcycles are regulated federally, but ATV’s are not.
Chris discussed potential problems with exemptions and exposure level limitations. Chris suggested adding
language about exposure levels and length of time.
Kevin suggested approving necessary items for the future checkpoint quickly and dealing with other sections
later. Chris noted most noise complaints are dogs and music at night.
Mary opened the floor for public comment.
Dave commented that capping fleet size won’t affect noise levels.
Kent Green encouraged the Commission to work with the outfitters before making any serious decisions. Kent
suggested the commission help business - not hinder business.
Cliff Koontz commented that the current version has improved, but Cliff still has concerns. Cliff feels the
numbers are too low and even stock cars and trucks will fail the noise test. The stationary sound test should be
higher than 88 dBA and that’s likely too low and unlikely to be easily met. Cliff noted the EPA stamp on
motorcycles is worthless.
4-8-2021

Moab

Is it possible to check for noise violations at the ORV rental
businesses before these abominations are on our streets? Possibly
right when they leave the rental lots?
I do not need a reply.
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4-8-2021

Moab

4-8-2021

Moab

Respectfully,
Sue deVall
County Commissioners,
Just like UDOT has ‘weigh stations’ for commercial truck on major highways, why don’t we have inspection
stations on Hwy 191 to check for smog controls, excessive modifications which generate the noise and the
chance to educate the drivers on appropriate driving behavior in Moab and Grand County.? Most of the ATVs
are trailered in. We could require them to trailer to the trail heads instead of driving on local roads. Thanks for
your considerations,
Cindy Pickett, E. Lipizzan Jump, Moab.
If a 10’-12’ retaining wall was built along the sand flats road as it goes up the hill just above the recycling center
and rounds the corner where the road cut was made, this would diffuse the amount of noise from vehicles and
UTVs heading up to recreate. There is A LOT of noise created by vehicles having to use more horse power to
get up that hill. The noise they make floats over that entire side of town.
A retaining wall. let’s make it happen, if we’re talking about solutions, this is a great one.

4-8-2021

Moab

Tracy Bentley
Dear Commissioners
If a lion perched himself in front of your door, and your neighbors stopped coming around, you
wouldn't say it was the free market correcting for the lack of lions in your neighborhood. And you
certainly couldn't point to the decrease in demand for neighborly conversations as a good reason
it should be allowed to stay.
You would say you had a lion problem. We have a lion problem.
The impact of ATVs on our county roads far exceeds the impact of any other recreational groups
in the same areas. It has become an assault on the commons. Like the lion the very presence of
these vehicles, at the scale to which they have been adopted, has driven away other groups
(visitors and residents alike). Some members and fans of the industry use this trend to posture
that the ATV community represents a dominant economic group whose interests should
supersede those of other visitors and even of residents, lest we lose their economic base.
Please.
The reality is that this has created a massive inefficiency in our local tourism market. There is
ample evidence from as recently as a few years ago that diversity in visitor types can sustain a
thriving and growing local economy. County officials have also shared that the ATV community
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spends LESS on average than other visitor types–this means that for every non-ATV visitor they
drive away, we need MORE THAN ONE ATV visitor to make up the gap.
Grand County residents, myself included, have separate complaints about overcrowding in
general. But certainly no one could rationally suggest that biasing towards density in a less
efficient and more impactful visitor group is sustainable.
We must correct this inefficiency fast or we may reach a tipping point. Unfortunately, because our
state representatives have abdicated their responsibility to our citizens and local government, the
option before you is the only means of protecting local residents while putting the right incentives
on the ATV industry. The onus should be on them–not bystanders–to produce and purchase
quieter vehicles and to self-police their community. (I did find it both amusing and exhausting to
hear so many ATV advocates Monday night arguing for the same common sense local
enforcement that the State has thus far withheld. But I digress…)
Adopting these comprehensive changes to the LUC is the right decision at the right time. It sends
the signal that Grand County puts its residents' well being first; it puts necessary pressure on the
ATV industry to self-regulate and self-select towards less impactful vehicles; and it appropriately
counters state officials who are more interested in supporting private interest groups than policy.
Finally, Grand County has a long history of mixed use recreation, and I hope that continues as
part of a larger strategy towards a diverse and resilient economy. We are at the start of a long
journey, one that will require sacrifice and compromise from all groups. In this
particular moment, Grand County residents are unfairly burdened with the lion's share.
I hope you'll act in their favor.

4-11-2021

Moab

Sincerely
Louise Murphy
Commissioners,
I either listen to the Commission meetings or read the minutes so I feel like I have heard all the arguments/discussions to
and from the Commission. I do not have a UTV rental business so I have no direct skin in the game. But as a lifelong
citizen of this County I have to say this back door push on the UTV businesses is rather appalling. Using the Land Use
Code to regulate UTV noise is back door regulation. I live at a corner along Spanish Valley Drive which has at least one
UTV tour a day pass on both sides, often multiple tours a day by the same company and I can without hesitation say it is
NOT the tour companies that are the noise problem. They are painfully traveling the 15mph, painful when you are
behind them and can’t pass. The noise issue is the private citizens with their $50,000+ modified UTVs with screaming
stereos and exhausts systems. Moreover, the nuisance is greater at 10pm, 12am, or 1am traveling far faster than 15mph
and stereo blasting; as if the whole valley wants to listen to their stereo at midnight. The tour companies are NOT doing
the screaming stereos nor have the super modified exhausts. Regulating the breath out of the tour companies is NOT
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4-12-2021

Not a local

going to touch the vast majority of noise going through the neighborhoods. The majority of UTVs running through the
neighborhoods are folks traveling from B&Bs/overnight rentals to trails, the tour companies don’t detour and drive
through Walker subdivision for fun for example, they take the main routes which are also used by other recreationalists;
hikers, bicyclists, jeepers, etc.
The bottom line is each of the Commissioners doesn’t like UTVs; you want their money but you don’t want them. It is not
your type of recreation so your prejudice is very evident in word, attitude and stance. Not once have I heard anyone on
the Commission address the obnoxious noise of the extended VW “buses” used by the bicycle shuttle folks belching out
smoke and nasty emissions, but to each of you, your type of recreation, they are exempted. How about all the “rice
rockets” the usually teenage and younger adults like to modify their cars; I find them far more annoying than 20 UTVs.
Or, the pickups with exhaust systems “for increased power” that are deafening, driving daily on our roads in the valley.
As has been stated numerous times in Commission meetings, each of you were elected to represent ALL of us, not just
the people who look, feel, and recreate like you. I personally find bicyclist more annoying peddling their bikes 2, 3, 4
abreast on a main roads, less than the speed limit, with absolutely no manners to single file for tax paying vehicles to
pass but I am not whining to the Commission to get them off the road. You are in a snit because some are whining about
the UTV noise and the State did not back your initial request so you are taking it out on the UTV rental companies and
they are NOT the issue. To go down the road of limiting the companies to so many rental units while some that are above
that number seems like a lawsuit waiting to happen not to mention the new buzz word of discriminating and once again
WON’T address the privately owned machines.
The idea of trailering has come up several times. Are the memories so short that folks have forgotten one of the reasons
for street legalizing ATVs/UTVs/etc was trailheads statewide could not accommodate the vehicle traffic and
environmentalists were screaming environment degradation? There are few parking lots like the one across from Bar M
or across from Archview Campground or Sandflat that can accommodate so many vehicles. So require trailering and
then the same whiners will be yelling about the vehicles parking everywhere killing the plants.
Noise pollution is affecting their mental health; this coming from the same people who go to concerts, parties and
participate in other loud activities. Bottom line, it is noise pollution affecting their mental health if they are not
participating in it directly or an activity they enjoy. They are grasping at any idea they can to stop activities they don’t
deem acceptable. The same folks who preach tolerance yet are not tolerant themselves.
In conclusion, strangling the UTV tour companies is not going to make a dent in the noise only hurt the business owner
and their livelihood. The County wanted to be the recreation capital; well they got what they wanted and they will have
to live with the consequences of thousands of visitors and all their noise.
Thanks for the time–
Petenia Pfnister
ATV noise impacted my visitor experience:
Dear Commissioners, thank you for the opportunity to submit a letter regarding the ATV noise and its impact on
Moab and the surrounding community. As a visitor from the Roaring Fork Valley of Colorado to the Moab area
since the early 90s, I have seen the growth of Moab and increase in visitors, for both the good and bad. There
was a time that finding a good restaurant in Moab was difficult, no longer the case. There was a time when
finding a campsite in Moab was an easy task, no longer the case.
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I too come from an area where the tourist economy is a mainstay in our tax revenues and appreciate finding
balance in catering to tourists while still maintaining a sense of community for locals. Unfortunately, the level of
noise in the downtown core is incredibly off putting for all. In fact, my husband and I have historically said we
want to buy a second home in Moab and eventually retire half the year in your community. Our last stay in
March of 2021 had us questioning that game plan and we instead began to look at Monticello, Blanding and
Bluff.
The number one reason why we feel this way is the ATV impact. It’s loud, it’s unwelcoming and I do believe it’s
time you take action to protect both your community and your visitor experience.
Please protect your small town and make a decision that allows all residents and visitors to feel at ease.
I realize it’s hard to make tough decisions however as elected officials, it’s your job. Please vote to prevent
those who love Moab from loving it to death.
Thank your for your service.

4-12-2021

Moab

Ingrid Wussow
Glenwood Springs, Co
Good Morning Commissioners,
I would like to provide public comments regarding the 3.1 LUC update to the use table. I would like to
encourage you to allow ATV Businesses to be a conditional use in the Resort Special Zoning North of town.
This area is heavily used for ATV's already so the business would fit easily. There are almost no residential
units north of town as well so the noise wouldn't affect town or residents at home. Most people that stay in town
or rent ATV's from an outfitter, trailer their machines to the trailheads north of town. The same can be said of
visitors and businesses established north of town. These businesses would trailer their ATV's to the Kane Creek
and Sand Flats areas thus not contributing noise congestion to the neighborhoods. That seems like a win win
for everyone.
I am also attaching some photos that I took the weekend before the Easter Jeep Safari this year (March 20,
2021 at 12:00 pm to be exact). The one photo shows the Gemini Bridges staging area where I drove through
and counted 65 trailers in that parking lot (just the parking lot between the railroad tracks and the highway) that
had unloaded to ride the local trails in the area. The other two photos are in front of my property located at the
Cotter Mine Rd/Seven Mile Rd staging area on the UDOT ROW. This same morning there were 28 vehicles and
4 RV's staging in that parking lot to ride the trails. That is 97 units staging to ride the surrounding trails in one
afternoon.
I believe ATV Businesses would be a great fit for the Resort Special zoning north of town and the photos,
research, and statements I have presented in this email are factual and help support the idea of these
businesses fitting in well in that area and the surrounding uses. By not allowing ATV Businesses to have
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locations in the Resort Special Zoning, you are making them all stay here in town which leads the use to be
steered to the more user friendly access trails like Sand Flats and Kane Creek.
Thank you for your time.

4-13-2021

Moab

Reed Pendleton
Moab Citizen and Business Owner
Commissioners,
After watching the special meeting yesterday with UTV business owners, I wanted to write to comment that I
didn't hear one compelling argument that would justify reducing any of the Planning Commission's
recommendations for noise or businesses.
With regard to trailering, I think it's important to remember the context for why we're currently in a place where
we have to enact strong regulations. That is, Grand County's inability to opt out of the state law allowing UTVs
on our streets. At the end of the day, the real goal is to have the state legislature give us the ability to exempt
ourselves from that law. If that was allowed tomorrow, the assumption is that Grand County and Moab City
would avail themselves of that right, meaning that no UTVs would be allowed on the streets (regardless of how
quiet they were) and UTV companies would be trailering to trailheads immediately. Walking backwards on that
requirement, based on complaints that it's not feasible, ignores the reality of what the community really wants. It
also ignores the fact that, prior to the passage of the original UTV law in 2008, all off-road vehicles had to be
trailered to trailheads.
I also encourage you to keep fleet limits at the levels recommended by the Planning Commission. It's futile to
limit new rental companies while at the same time allowing existing companies to grow their fleets as large as
they want. Just as we had to limit new overnight accomodations in order to protect the greater community good,
we similarly need place limits on increased numbers of rental UTVs. It's unconscionable to me that half a dozen
business owners think it's their right to impact the health and well-being of the entire community.
Finally, a few additional points:
- Education is often cited as the real solution to the problem and as a reason why we should allow the rental
companies to increase UTV numbers, yet one of the business owners yesterday clearly stated that they
essentially have no control over what people do once they pull out of the parking lot.
- Many of the business owners on the call yesterday are the same people that helped kill the curfew bill at the
legislature this year. That's not working towards solutions, but rather working to water down or minimize any
effort to get this situation under control. The meeting yesterday was another step in that effort, and it's
unfortunate that they were essentially given the last word before your meeting today.

4-13-2021

Moab

Neal Clark
Dear Commissioners,
After listening to your meeting yesterday with our local UTV business I would like to give you my feedback.
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This small number of businesses are creating a vast amount of noise in our community. Noise in the community
is the number one complaint from county citizens and it is the responsibility of the Grand County Commission to
solve this problem.
The data from Sand Flats shows that 50% of UTV’s using the trails there are from local rental companies, so it
is NOT just the out of town UTV’s that are causing the problem. It is the local UTV companies that drive their
machines in convoys through our residential neighbourhoods.
It is the duty of the Grand County Commission to enforce laws that curb this noise pollution.
All rental UTV’s need to be no louder than a passenger car. If this were the case, driving them through town
would not be a problem and they would not need to be trailered to the trailhead.
At yesterdays meeting all business owners agreed there was a problem and that they support a strong noise
ordinance, however they were not willing to compromise on any of the proposed solutions such as fleet size,
trailering or speed limits, so it comes across as hollow promises The commission needs to take the hardest line
to combat this serious, pervasive noise pollution that is affecting ALL residence.
It should be noted that none of the machines the City/County tested for noise last week came anywhere close to
the lower decibels of a car. Something has to be done.
The business owners were not in favour of the reduced speed limits, but from my experience living on Centre
Street, so far this year the noise seems less obnoxious with the reduced speed. In my view it is working and the
businesses should be thankful that one of the tactics is in part working, it’s a start.
Please do not fail our community and use every avenue you have to stop the noise.
4-13-2021

Not a local

Thank you, Trish Hawkins
Hello Grand County,
I am writing you to let you know that there are people outside of Moab that make regular trips there that would
appreciate stronger rules in place to limit the loudness of ATV use in non-designated ATV areas. I respect
different recreation activities and fully believe they have a place on the designated ATV trails but I feel the noise
pollution on public streets and roads and non-designated ATV trails is a determent to the beauty and quiet that
so many people come to Moab for. I think the large increase in ATV use around town and on public right-ofways is a deterrent to visitors seeking a different experience due to the significant noise pollution created by
ATVs that is much higher than cars.
I support the proposed ordinances and think they strike a fair balance between diverse user groups.
Thanks for listening to a frequent visitor to your beautiful county.
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Best,

4-14-2021

Moab

Miles Small
(phone # w/ Colorado area code)
Dear Council, Commission,
Having written yesterday I need to add a comments about the April 12th meeting with UTV business owners
and the Grand County Commission
Our local business owners did not support any of the proposed measures to solve the problem their businesses
and their recreational UTV's are causing our community. If they want to continue in business they need to
support the solutions.
One solution they did not support is the already enacted 15mph speed limit for UTV’s on residential streets. I
live on Centre Street where Kent Green and Cricket White also live, for many years they have courteously
driven past our home at 15mph. It makes a difference! When I am in my kitchen at the back of the house with
doors and windows closed I can still hear them going to work or coming home, but it is not a roar. When other
UTV’s drive up our street I know from the increased noise that it is not Kent or Cricket because they are going
faster than15mph. It does make a difference and our local businesses should be happy to drive slowly knowing
they are causing less impact to their neighbours instead of complaining that it’s too onerous. They must be
willing to make compromises.

4-14-2021

Moab

Trish Hawkins
Measuring UTV noise and noise ordinance:
Dear Commissioners:
I am writing you to try to convince you to pass a noise ordinance tomorrow that will effectively reduce vehicular noise.
While a stationary 20 inch tailpipe measurement can give one an idea of engine noise exhaust noise produced, its
ineffective for measuring total vehicle noise output. Engine exhaust is only one source of noise.
Why are UTVs in particular so loud? Dirt Wheel Rider, a trade blog, wrote “ATVs are so loud because their engines rev at
very high RPMs, they have shortened exhaust systems, have poorly insulated or non existent engine compartments…..”
UTV Ride summarized the issue with “Even when on idle, gas UTVs tend to be louder than a car. One of the reasons is
that, unlike cars, they have less soundproofing and coverage around the engine parts.
In other words, its not just engine exhaust that is the problem.
The only effective way to measure the amount of actual noise produced is by doing drive-by noise measuring. There are
mitigation measures UTV owners can take to make their machines quieter such as more effective mufflers, quieter tires,
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additional insulation and shielding of transmissions and engines, etc. But better muffling of engine exhaust is only a
partial solution.
The Planning Commission recommended dynamic (80 dB at 25’) testing to get compliance with noise limits for good
reason. Stationary exhaust tests are fine for testing non-movable engines but are ineffective in mitigating the noise these
machines make as they are driven.
I urge you to enact an effective noise ordinance for Grand County and this means dynamic test for total noise output.

4-14-2021

Moab

Thank you,
Gerrish Willis
Commission,
Thank you again for taking up this difficult issue. We all appreciate the work you are putting in to reduce noise in
town. As you vote on the proposed ordinances tomorrow, please consider the greater good of the community
over the inconvenience of a few businesses. The most defensible decision is that which favors the wellbeing of
the community as a whole.
Please approve a strong noise ordinance that is likely to solve the whole noise problem, not just a portion of it.
Now is the time for swift and meaningful action.
Thank you again,

4-14-2021

Moab

Jared Trader
Moab
Dear Commissioners,
Once again, I would add my voice to the many citizens of both Moab and Grand County to ask you to support and listen to
residents and enact a meaningful noise ordinance. For months many citizens have joined together to support your actions to
tame traffic and noise in the County. Dismissing the need for a healthier, livable quality of life for local residents would be
so disheartening, and would result in more social splintering and disruption of our community. We need to build a vibrant
community for our citizens, not easy convenient roads for off-road-vehicles/toys on our residential streets. Traffic noise has
been more controlled since the Council and the Commission have considered and acted on some regulation for the UTVs,
but as we have seen before, without serious attention through meaningful law enforcement, the situation can quickly return
to a lack of respect for our community. The traffic noise has a negative effect on those of us living here, and the quality
of the visitor's experience
• I Urge the Commissioners to approve a strong noise ordinance requiring all vehicles to be about as quiet as

regular cars - otherwise, the noise issue will continue to get worse, not better.
• The concerns and welfare of the majority of residents should be its first consideration, rather than trying to

figure out the how to minimize the inconvenience and expense to a handful of businesses, that, in reality, are
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negatively impacting the majority of our community and will eventually negatively impact the quality of our
Tourist Economy.
I understand how much work and pressure this issue has put on the City and County, and appreciate all the hard work. I
have followed the process, but in the end, I expect that you will come up with a good ordinance, controlling decibel levels
for vehicles, and organizing UTV use in the County, that will make Grand County return (because we DO have more
disturbing noise than in the recent past) to commonsense limits on noise and traffic.. Our community will be better and
stronger for it.

4-14-2021

Moab

Carrie Bailey
200 East , Moab
Noise Ordinance:
Dear Commissioners,
Thank-you for maintaining our community Mask Ordinance! Now you have another opportunity to protect our
residents. Please hold UTV riders accountable to manage their machines and their behavior! An effective
noise ordinance must require these vehicles to produce noise levels no greater than other motor vehicles
allowed on our residential streets.
I believe these riders can and will change their behavior in order to have continued access to our canyon
country. However, they will have to be sanctioned for failure to drive respectfully in order to achieve this
change. Please stand strong and continue to protect our neighborhoods!

4-14-2021

Moab

Bonita & Kenneth Kolb
Kerby Lane
Spanish Valley
UTV Noise Ordinance:
Dear Commisioners,
My husband I live in Moab, but often travel to SLC to visit family. I find that I have been looking forward to the
SLC trips for peace and quiet. It's hard to believe, but SLC is so much quieter and calmer than Moab. This is
because of all the UTV noise we have in Moab, which SLC does not have, because they are not street legal up
there.
I wish there wasn't a double standard for Moab, but since there is, we need to take action on a local level
regarding the noise. I know you are considering a noise ordinance, however my understanding of the noise
ordinance you are considering will be only slightly effective. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE,
pass a noise ordinance with real true meaning in which us residents will actually notice the difference and be
able to live with the same level of peace and quiet as in SLC or better.
Sincerely, Beth Malloy
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4-14-2021

Moab

Riversands Dr., Moab

Noise ordinance:
Dear hard working members of the Grand County Commission,
I respectfully ask that you vote to enact a noise ordinance in our community and give it some teeth by funding
police efforts to enforce it. I commute to work on 191 and am affected by UTVs disrupting highway traffic and
safety. Once I arrive at work, I am unable to hold a conversation at times because of the racket outside. Noise
levels are distractingly audible INSIDE my office and often with the windows closed.
Thanks for your kind consideration of this issue,

4-14-2021

Moab

Cassie Paup
Dear Grand County Commissioners Re: Noise Related Ordinances on your 4/15 agenda
I am writing to you again to urge you to pass the strongest noise reduction ordinances; including that all vehicles
have to be as quiet as regular cars. The noise pollution is not going away without your concerted effort to limit
the impacts to all community members.
You know all the cons about noise pollution and it's effect on a wide-range of human health issues. People,
whether residents or visitors, are entitled to quiet soundscapes. I feel it is imperative on you to put health, safety
and welfare of our citizens as the top priority.
I am fortunate to live in Castle Valley, but have to let you know that I enjoy my trips to town less and less. I
totally empathize with my friends and acquaintances that live and work in our community, Moab and beyond.
Even the simplest pleasure of sharing lunch with a friend outdoors is thwarted because we can't find a quiet spot
to settle.
What particularly saddens me, is that I have friends who have moved already and others seriously considering
moving away because the noise deprives them of the enjoyment of their home. And, more and more of our
friends that have been regular and passionate visitors to our spectacular area, are staying away due to the
crowded conditions and unbearable noise levels.
So please follow through and do the best you can to make Moab quiet again.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
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4-14-2021

Moab

Pam Hackley
Castle Valley, UT 84532
UTV Noise Ordinance:
Dear Commissioners,
THIS is the time to hold UTV riders accountable to manage their vehicles, attitude and their behavior! Unless
we want to begin to KILL what’s left of what once was a peaceful place to live we desperately need a noice
ordinance that will REQUIRE UTV’s to restrict their noise levels to nothing louder than other vehicles driving
our streets. This is only fair and reasonable.
Until a stringent law is set - and enforced - things will only get worse.
I know you’re trying, at least most of you are, to protect our community from being ruined by extreme noise
pollution. Thank you so much and keep it up!!

4-14-2021

Moab

Elizabeth Gore
East Lippizan Jump
Moab UT
Please Create a STRONG Noise Ordinance that Protects Residents:
Dear Grand County Commission,
I URGE you to approve a strong noise ordinance requiring all vehicles to be as quiet as regular cars (60-70
decibels) - otherwise, the noise issue from UTVs and other loud vehicles will continue to get worse.
The concerns and welfare of the majority of residents should be the first consideration. Stop trying to figure out
how to minimize the inconvenience and expense to a handful of businesses that are negatively impacting the
majority of our community. Why should the residents pay with our quality of life for a small number of
businesses? If Grand County doesn't stand up to bullies who wreck this place then it will just keep happening.
New and terrible things will happen every year with the precedent that business comes before local residents.
I know being on the front lines of this battle isn't fun and I really appreciate all that you do. Thank you! You can
do it and your community is behind you!

4-14-2021

Moab

Kind Regards,
Chloe Hedden
UTV Noise – All Vehicle Noise Ordinance:
Dear Commissioners,
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We believe the Commission's first consideration should be the concerns and welfare of the majority of Grand County
residents. As Moab residents for 18 years
we urge the Commission to approve a strong noise ordinance requiring all vehicles to be about as quiet as regular cars.
Thank you for your attention to this very important issue,

4-14-2021

Moab

Robin Straub
Phil Wagner
Dear Commissioners-PLEASE consider the creation of a noise ordinance so that residents and tourists can enjoy Moab more
peacefully.
There is no reason the mufflers need to be so loud! This incessant obnoxious buzzing not only keeps people
from enjoying being outdoors on their properties, it diminishes the experience of hearing birds and the peaceful
sounds of nature, and it traumatizes the wildlife on the trails.
The goal should be to work out a way to recognize the concerns of all entities. Surely making mufflers adhere
to a more peaceful standard would be a compromise that we all can live with.
Thank you for making an effort to consider all points of view.
Sincerely,

4-14-2021

Moab

Sarah LaBrec
Spanish Valley Drive
Dear Commissioners,
It is a very busy time of year or I would want to comment in person.
I feel very strongly that we need a noise ordinance to preserve the quality of life for Moab residents. This has
been reinforced lately with the large volume of OHV/UTVs and other loud large vehicles in town that wake me
up and disturb my work on a regular basis. I live in the Hecla neighborhood just across Mill Creek from Sand
Flats road and the noise levels have sky rocketed with the spring tourism season.
I have written before to you all about the litany of other impacts this user group has on our community, but the
noise ordinance seems to be the route that is most feasible to implement. I encourage you to move forward with
as stringent of regulations as possible for this.

4-14-2021

Moab

Best regards,
Travis Nauman, PhD
ATV Sales public comment:
Good Afternoon Commissioners,
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I would like to make a public comment in regards to the ATV Sales category being limited to electric ATVs only.
I am against this restriction. If you want to work with these ATV manufacturers and that industry to provide
quieter machines, then why would you at the same time tell them that they are not welcome in Moab? Getting
some of this industry established in Moab would have positive effects on the overall community and could be a
great avenue for transitioning our own ATV business fleets to quieter aftermarket parts, as well as our visitors. It
might become a great place for people to get their machines modified to become quieter. It could be a
significant selling point to encourage the sale of modified machines that are quieter. Like I mentioned in the
workshop yesterday, if there is only one electric ATV manufacturer, then there would be a monopoly on ATV
sales in town and limit growth in that industry here.
I also think that banning all of the non-electric ATV manufacturers from town is exactly opposite of what you all
keep preaching each week about economic diversification here in town. These manufacturers are massive and
if there was a way to work with them and create a hub here in Moab that would be known as the place to get
quiet ATV's, then why wouldn't you want that. If you want to diversify our economy then stop regulating so much
of it and let businesses and industries have a chance to establish and do good in our communities. Constantly
telling industries and businesses "NO" does not look good for others that may want to come here either. You
should not limit ATV sales to electric vehicles only.
Thanks for your time.

4-14-2021

Moab

Reed Pendleton
Moab Local and Business Owner
Given the State's obstruction of the County's ability to advocate for its own citizens, I don't know the best
solutions for controlling ATV disturbance (which goes well beyond noise).
I encourage you to do all you can to mitigate any part of this irritant to the community. A stringent noise
limitation would be a good start.

4-14-2021

4-14-2021

Moab

Moab

Karen Robinson
E Bench Rd
Please do something about UTV noise!!
I am sure you are getting a lot of squeaking from the wheels of the UTV businesses. However, I hope you are able to
strongly consider the needs of the local community to deal with UTV noise and do what is best for the residents! Please
help us keep this community liveable and QUIET!!
Thank you,
Marcia Tendick
It should be the priority of the County Commission to stand up for the citizens of Grand Gounty. Please hold the
line on maintaining peace and quiet as much as possible. Our town has changed so much in the past few
years and not for the better in regards to the local residents.
Please stand up for us.
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4-14-2021

Moab

Thank you
Bret Burgess
Greetings Commissioners,
I am writing to you today both as an affected private citizen living close to the entrance to Sand Flats, and as a
member of the Grand County Planning Commission strongly recommending substantial changes to the Land
Use Code and vehicular noise ordinance to help mitigate the ATV noise in our community that originates from
both rentals and private users.
First may I emphasize this strong belief: that even if Moab City and Grand County use every tool available to
mitigate ATV noise, we will still be accomplishing only a fraction of the change Moab residents want to see. In
order to truly tackle this problem as it is needed, I hope for a future in which the State of Utah ceases to
hamstring local municipalities from being able to care for their citizenry. With that in mind, it is crucial that the
City and County use EVERY tool available to solve this problem, to its maximum potential, and do not
water down measures or over-compromise for the benefit of a single recreational user group and the
handful of businesses that serve it.
Changes to the Land Use Code in regard to ATV rentals and a strong, enforceable, and enforced vehicular
noise ordinance are two of the most important tools available to the County right now, and I urge you to fully
utilize both.
ATVs are a special beast when it comes to noise. Not only do they fall in a sound frequency range much closer
to that of lawnmowers and chainsaws than that of regular vehicles, they also generate immense noise from all
points, not just the tailpipe, owing to a thinly protected engine compartment and general lack of sound insulation
throughout. (It would seem in this design that they are clearly not intended for street use by the manufacturers!)
Following this logic, and listening to the expertise of the sound expert assisting the County, it follows that a 25'
driveby test is a far better and more accurate tool than a 20" tailpipe test. The driveby test also more aptly
captures the experience of the listener, ie. the residents, as sound waves function differently at that distance
than immediately at the tailpipe. There may be instances where a tailpipe test may serve useful in providing
additional data points, but I don't think we should be relying exclusively on this metric.
In my own experiments with low speed traffic on Locust Lane, passenger vehicles, including large trucks fall
within a 60db to 75db range measured at 25'. The Planning Commission recommendation to cap rental ATVs
at a maximum of 80db allows them to still be substantially louder than other vehicles (and I still encourage the
County to set that number as close to passenger vehicles as possible in consideration of after-market sound
dampening and muffling equipment available to rental fleets)--this stopgap does not reduce ORV sound as
much as many would like, but it is a very good start. Couple this with an equally stringent cap on vehicle noise
in our county noise ordinance, and I believe this Commission will actually be taking substantial steps to improve
the lives of Grand County residents.
Curfews and designated routes, as many pro-ATV voices have suggested, would be ineffective even if allowed
by the state. I enjoy being in my home or garden during the day. My infant naps during the day. A curfew
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suggests that we only need quiet to sleep at night. I believe we deserve a peaceful home environment all of the
time. Designated routes ignore the fact that most routes to motorized trails in Grand County are accessed
through residential neighborhoods. Suggestions such as these only distract from the crux of the problem
in need of a solution: there are TOO MANY ATVs on the streets of Grand County, and in turn each
produces TOO MUCH NOISE. Only in using noise mitigation tools can we truly and effectively begin to solve
this problem.
I am aware that most ATV rentals are in the City and not the County. As the County must take action in the
coming week before the moratorium on new ATV rentals lifts, it is important that the County Commission
not only acts in the interest of its constituents, but also provides a strong template for the City to
follow. This gives your decision-making powers even further reach this week.
The Commission's primary duty at this moment is not to ask the question of what would be least onerous for
ATV businesses, but to ask the question of what would be most beneficial to the citizens of Grand County. And I
believe the majority of residents have spoken loud and clear, that they don't want to compromise on ATV noise
in our neighborhoods. I encourage you to do whatever is within your means to serve the will of this community.

4-14-2021

Moab

4-14-2021

Moab

Thank you for your time,
Josie Kovash
Good morning
I thank you for getting our input on the UTV noise discussions. I, like most residents, feel that
excess noise is unpleasant and unhealthy and I have no issue with enforcing noise
ordinances. However, these should not be specifically applied to JUST UTVs. As you know, we
have many motorcycles, trucks, (and even a few Vettes, you know who you are!) that are quite
noisy as well. The noise restrictions should be applied equally across the board to all vehicles. In
addition, Establishing limits on fleet sizes for local businesses is patently unfair. If their vehicles
are compliant, they should be allowed to run their legal businesses as any one else would be able
to.
Thank you for your time
Kim M. Brandau
Dear County Commissioners,
I suspect the reason why you have not heard from multitudes of citizens concerning this is that we have already
written so many letters and we’re tired and busy with all kinds of things! We are hoping we can rely on you to
vote to vigorously support the movement for less noise in the neighborhoods!
However, I have been urged to once again beg you not to give in on the issue of noise and other impacts of utv
traffic in town. The noise problem is real. We need strong requirements for quieter vehicles holding to the
same standards as the rest of us. But ultimately, as some have said, this is a difficult proposition and an interim
move and we must look forward to having our streets free and clear of the proliferating recreational
vehicles. They simply do not belong there. The details, I’m sure, can be worked out when the time comes.
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In the meanwhile, the strongest possible noise ordinance is needed - yes, a drive-by test is bettah than the tail
pipe for all the reasons that have been noted - additionally, compromise ostensibly in support of local business
on this is foolish. There is no reason not to limit fleet size and regulate this business. We all need to observe
rules in business and why should this be any different? Strong curbs on utvs are warranted. Please use
everything in your power to lessen the impact of this fad on the people who live here and set an example for the
City government, which needs to do the same.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

4-14-2021

Moab

4-14-2021

Moab

4-14-2021

Moab

Nancy Kurtz
Arches Drive
OHV, UTV, and all loud vehicles
Council Members
As we all know, loud noise is irritating and harmful. Our friends in loud vehicles frequently wear hearing
protection but refuse to protect others.
As much as I hate new laws and rules, if people refuse to act reasonably, rules become necessary.
OHV use has increased and the harm caused to people, our public land and wildlife has exceeded all reason!
If we fail to protect ourselves and our land, we deserve what we get!
Please stand up against special interest groups and harmful businesses.
John Covey
Moab Ut.
Please vote to restrict the noise level of any vehicle to that of a well tuned automobile and restrict the current
and future rental of off road vehicles.
Nan Marquardt
UTV noise levels in Moab:
I'm writing to you as a 14-year resident of Moab who has experienced a dramatic impact from UTV noise.
We all recognize that extremely rapid growth of tourist and use traffic has revealed some unplanned
consequences. The explosion of non-jeep high-performance UTV vehicles that can do almost anything has
overlapped this rapid growth.
I want to be clear. I'm not against 4-wheel activity. I own two 4-wheel vehicles which I used in difficult
terrain. The issue here is noise.
UTV's are lightweight and were not designed with noise mitigation as a primary criteria for design. They operate
at high RPM's, have short exhaust systems, and little baffling capability. Please protect those of us who make
Moab home from late-night and in-neighborhood use by these vehicles and enact noise measurement
standards and enforcement mechanisms which bring us back into better balance. I think in the long-run UTV
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manufacturers will have to address this issue as a customer-demand issue because of regulation in other areas,
but for now, we rely on you for common-sense, meet-in-the-middle measures.
Thank you for your time and service to our community.

4-14-2021

Moab

Jeff Clapp
Moab, Utah
Hello,
I urge the Commission to address our town's UTV nuisance today! I live on Tusher St. near the intersection of
Mill Creek and Sand Flats Road, and the frequent sound of loud off-road vehicles is approaching an unbearable
limit. I was so proud to be able to purchase a home here three years ago and begin to really establish roots in
our community. Now, although it hurts to entertain the idea, I have to seriously consider uprooting to another
location if this issue is not resolved in a timely manner. Nowadays, I wake up most mornings to someone
blasting through our once-peaceful and quiet street in their UTV, with apparently zero awareness or care about
how they may be affecting the neighborhood through which they storm... We have to make it clear that our
residents, our town, will not stand for this type of disrespectful behavior.
The number of rental UTVs utilizing our 4x4 roads is a considerable problem that we can address. How? Cap
the number of rental UTVs allowed to drive in town, require businesses to change their machines so that they
are quieter, and provide incentives for businesses to offer trailer or shuttle services for rental UTVs. It does not
make sense that passenger vehicles are expected to abide certain noise inspections while we UTVs get a pass,
so set a reasonable noise level ordinance for all UTVs on the streets and enforce it. The negative impact of
UTVs on our town's residents is far greater than any minimal negative impact rental business will experience as
a result of these changes. Perhaps it will even boost their businesses with more folks that want to recreate
responsibly!
It's time to put our foot down together and draw the line. The Commission's role is to put our resident's livelihood
first!

4-14-2021

Moab

Kelsey Koprowski
Hello Commissioners,
This will be my final comment for the public hearings this week. I would like to express a few points-of-view that may have
not been considered or have been overlooked in the processes taken to get to this point of the Noise Ordinance and ATV
LUC updates.
One of the issues presented by many public comments and that can be seen at every meeting is the bias that some of you
have against all ATV's. I think it is really hard to govern a community, that is extremely split on this topic, when you have
already decided you hate half of the constituents. Whether you realize it or not, you are segregating our community during
this overhaul directed at ATV users. There are lists of ATV friendly businesses circulating our town and guests are asking
us who is pro and who is against and soliciting those businesses accordingly. A lot of us who run businesses in town rely
on ATV owners as part of our business and for you as a body in general to want to eliminate them from town, you are not
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representing many of us like you were put into office to do. You are suppose to find solutions to problems that all of us can
accept, not leave half the community on the curb while you cater to the other half.
I'm very frustrated that none of the "research" has ever been presented or posted in these meetings for the public to
understand. We have a handful of people doing studies and testing some equipment and then reporting back without ever
letting any of us see the tests or results. We have no idea what you are basing your decisions off of. We have no idea what
machines were tested. We have no idea what conditions the tests were conducted under. For a matter that is extremely
heated for residents, guests, and the state to know about, I think you have failed to actually show us unbiased and
thoughtful research to help us understand your reasonings for the decisions you make. If you had been open with more of
us and presented the findings or posted the testing videos or provided more understanding, then possibly some of us could
have understood better or been educated more.
Law enforcement has been mentioned a lot because this obviously falls on their shoulders and yet, I have never seen a law
enforcement officer at any of the public meetings to publicly express their opinions. I think this was a fail. I completely
understand that they are busy. We all are, trust me. I have sacrificed countless hours of my time during my busiest season
to keep up to date with all of this and attend every meeting possible but not many people have done that. The last meeting
I recall hearing from the sheriff on, he stated that they are low on officers and enforcement of non-public safety issues was
last on his agenda. So is this even going to be enforced or just being used as a scare tactic to keep visitors away from our
town? I have also heard it may take two officers to actually do noise ordinance enforcement so are we hiring more officers
just to pull over ATV's and test them in the future? Seems like a waste of public servants if you ask me.
Speaking of enforcement, we already have noise laws that aren't enforced, like the Jake Brake/Engine Brake restrictions
through the 8 mile stretch from Stocks Drive north into town. Several of our businesses including mine are located along
that stretch of highway and if we need to enforce this noise disturbance, I am glad to have the sheriff on speed dial every
day when those truckers pass through. Fact is, to effectively enforce just the Engine Brake restriction, we probably need a
full time officer stationed along the highway every day because it happens all too often. If these proposed noise ordinances
are passed and not challenged legally, I would like reports given each month/year by law enforcement giving us citizens
and the state of Utah the exact numbers of noise ordinance violations so that we can make sure there isn't consistently one
target audience always getting ticketed while other groups are disregarded. Noise enforcement should be wholesome
throughout the community on all noise issues and not just ATV riders.
I am also curious how someone can get a machine with stock equipment and register it with the state of Utah as a street
legal vehicle and then be told they are not allowed to drive it on the street because a noise ordinance was created to be
specifically lower than its dBa levels. If a machine is allowed to be street legal with stock equipment, I feel like they are
entitled to use that on the streets that the state recognizes as legal for them to do. If they alter it with aftermarket parts and
it doesn't meet dBa standards, then I would agree that they are not welcome with that equipment.
I also want to remind you that there are over 5,000 operating overnight accommodations in this town that can potentially
have ATV's at them every day. I truly don't believe that our ATV businesses in town are the problem. They are all using
stock machines and are doing everything as respectfully as possibly to give guests to this town a taste of our world class
outdoor activities. Our ATV businesses cater to non-ATV regulars usually and help to educate and provide a safe and
controlled activity. If there are any bad apples, I would have to say it is the few ATV enthusiasts that come here and try to
make Moab their own. I have personally prohibited some ATV users from riding in my campground because their exhausts
were altered and the noise was an absolute offense to everyone on site to have them driving around. Responsible
business owners in this town need to be treated with respect and need to be our voice for conservation to encourage
everyone else to "Do It Like A Local"
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I oppose the Noise Ordinance and restrictions being voted on because I don't think they have been thorough enough to be
effective as they have been presented.
Thank you for your time.

4-14-2021

Moab

Reed Pendleton
Moab Resident and Business Owner

Hello,
I am but a humble civilian, land owner, and wage-earner in the community.
[Local ATV business owner] is a bully, and him being a business owner, or his amount of money raised/taxes
paid should never be prioritized over the opinions of others.
Business owners are not more intelligent or noble than the rest of us. Bullies should be shunned, not embraced.
Have a good day,
Thank you for your service.
Establish and enforce sound ordinances, for residential sanity. Thank you!

4-14-2021

Moab

Peregrine L. Houck

ATV restrictions please
Dear Commissioners:
I am writing to urge you to do everything possible to mitigate the impact of ATVs in our community.
I understand how easy it might be to think that we need to compromise, to give a little, to the business owners
in this industry in the name of fairness. However, I don’t think we should hold anything back in the way of
restrictions. The goal for the vast majority of residents in our neighborhoods is to get them off the streets
completely (and even further, protecting our wildlands from these destructive machines). With that in mind,
fleet caps and drive-by noise monitoring systems are small and yet decisive steps toward that end.
I have listened to the public hearings and keep an eye on newspaper – I have yet to hear from local ATV
enthusiasts that aren’t business owners in any significant way. However, there have been letters and
comments in multitudes about how depressing this situation has become for residents and our families. Dear
friends constantly daydreaming about moving to more peaceful towns adds to my personal heartbreak on this
issue. Upsetting a few business owners is nothing compared to the well-being of the hearts and minds of
thousands of your constituents.
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I suppose I am writing to remind you of all of the people that have hope invested in you to make firm actions
that will positively impact our existence in a very real way. We elected you, and we need you now more than
ever.
Thank you for all the hard work and due diligence you have all put into this issue.
4-14-2021

Moab

Emily Stock
Dear Commissioners,
I am not sure what the sound ordinance is for Grand County.
But here it is for the City of Moab:
Section 17.74.080.The Moab City Noise ordinance states: “The masking and/or creating of excessive or
unusually loud noise or sound within the City … is unlawful….The noise shall be measured at a distance of 25
feet from the source of the device upon public property or 25 feet from the property line if upon private
property… A measurement of 65 decibels shall be considered excessive and usually loud.”
In my correspondence with CARL R. ALBRECHT he encouraged us to use our noise ordinance to regulate
UTVs on public streets. Our community has the right to enforce our noise ordinances.
UTV enthusiasts recommend a sound decibel level of 94 as a compromise from 96. This is a far cry from
anything near the sound emanating from a normal passenger car or most unmodified jeeps that average a 6075 decibel level. Why exempt UTVs???
Please make every effort to MAKE MOAB QUIET AGAIN.
How many residents have requested, insisted, begged, demanded and signed petitions asking that the issue of
the NOISE from UTVs invading our streets be addressed?
Moab and Grand County need to get BADASS.
We need to develop a reputation for being BADASS so that visitors with loud obnoxious UTVs will come
prepared to tow them to the trails rather than risk getting busted for offending the noise ordinance or ignoring
the speed limits.
I have been told that the City of Wellington police department was able to supplement their revenue with money
collected from speeding tickets. They made busting speeders into a sport providing economic benefit and safety
to the welfare of its citizens.
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Maybe it's just a story but Wellington has become legendary in their reputation for cracking down on speeding
through their little berg. Monticello has the same reputation. How many of you pay extra attention to the speed
limit when passing through Wellington or Monticello?
We need to set up roving guerrilla style sound decibel testing stations. Any vehicle that does not pass the limit is
fined. Fees go to pay additional officers needed to bust more offenders, same tactic for speeding.
Enforcing the noise ordinance and tackling speeding UTVs on our streets sends a message:
WE ARE THE BEHAVE STATE, SO BEHAVE!
Please be strong! Start by supporting the ordinances we already have!
4-14-2021

Moab

Thank you for your time, kaki hunter
The most impactful thing to my wellness as a Moab resident is the noise in this town Spring-Fall. If UTV’s were
alone in their ruckus, perhaps it would be more bearable. But it’s the UTV’s on top of semi’s, diesel trucks, loud
exhausts, Jeep’s, muscle cars and dirtbikes that creates a disturbing cacophony. There is more to this town
than tourism and this one particularly noisy type of recreation. What will be created if locals needs are ignored?
Who will you attract? What will Moab turn into?
Faith Dickey
thatslacklinegirl.com

Tallies

84 Blue
19 Black
3 Purple
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CONSENT AGENDA SUMMARY

GRAND COUNTY COMMISSION MEETING
April 4, 2021

Consent Agenda Items: K-M
TITLE:
K. Ratifying the Chair’s signature on Indigent Defense Commission
Equipment Grant Award Agreement
L. Ratifying the Chair’s signature on Noxious Weeds Grant through the
Utah Weed Supervisor Association
M. Ratifying the Chair’s signature on the Airport Coronavirus Response
Grant Program agreement and associated Cooperative Agency
Agreement with the Aeronautical Operations Division of the Utah
Department of Transportation

FISCAL IMPACT: See Corresponding Agenda Summary, if any
PRESENTER(S): None
Prepared By:

Tara Collins
Commission Office
Assistant
435-259-1342
tcollins@grandcountyutah.
net

RECOMMENDATION:
I move to adopt the consent agenda as presented.

BACKGROUND:
See corresponding agenda summary, if any, and related attachments.

ATTACHMENT(S):
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:
N/A

See corresponding agenda summary, if any, and related attachments.

AGENDA SUMMARY

GRAND COUNTY COMMISSION MEETING
APRIL 20, 2021
Agenda Item: K
Ratifying the Chair’s signature on Indigent Defense Commission Equipment

TITLE: Grant Award Agreement
FISCAL IMPACT:
PRESENTER(S):
RECOMMENDATION:
Prepared By:

Mallory Nassau
Assoc. Commission
Administrator

I move to approve ratifying the Chair’s signature on Indigent Defense
Commission Equipment Grant Award Agreement.

BACKGROUND:
The Utah Indigent Defense Commission (IDC) one time grant for
equipment provides funding to procure equipment needed for the Public
Defender. The $3,700 grant award will be used to purchase two new
laptops for the Public Defender and his assistant. There is no grant match
required.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:

N/A

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. IDC Equipment Grant Award Agreement

Grand County
Grant Award Agreement
April 1, 2021 – June 30, 2021

Table of Contents
Initials and signatures are required as noted below, indicating acceptance and understanding of
all grant terms, conditions, requirements and responsibilities.
Grant Award Agreement ............................................................................................................................... Page 2
Signatures required ...................................................................................................................................................Page 2

Attachment A: Agreement Definitions and Terms .................................................................................. Page 3
Attachment B: Assurances, Conditions, Certifications and Requirements ........................................ Page 4
Signatures required ................................................................................................................................................ Page 10
Attachment C: Project Description and Reporting....................................... ........................................... Page 11
Initials required ........................................................................................................................................................ Page 11
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1) Grantee Name & Address:

State of Utah

Grand County
125 East Center Street
Moab, UT 84532

Indigent Defense Commission

GRANT AWARD
AGREEMENT
2) Project Director:

Aaron P. Wise

3) Phone:

435-637-7011

4) Email:

apwiselaw@gmail.com

5) Length of Grant:

3 Months

6) Grant Start Date:

04-01-2021

7) Grant End Date:

06-30-2021

8) Budget Summary

IDC Grant Award

Required System Spending

Personnel / FTE Expenses:

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

Fringe Benefits for Personnel / FTE:

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

Contract Services:

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

Equipment, Supplies and Operating Expenses:

$ 3,700.00

$ 0.00

Travel (Mileage):

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

Subtotals:

$ 3,700.00

$ 0.00

Total Budget (Grant + System Spending):

$ 3,700.00

9)Certification

Under the terms and conditions of this Agreement, which incorporates by reference
attachments A through C, the Grantees agree to complete all objectives and requirements of
the project as described herein. The State of Utah, through its Indigent Defense Commission,
agrees to fund the project up to the Total Grant Award contingent upon the grantee meeting all
requirements outlined in the agreement.

10) Name and Title of
Authorized System
Representative*
11) Signature of
Authorized System
Representative*
12) Signature of System
Project Director*
13) Signature of OIDS
Director*

* See next page for definitions.
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ATTACHMENT A: AGREEMENT DEFINITIONS AND TERMS
As used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meanings set forth below:
Authorized system representative means the official of the system authorized to sign grant applications
and agreements. These may include City Mayor, City Manager, County Mayor, County Manager, County
Council Chair, or County Commissioner of the fiduciary agency.
Commission or IDC means the Utah Indigent Defense Commission
OIDS Director means the director of the Office of Indigent Defense Services.
Indigent defense resources means the resources necessary to provide an effective defense for an
indigent individual, including the costs for a competent investigator, expert witness, scientific or medical
testing, transcripts, and printing briefs.
Indigent defense service provider means an attorney or entity appointed to represent an indigent
individual pursuant to:
(a)

a contract with an indigent defense system to provide indigent defense services; or

(b)

an order issued by the court under Utah Code Subsection 78B-22-203(2)(a).

Indigent defense services means:
(a)

the representation of an indigent individual by an indigent defense service provider; and

(b)

the provision of indigent defense resources for an indigent individual.

Indigent defense system or System means:
(a)

a city or town that is responsible for providing indigent defense services;

(b)

a county that is responsible for providing indigent defense services in the district court,
juvenile court, and the county's justice courts; or

(c)

an interlocal entity, created pursuant to Utah Code 11-13, the Interlocal Cooperation Act,
that is responsible for providing indigent defense services according to the terms of an
agreement between a county, city, or town.

Office or OIDS means the Office of Indigent Defense Services
Project Director means the individual, from the applicant indigent defense system, responsible for the
day-to-day management and oversight of the grant program, and the person who the IDC will contact for
information on compliance with the terms of the grant agreement and Utah Law, quarterly reports,
invoices, and payment information.
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ATTACHMENT B: ASSURANCES, CONDITIONS, CERTIFICATIONS
AND REQUIREMENTS
Utah Indigent Defense Commission
Revised June 2020
I. CERTIFIED ASSURANCES AND GRANT CONDITIONS
CERTIFIED ASSURANCES
1. The System assures that fund accounting, auditing, monitoring, and such evaluation procedures as
may be necessary to keep such records as the Commission shall prescribe, shall be provided to
assure fiscal control, proper management, independence of the public defender function, and
efficient disbursement of funds.
2. The System assures that it has and will continue to maintain its baseline budget for indigent
defense spending, as set forth in its application for Commission grant funding, and reflected in the
grant payment structure and grant award agreement. In addition, the System assures that
Commission funds shall be used to supplement and not supplant (replace) local spending on
indigent defense services. If a System reduces its funding or otherwise is found to be in violation
of this assurance, the system may be required to repay those funds that were used to supplant
local spending, or may be denied all Commission grant funding.
3. The System assures that it shall maintain such data and information and submit quarterly reports,
including progress reports, financial status reports, and other data requested by the Commission
or Office, including Defender Data reports. These reports provide information and data related to
narrative and numerical performance measures developed by the Commission, not limited to the
number and types of all cases filed, number and types of cases where a court appoints an
attorney to represent an indigent party, disposition of each court-appointed case, caseloads
carried by indigent defense service providers in the System, etc.
4. The System assures that quarterly reports will be uploaded into the State GMS database no later
than 20 days after the end of each quarter, and prior to July 13th for the quarter of April through
June. If the 13th falls on a weekend the deadline will be the following Monday. Failure to submit
complete reports by established deadlines may result in the freezing of grant funds, affect future
funding eligibility, and/or risk designation. The Office may also require the System to complete
corrective action. Due to the end of the state fiscal year, the reporting for the quarter ending June
30 requires a hard deadline of July 13th. The System will have up to 90 days past the closing date
of the grant award to submit a final supplemental financial status report, for costs incurred during
the grant period. However, the System should make every possible effort to include all final costs
in the regularly scheduled status report due July 13th.
5. The System assures it will comply with State of Utah rules, policies, and rates, regarding personnel,
purchasing supplies and equipment, contractual agreements, etc., unless its home agency rates
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are more restrictive. If the System is working through a fiduciary agent, the policies of the
fiduciary agent become the applicable policies with regard to expending grant funds. If the
System does not currently have written policies or a fiduciary agent, the general policies adopted
by the State of Utah - Department of Finance, Department of Human Resources, Division of
Purchasing and General Services, etc. - must be complied with in expending grant funds.

6. The System assures it will require all indigent defense service providers to cooperate and
participate with the IDC and Office in reporting, and any investigations, audits, and/or reviews of
indigent defense services.
7. The System assures it will allow the Commission and Office to maintain oversight to: collect data,
audit attorney performance, establish performance, caseload, and other standards, and to ensure
the IDC Core Principles are being met.
8. The System assures, through appropriate language incorporated in each grant, sub-grant or other
document under which funds are to be disbursed, the authorized official shall assure that the
applicable certified assurances and grant conditions will be complied with by their own agency
and any other agency or the system with whom they make subsequent contracts or agreements.

GRANT CONDITIONS
1. COMPENSATION AND METHOD OF PAYMENT: The Commission will reimburse, or in rare cases with
advance approval will forward the grant share of approved program expenditures as outlined in
the grantee's grant award agreement. Reimbursement will be made on a quarterly basis, once
quarterly required invoices and reports are submitted and the amount of expenditures are
approved, unless other payment arrangements have been agreed to in advance and in writing by
the Commission.
2. AUDIT REPORTS: The System agrees to make available to the Office and Commission a copy of any
annual audits on the System or any sub-grantees.
3. UTILIZATION AND PAYMENT OF FUNDS:
a. Funds awarded are to be expended only for purposes and activities covered by the
approved project activities and budget.
b. Project funds will be made available in accordance with provisions as prescribed by the
Commission.
c. Grantee agrees to return to the Commission all unexpended funds provided hereunder to
the Commission within 60 days of termination of the grant. Payments will be adjusted to
correct previous overpayment or underpayment and disallowances resulting from audit.
d. Approved project activities and budget categories may include:
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i. Personnel / FTE Expenses: All remuneration for services of System employees
during the period of the award, including wages and salaries. Any personnel /
FTEs are considered employed by and employees of the System.

ii. Fringe Benefits for Personnel / FTE: Allowances and services provided by
employer(s) to their employee(s) as compensation in addition to regular salaries
and wages. Commission reimbursement is limited to medical and dental insurance
for System personnel / FTEs.

iii. Contract Services: Costs of professional and consultant services rendered by
persons who are members of a particular profession or possess a special skill (i.e.
contracted defense attorneys). Not considered officers or employees of the
System.

iv. Reserve Funds: Money set aside to meet future or unexpected costs associated
with defense resources. This includes, but is not limited to, investigators, experts,
forensic services, appeals, and transcripts.

v. Travel: The expenses for transportation incurred by personnel / FTEs and/or
contractors who travel on official business. Such costs are charged on an actual
mileage basis and subject to the State of Utah reimbursement rate.

vi. Other: Subject to the limitation and approval of the Commission, other expenses
related to indigent defense may be allowable.
4. OBLIGATION OF GRANT FUNDS: Grant funds may not be obligated prior to the effective date or
subsequent to the termination date of the grant period. Obligations outstanding as of the
termination date shall be liquidated within 90 days. Such obligations must be related to goods or
services provided and utilized within the grant period.
5. EXPENSES NOT ALLOWABLE: Project funds may not be expended for: (a) items not part of the
approved budget or separately approved by the Commission; (b) the purchase of land; or (c)
construction projects. Expenditure of funds in excess of the amount budgeted per budget
category will be permitted only with the Commission’s prior written approval.
6. TERMINATION OF AID: If through any cause the System shall fail to substantially fulfill in a timely and
proper manner all of its obligations, terms, covenants, conditions, attachments, addenda, or other
stipulations of the grant agreement, as determined by the Commission, the Commission shall
have the right to terminate the grant agreement or to suspend fund payments. The Commission
shall give written notice to the System of such action, specifying the effective date thereof, at
least thirty (30) days before the effective date of such action.
7. INSPECTION AND AUDIT: The Commission, the State of Utah, or any of their duly authorized
representatives shall have access for purpose of audit and examinations to any books, documents,
papers, and records of the System and any sub-grantees, and to relevant books and records of
either.
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8. PERSONAL PROPERTY: The System shall retain any nonexpendable personal property acquired with
grant funds in the grant program as long as there is a need for the property to accomplish the
purpose of the grant program, whether or not, the program continues to be supported by
Commission grant funds. When there is no longer a need for the property to accomplish the
purpose of the program, the grantee shall request property disposition instructions from the
Office or Commission.
9. MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS: For purposes of state and federal examinations and audits, all financial
and statistical records, supporting documents, and all other records pertinent to grant awards or
contracts shall be retained for at least six (6) years after final payment, or until all audits initiated
within the six (6) years have been completed, whichever is later.
10. WRITTEN APPROVAL OF CHANGES: The System must obtain prior written approval from the
Commission for program changes. These include (a) any change of substance in program activities,
designs, or objectives; (b) changes in the system project director or key professional personnel
identified in the approved application; (c) changes in the approved project budget; and (d) budget
adjustments in any budget category.
11. THIRD PARTY PARTICIPATION: No contract or agreement may be entered into by the System for
execution of project activities or provision of services that is not incorporated in the approved
proposal, or approved in advance by the Commission. Any such arrangement shall provide that
the System will retain ultimate control and responsibility for the grant project and that the System
shall be bound by these grant conditions and any other requirements applicable to the System in
the conduct of the project. The Commission shall be provided with a copy of all such contracts
and agreements entered into by the System.
12. WRITTEN DESCRIPTIONS OF PROGRAMS: The System agrees that when issuing statements, press
releases, requests for proposals, bid solicitation, and other documents describing projects or
programs funded in whole or in part with State money, the System receiving State funds shall
clearly state (a) the percentage of the total cost of the program or project that will be financed
with State money, and (b) the dollar amount of State funds for the project or program.
13. PROJECT DIRECTOR: There shall at all times during the life of the grant agreement be an individual
appointed by the System as "Project Director." This individual will be responsible for program
planning, operation, reporting and administration under the grant agreement.
14. RELEASE OF INFORMATION: All records, papers and other documents kept by recipients of
Commission funds, their grantees and sub-grantees, relating to the receipt and disposition of such
funds, are required to be made available to the Commission, and are subject to any applicable
state or federal laws governing the disclosure of such records.
The System agrees that this agreement, related purchase orders, related pricing documents, and
invoices will be public documents, and may be available for public and private distribution in
accordance with the State of Utah’s Government Records Access and Management Act
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(GRAMA). The System gives the State Entity and the State of Utah express permission to make
copies of this agreement, related sales orders, related pricing documents, and invoices in
accordance with GRAMA. Except for sections identified in writing by the System and expressly
approved by the State of Utah Division of Purchasing and General Services, all of which must be
in accordance with GRAMA, System also agrees that the System’s application for the grant award
will be a public document, and copies may be given to the public as permitted under GRAMA. The
State Entity and the State of Utah are not obligated to inform the System of any GRAMA requests
for disclosure of this agreement, related purchase orders, related pricing documents, or invoices.
15. COPYRIGHTS AND RIGHTS IN DATA: Where activities supported by this grant produce original
computer programs, writings, sound recordings, pictorial reproductions, drawing or other
graphical representation and works of any similar nature (the term computer programs includes
executable computer programs and supporting data in any form), the Commission has the right to
use, duplicate and disclose, in whole, in part, or in any manner for any purpose whatsoever and
have others do so. If the material is copyrightable, the System may copyright such, but the
Commission reserves a royalty-free non-exclusive and irreversible license to reproduce, publish
and use such materials in whole or in part and to authorize others to do so.
16. CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT, SUSPENSION, AND INELIGIBILITY: The System certifies that it is
not presently nor has ever been debarred, suspended, or proposed for debarment by any
governmental department or agency, whether international, national, state, or local. The System
must notify the Commission within thirty (30) days if debarred, suspended, proposed for
debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in any contract by any
governmental entity during this agreement. Where the System is unable to certify to any of the
statements in this certification, such prospective participant shall submit an explanation to the
Commission.
17. CERTIFICATION REGARDING DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS: This certification is required by
the State rules and regulations implementing the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988, 28 CFR Part
67, Subpart F, and in the Rules Governing a Drug-Free Workplace set forth in Utah
Administrative Rule 477-14-1 through 477-14-4. The regulations, published in the January 31,
1989 Federal Register, and incorporated by reference in the Utah Administrative Rules, require
certification by the System, prior to award, that they will maintain a drug-free workplace.
18. LAWS AND REGULATIONS: At all times during this agreement, the System and all Indigent Service
Providers will comply with all applicable federal and state constitutions, laws, rules, codes, orders,
and regulations, including applicable licensure and certification requirements.
19. INDEMNITY: Both parties to this agreement are governmental entities as defined in the Utah
Governmental Immunity Act (Utah Code Ann. 63G-7-101 et. seq.). Nothing in this agreement
shall be construed as a waiver by either or both parties of any rights, limits, protections or
defenses provided by the Act. Nor shall this agreement be construed, with respect to third parties,
as a waiver of any governmental immunity to which a party to this Agreement is otherwise
entitled. Subject to and consistent with the Act, each party will be responsible for its own actions
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or negligence and will defend against any claims or lawsuit brought against it. There are no
indemnity obligations between these parties.
20. REMEDIES: Any of the following events will constitute cause for the State Entity to declare the
System in default of this Agreement: (i) System’s non-performance of its contractual requirements
and obligations under this Agreement; or (ii) System’s material breach of any term or condition of
this Agreement. The State Entity may issue a written notice of default providing a ten (10) day
period in which the System will have an opportunity to cure. Time allowed for cure will not
diminish or eliminate the System's liability for damages. If the default remains, after the System
has been provided the opportunity to cure, the State Entity may do one or more of the following:
(i) exercise any remedy provided by law or equity; (ii) terminate this Agreement; (iii) impose
liquidated damages, if liquidated damages are listed in this Agreement; (iv) debar/suspend the
System from receiving future agreements from the State Entity or the State of Utah; or (v)
demand a full refund of any payment that the State Entity has made to the System under this
Agreement for services that do not conform to this Agreement.
21. FORCE MAJEURE: Neither party to this Agreement will be held responsible for delay or default
caused by fire, riot, acts of God, disease, state of emergency, executive order, and/or war, which is
beyond that party's reasonable control. The State Entity may terminate this Agreement after
determining such delay will prevent successful performance of this Agreement.
22. EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES: The System agrees to abide by the following employment laws: (i)Title VI
and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e) which prohibits discrimination against
any employee or applicant for employment or any applicant or recipient of services, on the basis of
race, religion, color, or national origin; (ii) Executive Order No. 11246, as amended, which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex; (iii) 45 CFR 90 which prohibits discrimination on the basis of
age; (iv) Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, or the Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 which prohibits discrimination on the basis of disabilities; and (v) Utah's Executive Order,
dated December 13, 2006, which prohibits unlawful harassment in the work place. The System
further agrees to abide by any other laws, regulations, or orders that prohibit the discrimination of
any kind by any of the System’s employees.
23. NON-APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS, REDUCTION OF FUNDS, OR CHANGES IN LAW: Upon thirty (30) days
written notice delivered to the System, this agreement may be terminated in whole or in part at
the sole discretion of the State Entity, if the State Entity reasonably determines that: (i) a change
in Federal or State legislation or applicable laws materially affects the ability of either party to
perform under the terms of this Agreement; or (ii) that a change in available funds affects the
State Entity’s ability to pay under this Agreement. A change of available funds as used in this
paragraph, includes, but is not limited to, a change in Federal or State funding, whether as a result
of a legislative act or by order of the President or the Governor.
If a written notice is delivered under this section, the State Entity will reimburse the System for the
Services properly ordered until the effective date of said notice. The State Entity will not be liable
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for any performance, commitments, penalties, or liquidated damages that accrue after the
effective date of said written notice.
24. TERMINATION: Unless otherwise stated in this Agreement, this Agreement may be terminated,
with cause by either party, in advance of the specified expiration date, upon written notice given
by the other party. The party in violation will be given ten (10) days after written notification to
correct and cease the violations, after which this Agreement may be terminated for cause
immediately and is subject to the remedies listed below. This agreement may also be terminated
without cause (for convenience), in advance of the specified expiration date, by either party, upon
thirty (30) days written termination notice being given to the other party. The State Entity and the
System may terminate this Agreement, in whole or in part, at any time, by mutual agreement in
writing. On termination of this Agreement, all accounts and payments will be processed according
to the financial arrangements set forth herein for approved services ordered prior to the date of
termination.
The System shall be compensated for services properly performed under this Agreement up to
the effective date of the notice of termination. The System agrees that in the event of such
termination for cause or without cause, the System’s sole remedy and monetary recovery from the
State Entity or the State of Utah is limited to full payment for all services properly performed as
authorized under this Agreement up to the date of termination as well as any reasonable monies
owed as a result of the System having to terminate other contracts necessarily and appropriately
entered into by the System pursuant to this Agreement.

GRANTEE ACCEPTANCE OF ALL GRANT ASSURANCES, CONDITIONS,
TERMS, CERTIFICATIONS, AND ANY OTHER GRANT REQUIREMENTS
The signatures below certify that you have reviewed and agree to comply with each of these IDC
grant assurances, conditions, certifications, and the requirements in Attachment A through G of the IDC
Grant Agreement and that all of the information provided is correct, that there has been appropriate
coordination with affected agencies, and that the System will comply with the provisions of all state laws.

System Project Director Name

Title

Signature

Date

Authorized System Representative Name

Title

Signature

Date
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ATTACHMENT C: PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND REPORTING
Funding Approved:
The County is awarded one-time funding for Equipment in the amount of $3,700.00. This funding is
specifically for the items described in the request below and is to be used by the System's indigent
defense providers while providing indigent defense services. Funding is available on a reimbursement
basis and the costs must be incurred during the project period of April 1, 2021 through June 30, 2021.
There is no match requirement associated with this grant, and any costs exceeding the grant amount for
the project will be the System’s responsibility.
See Grant Condition 8 for details on retaining non-expendable personal property.
Request Received from Aaron P. Wise:
I am requesting funding to purchase two Mac computers, one for me and one for my assistant. The
computers we have are very old and not working well any longer. I will have to purchase two this year to
replace them and am hoping to get this one-time funding to cover the costs. My assistant and I use our
computers every day for pretty much everything I do to effectively represent my indigent clients, from
preparing filings, receiving/reviewing evidence, keeping records of cases, conversations with clients, etc.
Request Amount:
$3,700
Required Reporting:
The progress report for this grant will consist of the project director submitting the IDC System Needs
Evaluation and the System's indigent defense service providers completing the IDC Caseload Survey.
These will be completed in July 2021. A financial status report is also required and must be submitted
through the IDC GMS system. This report must include a detailed receipt or invoice showing all items for
which reimbursement is requested, as well as proof of payment. Financial reporting is due by July 13,
2021. The Office will provide all forms and training needed for quarterly reporting.

System Project Director Name

Title

Initials

Date

Authorized System Representative Name

Title

Initials

Date
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Item: L
GRANTEE CONTRACT
2021 NOXIOUS WEEDS GRANT
Contract Number: 202103DG18
Grand County Weed Department
125 East Center Street
Moab, UT 84532

General Purpose of the Contract:
Authority: Noxious Weed Act, Chapter 17 SAE 4443 7303
Cooperative control of noxious weeds and invading weeds through use of USDA Forest Service Grant Money.
Scope of Work:
Grand County agrees to complete the following work as proposed:
1. Treat spotted knapweed, hoary cress, black henbane and houndstongue on state lands.
2. Treat musk thistle, Canada thistle, black henbane, houndstongue and other noxious weeds in the
Roadless Area of the Book Cliffs.
3. Treat spotted knapweed on state property on La Sal Mountain.
4. Treat hoary cress in Meadow Creek.
5. Monitor Canada thistle treatment from 2020 on private property.
6. Provide at least a 50%/50% match in cash or non-cash contributions.
7. Submit GIS data point regarding weed control and inventory to EDDMaps.
If publications are produced using grant funding, the UWSA must be contacted for additional documentation.
The USDA Forest Service must be given credit on any publication.
Budget:
Grand County agrees to comply with the following use of grant funds, not varying more than 10 percent per
category. If it appears the project use of funds or costs will vary more than 10 percent and a new budget is
required, the Utah Weed Supervisor’s Association must approve the changed budget before changed costs are
incurred.
Qualifying Expenses
Herbicide

Explanation

Requested
Funds

Milestone, Escort

$ 300.00

Labor

Seasonal Labor

$3500.00

Contracts

Contract with outfitter to take horses into the
Roadless Area

$3500.00

Supplies (Biocontrol, seed,
fertilizer)

Total Amount Requested

$7,300.00
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This project is funded through a grant from the USDA Forest Service. The U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service prohibits discrimination in all its
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GRANTEE CONTRACT
2021 NOXIOUS WEEDS GRANT
Contract Number: 202103DG18
Grant funds may not be used to purchase food or to rebuild equipment.
Financial Administration and Reporting:
The fiscal agent may provide the Utah Weed Supervisors Association with intermittent reports and invoices, as
work progresses. Using intermittent reports, reimbursements may be requested monthly. All such requests
must be sent by the third Friday of the month
A final report is required, and is due before November 1, 2021. The reports will consist of a completed form,
reimbursable receipts, and matching documentation, before and after photographs of the project and a link to
EDDMaps where project GIS data is posted. Send all documentation in a digital format, by email. Send all
information by email to <rosann@etv.net>. Send any necessary hard copy to Rosann Fillmore, P.O. Box 429,
Orangeville, UT 84537
To assist with record keeping, an example in-kind log and expenditure tracking sheet is enclosed. Similar
documentation and copies of invoices clearly marked as UWSA reimbursable costs or matching costs must
accompany all requests for reimbursement. (See examples.)
The Utah Weed Supervisors (UWSA):
The UWSA agrees to reimburse Grand County $7,300.00 for treatment costs authorized by this contract after
receiving the necessary reports (quarterly cost-share numbers, treated acres, reimbursement requests and
annual and final reports).
The contractor will only be able to receive 75% of the grant amount until the final grant report has been
submitted.
The UWSA also agrees to submit an annual report of the grantee’s activities funded by this grant to the USDA
Forest Service.
Contract Period:
Effective date: Date of the award notification

Termination date: November 1, 2021

IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE PARTIES SIGN AND CAUSE THE CONTRACT TO BE EXECUTED:
Print Name of CWMA Chair
Signature
Or County Commission Chair or Manager

Date

Print Name of Fiscal Agent Chair

Date

Print Name of UWSA Chair

Signature

Signature

Date
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UWSA
UTAH WEED SUPERVISORS
April 12, 2021
Grand County Weed Department
125 E. Center Street

Moab, UT 84532

Attention: Elizabeth Weimholt
Dear Elizabeth:
The Utah Weed Supervisors’ Association has awarded Grand County $7,300.00 for weed control projects
during 2021. The project must be completed, and a final report submitted by November 1, 2021.
You will receive a contract this week, be sure you agree with the terms, make two copies, have the appropriate
people sign them and send them both to me at:
Jerry Caldwell, Tooele County Weed Department, 47 South Main, Tooele, UT 84074.
Alternatively, the signed contracts may be scanned and emailed to me at jrcaldwell@tooeleco.org
I will sign both copies for the UWSA and return one copy to you for your files.
If an RC&D Council is your fiscal agent, the chairman of that board should sign as fiscal agent. If your county
clerk’s office is the fiscal agent, the County Commission Chair should sign as fiscal agent.
I have included some example documents to assist you with record keeping: an in-kind log; a grant expenses
tracking sheet, and invoices clearly marked with amounts to be credited to grant reimbursement or matching
expenses. Feel free to use them as you wish.
Sincerely,
/s/Jerry Caldwell
Chairman
Utah Weed Supervisors’ Association

This project is funded through a grant from the USDA Forest Service. The U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service prohibits discrimination in all its
programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age, disability, political beliefs, sexual orientation, and marital or family
status (not all prohibited bases apply to all programs).

Item: M

COOPERATIVE AGENCY AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT by and between the Aeronautical Operations Division of the State of
Utah, Utah Department of Transportation, hereinafter called the "Division", and Grand County,
hereinafter called the "Sponsor",
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the Sponsor, with the approval of the Division, intends to apply for Federal
Funds in aid of an airport project under the 2021 “Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental
Appropriations Act (CRRSA Act)”; and
WHEREAS, under the provisions of Utah Title 72, Chapter 10, Part 3, Federal Airport Funds
Act, as amended, the Sponsor appoints the Division its agent for the purpose therein stated,
NOW, THEREFORE, it is agreed by the respective parties: The Sponsor appoints the
Division as agent for the Sponsor and the Division agrees to act as agent of the Sponsor for the
purpose of accepting, receiving, and receipting for, and disbursing Federal monies and other public
monies other than those of the Sponsor made available to finance in whole or in part the planning,
construction, and improvement of the Canyonlands Regional Airport in connection with airport
project 3‐49‐0020‐036‐2021.
Federal regulations require the Utah Department of Transportation to insure audit coverage of all
federal funds passing through the Department to other agencies, the Sponsor agrees to provide the
Department with an audit report in conformance with the United States General Accounting Office
Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities, and Functions; Guidelines
for Financial and Compliance Audits for Federally Assisted Programs; Office of Management and
Budget Circular A-133, and compliance supplements approved by the Office of Management and
Budget. Audit reports in compliance with the above regulations are required for any fiscal year
during which costs covered by this agreement are incurred. The audit reports are to be submitted to
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the Utah Department of Transportation, Office of Internal Audit, 4501 South 2700 West, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84119-5998, within 180 days (6 months) of the close of the fiscal year.
The Division does hereby acknowledge its approval of the Federal Aid for the improvement
of the airport. Upon receipt of federal funds under this agreement, the Division shall deposit said
funds with the State Treasurer from which a state warrant will be issued to the sponsor.
The sponsor shall process and submit to the Division for its approval and/or execution all
proper documents, including the project application, plan set, specifications, applications for
payment and project completion documentation.
This Agreement shall remain in full force and effect until the present project for the airport
development under the “Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act
(CRRSA Act)” herein before referred to shall have been either substantially accomplished or
abandoned by the Sponsor. It shall not apply to any subsequent or additional projects, nor to any
program for development in which the United States does not participate financially.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto affixed their signatures and official
seals.

____________________________________
Authorized Official
(Date)

State of Utah
Department of Transportation
Aeronautical Operations Division

________________________________
Director
Attest:
Attest:

____________________________________
Recorder
(Seal)

________________________________
Division of Aeronautics
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U.S. Department
of Transportation
Federal Aviation
Administration

March 16, 2021

CRRSA Act Transmittal Letter

Airports Division
Northwest Mountain Region
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming

FAA DEN ADO
26805 E 68th Ave, Suite 224 Denver, CO
80249

{{DateTime_es_:signer1:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}
Ms. Mary McGann
Chair, Grand County Commission
125 E. Center Street
Moab, Utah 84532
Dear Commissioner McGann:
Please find the following electronic Airport Coronavirus Response Grant Program (ACRGP) Grant Offer,
Grant No. 3‐49‐0020‐036‐2021 for Canyonlands Regional Airport. This letter outlines expectations for
success. Please read and follow the instructions carefully.
To properly enter into this agreement, you must do the following:
a. The governing body must provide authority to execute the grant to the individual signing the grant; i.e.
the sponsor’s authorized representative.
b. The sponsor’s authorized representative must execute the grant, followed by the attorney’s
certification, no later than April 16, 2021 in order for the grant to be valid.
c. You may not make any modification to the text, terms or conditions of the grant offer.
d. The grant offer must be digitally signed by the sponsor’s legal signatory authority and then the grant
offer will be routed via email to the sponsor’s attorney. Once the attorney has digitally attested to
the grant, an email with the executed grant will be sent to all parties.
Subject to the requirements in 2 CFR §200.305, each payment request for reimbursement under this
grant must be made electronically via the Delphi eInvoicing System. Please see the attached Grant
Agreement for more information regarding the use of this System. The terms and conditions of this
agreement require you drawdown and expend these funds within four years.
An airport sponsor may use these funds for costs related to operations, personnel, cleaning, sanitization,
janitorial services, combating the spread of pathogens at the airport, and debt service payments. Please refer
to the ACRGP Frequently Asked Questions for further information.
With each payment request you are required to upload an invoice summary directly to Delphi. The invoice
summary should include enough detail to permit FAA to verify compliance with the Coronavirus Response
and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act (Public Law 116‐260).
For the final payment request, in addition to the requirement listed above for all payment requests, you are
required to upload directly to Delphi:
∙ A final financial report summarizing all of the costs incurred and reimbursed, and ∙ An

SF‐425, and.
∙ A closeout report (A sample report is available here).

Until the grant is completed and closed, you are responsible for submitting a signed/dated SF‐425 annually,
due 90 days after the end of each federal fiscal year in which this grant is open (due December 31 of each
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year this grant is open).
As a condition of receiving Federal assistance under this award, you must comply with audit requirements
as established under 2 CFR part 200. Subpart F requires non‐Federal entities that expend $750,000 or more
in Federal awards to conduct a single or program specific audit for that year. Note that this includes
Federal expenditures made under other Federal‐assistance programs. Please take appropriate and
necessary action to assure your organization will comply with applicable audit requirements and standards.
A copy of a "Single Audit Certification Form” will be sent separately via email. Please complete and
return a copy to our office and make a copy for your files.
Eric Trinklein is the assigned program manager for this grant and is readily available to assist you and your
designated representative with the requirements stated herein. If you should have any questions, please
contact Eric Trinklein at eric.trinklein@faa.gov.
We sincerely value your cooperation in these efforts and look forward to working with you to complete this
important project.

Sincerely,

{{Sig_es_:signer1:

signature}}

John P Bauer (Mar 16, 2021 06:19 MDT)

John P. Bauer
Manager, Denver Airports District Office
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U.S. Department
of Transportation
Federal Aviation
Administration

AIRPORT CORONAVIRUS RELIEF GRANT PROGRAM (ACRGP)
GRANT AGREEMENT
Part I ‐ Offer
March 16, 2021
Federal Award Offer Date {{DateTime_es_:signer1:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}
Airport/Planning Area Canyonlands Regional Airport
ACRGP Grant Number 3‐49‐0020‐036‐2021
Unique Entity Identifier 05‐015‐7981

[Contract No. DOT‐FA21NM‐K1029]

TO: Grand County, Utah
(herein called the "Sponsor")

FROM: The United States of America (acting through the Federal Aviation Administration, herein
called the “FAA”)
WHEREAS, the Sponsor has submitted to the FAA an Airports Coronavirus Response Grant Program
(herein called “ACRGP”) Application dated February 20, 2021, for a grant of Federal funds at or
associated with the Canyonlands Regional Airport, which is included as part of this ACRGP Grant
Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the Sponsor has accepted the terms of FAA’s ACRGP Grant offer;
WHEREAS, in consideration of the promises, representations and assurances provided by the Sponsor, the
FAA has approved the ACRGP Application for the Canyonlands Regional Airport, (herein called the “Grant”
or “ACRGP Grant”) consisting of the following:
This ACRGP Grant is provided in accordance with the Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental
Appropriations Act (CRRSA Act or “the Act”), Division M of Public Law 116‐260, as described below, to provide
eligible Sponsors with funding for costs related to operations, personnel, cleaning, sanitization, janitorial
services, combating the spread of pathogens at the airport, and debt service payments. ACRGP Grant
amounts to specific airports are derived by legislative formula (See Division M, Title IV of the Act).
The purpose of this ACRGP Grant is to prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus. Funds provided
under this ACRGP Grant Agreement must only be used for purposes directly related to the airport. Such
purposes can include the reimbursement of an airport’s operational and maintenance expenses or debt
service payments in accordance with the limitations prescribed in the Act. ACRGP Grants may be used to
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reimburse airport operational and maintenance expenses directly related to Canyonlands Regional

Airport incurred no earlier than January 20, 2020. ACRGP Grants also may be used to reimburse a
Sponsor’s payment of debt service where such payments occur on or after December 27, 2020. Funds
provided under this ACRGP Grant Agreement will be governed by the same principles that govern “airport
revenue.” New airport development projects not directly related to combating the spread of pathogens
and approved by the FAA for such purposes, may not be funded with this Grant.
NOW THEREFORE, in accordance with the applicable provisions of the CRRSA Act, Public Law 116‐260, the
representations contained in the Grant Application, and in consideration of (a) the Sponsor’s acceptance
of this Offer; and, (b) the benefits to accrue to the United States and the public from the accomplishment
of the Grant and in compliance with the conditions as herein provided,
THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES, HEREBY
OFFERS AND AGREES to pay 100% percent of the allowable costs incurred as a result of and in
accordance with this Grant Agreement.
Assistance Listings Number (Formerly CFDA Number): 20.106
This Offer is made on and SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND
CONDITIONS: CONDITIONS
1. Maximum Obligation. The maximum obligation of the United States payable under this Offer is
$1,005,613, allocated as follows:
$5,145 Primary KC2021
$1,000,468 Primary KQ2021
2. Grant Performance. This ACRGP Grant Agreement is subject to the following federal award
requirements:
a. The Period of Performance:
1. Shall start on the date the Sponsor formally accepts this agreement, and is the date signed by
the last Sponsor signatory to the agreement. The end date of the period of performance is 4
years (1,460 calendar days) from the date of acceptance. The period of performance end date
shall not affect, relieve or reduce Sponsor obligations and assurances that extend beyond the
closeout of this Grant Agreement.
2. Means the total estimated time interval between the start of an initial Federal award and the
planned end date, which may include one or more funded portions, or budget periods. (2
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 200.1)
b. The Budget Period:
1. The budget period for this ACRGP Grant is 4 years (1,460 calendar days). Pursuant to 2 CFR §
200.403(h), the Sponsor may charge to the Grant only allowable costs incurred during the
budget period.
2. Means the time interval from the start date of a funded portion of an award to the end date
of that funded portion during which the Sponsor is authorized to expend the funds awarded,
including any funds carried forward or other revisions pursuant to §200.308.
c. Close out and Termination.
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1. Unless the FAA authorizes a written extension, the Sponsor must submit all Grant closeout

documentation and liquidate (pay‐off) all obligations incurred under this award no later than 120
calendar days after the end date of the period of performance. If the Sponsor
does not submit all required closeout documentation within this time period, the FAA will
proceed to close out the grant within one year of the period of performance end date with the
information available at the end of 120 days. (2 CFR § 200.344)
2. The FAA may terminate this ACRGP Grant, in whole or in part, in accordance with the conditions
set forth in 2 CFR § 200.340, or other Federal regulatory or statutory authorities as
applicable.
3. Unallowable Costs. The Sponsor shall not seek reimbursement for any costs that the FAA has
determined to be unallowable under the CRRSA Act.
4. Indirect Costs ‐ Sponsor. The Sponsor may charge indirect costs under this award by applying the
indirect cost rate identified in the Grant Application as accepted by the FAA, to allowable costs for
Sponsor direct salaries and wages only.
5. Final Federal Share of Costs. The United States’ share of allowable Grant costs is 100%.
6. Completing the Grant without Delay and in Conformance with Requirements. The Sponsor must carry
out and complete the Grant without undue delays and in accordance with this ACRGP Grant Agreement,
the CRRSA Act, and the regulations, policies, standards, and procedures of the Secretary of
Transportation (“Secretary”). Pursuant to 2 CFR § 200.308, the Sponsor agrees to report to the FAA any
disengagement from funding eligible expenses under the Grant that exceeds three months or a 25
percent reduction in time devoted to the Grant, and request prior approval from FAA. The report must
include a reason for the stoppage. The Sponsor agrees to comply with the attached assurances, which
are part of this agreement and any addendum that may be attached hereto at a later date by mutual
consent.
7. Amendments or Withdrawals before Grant Acceptance. The FAA reserves the right to amend or
withdraw this offer at any time prior to its acceptance by the Sponsor.
8. Offer Expiration Date. This offer will expire and the United States will not be obligated to pay any part of
the costs unless this offer has been accepted by the Sponsor on or before April 16, 2021, or such
subsequent date as may be prescribed in writing by the FAA.
9. Improper Use of Federal Funds. The Sponsor must take all steps, including litigation if necessary, to
recover Federal funds spent fraudulently, wastefully, or in violation of Federal antitrust statutes, or
misused in any other manner, including uses that violate this ACRGP Grant Agreement, the CRRSA Act
or other provision of applicable law. For the purposes of this ACRGP Grant Agreement, the term
“Federal funds” means funds however used or dispersed by the Sponsor, that were originally paid
pursuant to this or any other Federal grant agreement(s). The Sponsor must return the recovered
Federal share, including funds recovered by settlement, order, or judgment, to the Secretary. The
Sponsor must furnish to the Secretary, upon request, all documents and records pertaining to the
determination of the amount of the Federal share or to any settlement, litigation, negotiation, or other
efforts taken to recover such funds. All settlements or other final positions of the Sponsor, in court or
otherwise, involving the recovery of such Federal share require advance approval by the Secretary.
10. United States Not Liable for Damage or Injury. The United States is not responsible or liable for
damage to property or injury to persons which may arise from, or relate to this ACRGP Grant
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Agreement, including, but not limited to, any action taken by a Sponsor related to or arising from,
directly or indirectly, this ACRGP Grant Agreement.

11. System for Award Management (SAM) Registration and Unique Entity Identifier (UEI).
a. Requirement for System for Award Management (SAM): Unless the Sponsor is exempted from this
requirement under 2 CFR 25.110, the Sponsor must maintain the currency of its information in the
SAM until the Sponsor submits the final financial report required under this grant, or receives the
final payment, whichever is later. This requires that the Sponsor review and update the information
at least annually after the initial registration and more frequently if required by changes in
information or another award term. Additional information about registration procedures may be
found at the SAM website (currently at http://www.sam.gov).
b. Unique entity identifier (UEI) means a 12‐character alpha‐numeric value used to identify a specific
commercial, nonprofit or governmental entity. A UEI may be obtained from SAM.gov at
https://sam.gov/SAM/pages/public/index.jsf.
12. Electronic Grant Payment(s). Unless otherwise directed by the FAA, the Sponsor must make each
payment request under this agreement electronically via the Delphi eInvoicing System for
Department of Transportation (DOT) Financial Assistance Awardees.
13. Air and Water Quality. The Sponsor is required to comply with all applicable air and water quality
standards for all projects in this grant. If the Sponsor fails to comply with this requirement, the FAA
may suspend, cancel, or terminate this agreement.
14. Financial Reporting and Payment Requirements. The Sponsor will comply with all Federal financial
reporting requirements and payment requirements, including submittal of timely and accurate
reports.
15. Buy American. Unless otherwise approved in advance by the FAA, in accordance with 49 United States
Code (U.S.C.) § 50101 the Sponsor will not acquire or permit any contractor or subcontractor to acquire
any steel or manufactured goods produced outside the United States to be used for any project for
which funds are provided under this grant. The Sponsor will include a provision implementing Buy
American in every contract.
16. Audits for Sponsors.
PUBLIC SPONSORS. The Sponsor must provide for a Single Audit or program‐specific audit in accordance
with 2 CFR Part 200. The Sponsor must submit the audit reporting package to the Federal Audit
Clearinghouse on the Federal Audit Clearinghouse’s Internet Data Entry System at
http://harvester.census.gov/facweb/ . Upon request of the FAA, the Sponsor shall provide one copy of
the completed audit to the FAA.
17. Suspension or Debarment. When entering into a “covered transaction” as defined by 2 CFR §
180.200, the Sponsor must:
a. Verify the non‐Federal entity is eligible to participate in this Federal program by:
1. Checking the excluded parties list system (EPLS) as maintained within the System for
Award Management (SAM) to determine if the non‐Federal entity is excluded or
disqualified; or
2. Collecting a certification statement from the non‐Federal entity attesting the entity is not
excluded or disqualified from participating; or
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3. Adding a clause or condition to covered transactions attesting the individual or firm is not
excluded or disqualified from participating.

b. Require prime contractors to comply with 2 CFR § 180.330 when entering into lower‐tier
transactions (e.g. sub‐contracts).
c. Immediately disclose to the FAA whenever the Sponsor (1) learns the Sponsor has entered into a
covered transaction with an ineligible entity, or (2) suspends or debars a contractor, person, or
entity.
18. Ban on Texting While Driving.
a. In accordance with Executive Order 13513, Federal Leadership on Reducing Text Messaging
While Driving, October 1, 2009, and DOT Order 3902.10, Text Messaging While Driving,
December 30, 2009, the Sponsor is encouraged to:
1. Adopt and enforce workplace safety policies to decrease crashes caused by distracted drivers
including policies to ban text messaging while driving when performing any work for, or on
behalf of, the Federal government, including work relating to this ACRGP Grant or subgrant
funded by this Grant.
2. Conduct workplace safety initiatives in a manner commensurate with the size of the
business, such as:
A. Establishment of new rules and programs or re‐evaluation of existing programs to
prohibit text messaging while driving; and
B. Education, awareness, and other outreach to employees about the safety risks
associated with texting while driving.
b. The Sponsor must insert the substance of this clause on banning texting while driving in all
subgrants, contracts, and subcontracts funded by this ACRGP Grant.
19. Trafficking in Persons.
a. You as the recipient, your employees, subrecipients under this ACRGP Grant, and subrecipients’
employees may not –
1. Engage in severe forms of trafficking in persons during the period of time that the award is in
effect;
2. Procure a commercial sex act during the period of time that the award is in effect; or 3. Use
forced labor in the performance of the award or subawards under the ACRGP Grant.
b. The FAA as the Federal awarding agency may unilaterally terminate this award, without
penalty, if you or a subrecipient that is a private entity –
1. Is determined to have violated a prohibition in paragraph A of this ACRGP Grant
Agreement term; or
2. Has an employee who is determined by the agency official authorized to terminate the ACRGP
Grant Agreement to have violated a prohibition in paragraph A.1 of this ACRGP Grant term
through conduct that is either –
A. Associated with performance under this ACRGP grant; or
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B. Imputed to the subrecipient using the standards and due process for imputing the conduct
of an individual to an organization that are provided in 2 CFR Part 180, “OMB Guidelines

to Agencies on Government‐wide Debarment and Suspension
(Nonprocurement),”as implemented by the FAA at 2 CFR Part 1200.
c. You must inform us immediately of any information you receive from any source alleging a
violation of a prohibition in paragraph A during this ACRGP Grant Agreement.
d. Our right to terminate unilaterally that is described in paragraph A of this section:
1. Implements section 106(g) of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA), as
amended (22 U.S.C. § 7104(g)), and
2. Is in addition to all other remedies for noncompliance that are available to the FAA
under this ACRGP Grant.
20. Employee Protection from Reprisal.
a. Prohibition of Reprisals —
1. In accordance with 41 U.S.C. § 4712, an employee of a grantee or subgrantee may not be
discharged, demoted, or otherwise discriminated against as a reprisal for disclosing to a
person or body described in sub‐paragraph (A)(2), information that the employee reasonably
believes is evidence of:
a. Gross mismanagement of a Federal grant;
b. Gross waste of Federal funds;
c. An abuse of authority relating to implementation or use of Federal funds;
d. A substantial and specific danger to public health or safety; or
e. A violation of law, rule, or regulation related to a Federal grant.
2. Persons and bodies covered: The persons and bodies to which a disclosure by an employee is
covered are as follows:
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

a. A member of Congress or a representative of a committee of Congress;
An Inspector General;
The Government Accountability Office;
A Federal office or employee responsible for oversight of a grant program;
A court or grand jury;
A management office of the grantee or subgrantee; or
A Federal or State regulatory enforcement agency.

3. Submission of Complaint — A person who believes that they have been subjected to a reprisal
prohibited by paragraph A of this ACRGP Grant Agreement may submit a complaint regarding
the reprisal to the Office of Inspector General (OIG) for the U.S. Department of Transportation.
4. Time Limitation for Submittal of a Complaint — A complaint may not be brought under this
subsection more than three years after the date on which the alleged reprisal took place.
5. Required Actions of the Inspector General — Actions, limitations, and exceptions of the
Inspector General’s office are established under 41 U.S.C. § 4712(b).
6. Assumption of Rights to Civil Remedy — Upon receipt of an explanation of a decision not to
conduct or continue an investigation by the Office of Inspector General, the person submitting a
complaint assumes the right to a civil remedy under 41 U.S.C. § 4712(c).
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21. Limitations. Nothing provided herein shall be construed to limit, cancel, annul, or modify the terms of
any Federal grant agreement(s), including all terms and assurances related thereto, that have been entered
into by the Sponsor and the FAA prior to the date of this ACRGP Grant Agreement.

22. Face Coverings Policy. The sponsor agrees to implement a face‐covering (mask) policy to combat the
spread of pathogens. This policy must include a requirement that all persons wear a mask, in accordance
with Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and Transportation Security Administration (TSA) requirements,
as applicable, at all times while in all public areas of the airport property, except to the extent exempted
under those requirements. This special condition requires the airport sponsor continue to require masks
until Executive Order 13998, Promoting COVID‐19 Safety in Domestic and International Travel, is no
longer effective.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS FOR USE OF ACRGP FUNDS
CONDITIONS FOR ROLLING STOCK/EQUIPMENT ‐
1. Equipment or Vehicle Replacement. The Sponsor agrees that when using funds provided by this grant
to replace equipment, the proceeds from the trade‐in or sale of such replaced equipment shall be
classified and used as airport revenue.
2. Equipment Acquisition. The Sponsor agrees that for any equipment acquired with funds provided by
this grant, such equipment shall be used solely for purposes directly related to the airport.
3. Low Emission Systems. The Sponsor agrees that vehicles and equipment acquired with funds
provided in this grant:
a. Will be maintained and used at the airport for which they were purchased; and
b. Will not be transferred, relocated, or used at another airport without the advance consent of the
FAA.
The Sponsor further agrees that it will maintain annual records on individual vehicles and
equipment, project expenditures, cost effectiveness, and emission reductions.
CONDITIONS FOR UTILITIES AND LAND ‐
4. Utilities Proration. For purposes of computing the United States’ share of the allowable airport
operations and maintenance costs, the allowable cost of utilities incurred by the Sponsor to operate and
maintain airport(s) included in the Grant must not exceed the percent attributable to the capital or
operating costs of the airport.
5. Utility Relocation in Grant. The Sponsor understands and agrees that:
a. The United States will not participate in the cost of any utility relocation unless and until the
Sponsor has submitted evidence satisfactory to the FAA that the Sponsor is legally responsible for
payment of such costs;
b. FAA participation is limited to those utilities located on‐airport or off‐airport only where the
Sponsor has an easement for the utility; and
c. The utilities must serve a purpose directly related to the Airport.
6. Land Acquisition. Where funds provided for by this grant are used to acquire land, the Sponsor shall
record the grant agreement, including the grant assurances and any and all related requirements,
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encumbrances, and restrictions that shall apply to such land, in the public land records of the
jurisdiction in which the land is located.
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The Sponsor’s acceptance of this Offer and ratification and adoption of the ACRGP Grant Application
incorporated herein shall be evidenced by execution of this instrument by the Sponsor. The Offer and
Acceptance shall comprise an ACRGP Grant Agreement, as provided by the CRRSA Act, constituting the
contractual obligations and rights of the United States and the Sponsor with respect to this Grant. The
effective date of this ACRGP Grant Agreement is the date of the Sponsor's acceptance of this Offer.
Please read the following information: By signing this document, you are agreeing that you have reviewed
the following consumer disclosure information and consent to transact business using electronic
communications, to receive notices and disclosures electronically, and to utilize electronic signatures in
lieu of using paper documents. You are not required to receive notices and disclosures or sign documents
electronically. If you prefer not to do so, you may request to receive paper copies and withdraw your
consent at any time.
March 16, 2021
Dated {{DateTime_es_:signer1:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

{{Sig_es_:signer1:

signature}}

John P Bauer (Mar 16, 2021 06:19 MDT)
(Signature)

John. P. Bauer
(Typed Name)

Manager, Denver Airports District Office
(Title of FAA Official)
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Part II ‐ Acceptance
The Sponsor does hereby ratify and adopt all assurances, statements, representations, warranties,
covenants, and agreements contained in the ACRGP Grant Application and incorporated materials referred
to in the foregoing Offer under Part I of this ACRGP Grant Agreement, and does hereby accept this Offer and
by such acceptance agrees to comply with all of the terms and conditions in this Offer and in the ACRGP
Grant Application and all applicable terms and conditions provided for in the CRRSA Act and other applicable
provisions of Federal law.
Please read the following information: By signing this document, you are agreeing that you have reviewed
the following consumer disclosure information and consent to transact business using electronic
communications, to receive notices and disclosures electronically, and to utilize electronic signatures in
lieu of using paper documents. You are not required to receive notices and disclosures or sign documents
electronically. If you prefer not to do so, you may request to receive paper copies and withdraw your
consent at any time.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 1
Dated {{DateTime_es_:signer2:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}
Grand County, Utah
(Name of Sponsor)

{{Sig_es_:signer2:

signature}}

(Signature of Sponsor’s Designative Official/Representative)

By: {{N_es_:signer2:

fullname}}

(Type Name of Sponsor’s Designative Official/Representative)

Title: {{*Ttl_es_:signer2:

title}}

(Title of Sponsor’s Designative Official/Representative)

1

Knowingly and willfully providing false information to the Federal government is a violation of 18 U.S.C.
Section 1001 (False Statements) and could subject you to fines, imprisonment, or both.
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CERTIFICATE OF SPONSOR'S ATTORNEY
I, {{N_es_:signer3:

fullname}}, acting as Attorney for the Sponsor do hereby certify:

That in my opinion the Sponsor is empowered to enter into the foregoing Grant Agreement under the laws
of the State of Utah. Further, I have examined the foregoing Grant Agreement and the actions taken by said
Sponsor and Sponsor’s official representative has been duly authorized and that the execution thereof is in
all respects due and proper and in accordance with the laws of the said State and the CRRSA Act. The
Sponsor understands funding made available under this Grant Agreement may only be used to reimburse for
airport operational and maintenance expenses, and debt service payments. The Sponsor further
understands it may submit a separate request to use funds for new airport/project development purposes,
subject to additional terms, conditions, and assurances. Further, it is my opinion that the said Grant
Agreement constitutes a legal and binding obligation of the Sponsor in accordance with the terms thereof.
Please read the following information: By signing this document, you are agreeing that you have reviewed
the following consumer disclosure information and consent to transact business using electronic
communications, to receive notices and disclosures electronically, and to utilize electronic signatures in
lieu of using paper documents. You are not required to receive notices and disclosures or sign documents
electronically. If you prefer not to do so, you may request to receive paper copies and withdraw your
consent at any time.
Dated at {{DateTime_es_:signer3:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}

{{Sig_es_:signer3:

By:

signature}}

(Signature of Sponsor's Attorney)
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AIRPORT CORONAVIRUS RELIEF GRANT PROGRAM (ACRGP) ASSURANCES
AIRPORT SPONSORS

A. General.
1. These Airport Coronavirus Relief Grant Program (ACRGP) Assurances are required to be submitted
as part of the application by sponsors requesting funds under the provisions of the Coronavirus
Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act of 2020 (CRRSA Act or “the Act”), Public
Law 116‐260. As used herein, the term "public agency sponsor" means a public agency with
control of a public‐use airport; the term "private sponsor" means a private owner of a public‐use
airport; and the term "sponsor" includes both public agency sponsors and private sponsors.
2. Upon acceptance of this ACRGP Grant offer by the sponsor, these assurances are incorporated into
and become part of this ACRGP Grant Agreement.
B. Sponsor Certification.
The sponsor hereby assures and certifies, with respect to this ACRGP Grant that:
It will comply with all applicable Federal laws, regulations, executive orders, policies, guidelines,
and requirements as they relate to the application, acceptance, and use of Federal funds for this
ACRGP Grant including but not limited to the following:
FEDERAL LEGISLATION
a. 49 U.S.C. Chapter 471, as applicable
b. Davis‐Bacon Act — 40 U.S.C. 276(a), et. seq.
c. Federal Fair Labor Standards Act — 29 U.S.C. 201, et. seq.
d. Hatch Act — 5 U.S.C. 1501, et. seq. 2
e. Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 Title 42 U.S.C.
4601, et. seq.
f. National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 — Section 106 — 16 U.S.C. 470(f). g.
Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974 — 16 U.S.C. 469 through 469c. h.
Native Americans Grave Repatriation Act — 25 U.S.C. Section 3001, et. seq. i. Clean Air
Act, P.L. 90‐148, as amended.
j. Coastal Zone Management Act, P.L. 93‐205, as amended.
k. Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 — Section 102(a) — 42 U.S.C. 4012a. l.
Title 49, U.S.C., Section 303, (formerly known as Section 4(f)).
m. Rehabilitation Act of 1973 — 29 U.S.C. 794.
n. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. § 2000d et seq., 78 stat. 252) (prohibits
discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin).
o. Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, as amended, (42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq.), prohibits
discrimination on the basis of disability).
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p. Age Discrimination Act of 1975 — 42 U.S.C. 6101, et. seq.
q. American Indian Religious Freedom Act, P.L. 95‐341, as amended.
r. Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 — 42 U.S.C. 4151, et. seq.
s. Power plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 — Section 403‐ 2 U.S.C. 8373. t.
Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act — 40 U.S.C. 327, et. seq.
u. Copeland Anti‐kickback Act — 18 U.S.C. 874.1.
v. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 — 42 U.S.C. 4321, et. seq.
w. Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, P.L. 90‐542, as amended.
x. Single Audit Act of 1984 — 31 U.S.C. 7501, et. seq. 2
y. Drug‐Free Workplace Act of 1988 — 41 U.S.C. 702 through 706.
z. The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act of 2006, as amended (Pub. L. 109‐282, as
amended by section 6202 of Pub. L. 110‐252).
EXECUTIVE ORDERS
a. Executive Order 11246 – Equal Employment Opportunity
b. Executive Order 11990 – Protection of Wetlands
c. Executive Order 11998 – Flood Plain Management
d. Executive Order 12372 – Intergovernmental Review of Federal Programs
e. Executive Order 12699 – Seismic Safety of Federal and Federally Assisted New Building
Construction
f. Executive Order 12898 – Environmental Justice
g. Executive Order 14005 – Ensuring the Future Is Made in All of America by All of America's
Workers.
FEDERAL REGULATIONS
a. 2 CFR Part 180 – OMB Guidelines to Agencies on Governmentwide Debarment and Suspension
(Nonprocurement).
b. 2 CFR Part 200 – Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for
Federal Awards. 3, 4
c. 2 CFR Part 1200 – Nonprocurement Suspension and Debarment.
d. 28 CFR Part 35 – Discrimination on the Basis of Disability in State and Local Government
Services.
e. 28 CFR § 50.3 – U.S. Department of Justice Guidelines for Enforcement of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.
f. 29 CFR Part 1 – Procedures for predetermination of wage rates. 1
g. 29 CFR Part 3 – Contractors and subcontractors on public building or public work financed in
whole or part by loans or grants from the United States. 1
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h. 29 CFR Part 5 – Labor standards provisions applicable to contracts covering Federally financed and
assisted construction (also labor standards provisions applicable to non‐construction contracts
subject to the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act). 1
i. 41 CFR Part 60 – Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Equal Employment Opportunity,
Department of Labor (Federal and Federally assisted contracting requirements). 1
j. 49 CFR Part 20 – New restrictions on lobbying.
k. 49 CFR Part 21 – Nondiscrimination in Federally‐assisted programs of the Department of
Transportation ‐ effectuation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
l. 49 CFR Part 23 – Participation by Disadvantage Business Enterprise in Airport Concessions.
m. 49 CFR Part 26 – Participation by Disadvantaged Business Enterprises in Department of
Transportation Program.
n. 49 CFR Part 27 – Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Handicap in Programs and Activities
Receiving or Benefiting from Federal Financial Assistance. 1
o. 49 CFR Part 28 – Enforcement of Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Handicap in Programs or
Activities conducted by the Department of Transportation.
p. 49 CFR Part 30 – Denial of public works contracts to suppliers of goods and services of countries that
deny procurement market access to U.S. contractors.
q. 49 CFR Part 32 – Government‐wide Requirements for Drug‐Free Workplace (Financial
Assistance).
r. 49 CFR Part 37 – Transportation Services for Individuals with Disabilities (ADA).
s. 49 CFR Part 41 – Seismic safety of Federal and Federally assisted or regulated new building
construction.
FOOTNOTES TO ASSURANCE ACRGP ASSURANCE B.1.
1
These laws do not apply to airport planning sponsors.
2
These laws do not apply to private sponsors.
3
Cost principles established in 2 CFR Part 200 subpart E must be used as guidelines for
determining the eligibility of specific types of expenses
4
Audit requirements established in 2 CFR Part 200 subpart F are the guidelines for audits.
SPECIFIC ASSURANCES
Specific assurances required to be included in grant agreements by any of the above laws, regulations, or
circulars are incorporated by reference in this Grant Agreement.
1. Purpose Directly Related to the Airport
It certifies that the reimbursement sought is for a purpose directly related to the airport. 2.
Responsibility and Authority of the Sponsor.
a. Public Agency Sponsor:
It has legal authority to apply for this Grant, and to finance and carry out the proposed grant; that
an official decision has been made by the applicant’s governing body authorizing the filing of the
application, including all understandings and assurances contained therein, and directing
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and authorizing the person identified as the official representative of the applicant to act in
connection with the application and to provide such additional information as may be required.
b. Private Sponsor:
It has legal authority to apply for this Grant and to finance and carry out the proposed Grant and
comply with all terms, conditions, and assurances of this Grant Agreement. It shall designate an
official representative and shall in writing direct and authorize that person to file this application,
including all understandings and assurances contained therein; to act in connection with this
application; and to provide such additional information as may be required.
3. Good Title.
It, a public agency or the Federal government, holds good title, satisfactory to the Secretary, to the
landing area of the airport or site thereof, or will give assurance satisfactory to the Secretary that good
title will be acquired.
4. Preserving Rights and Powers.
a. It will not take or permit any action which would operate to deprive it of any of the rights and
powers necessary to perform any or all of the terms, conditions, and assurances in this Grant
Agreement without the written approval of the Secretary, and will act promptly to acquire,
extinguish, or modify any outstanding rights or claims of right of others which would interfere
with such performance by the sponsor. This shall be done in a manner acceptable to the
Secretary.
b. If the sponsor is a private sponsor, it will take steps satisfactory to the Secretary to ensure that the
airport will continue to function as a public‐use airport in accordance with this Grant Agreement.
c. If an arrangement is made for management and operation of the airport by any agency or person
other than the sponsor or an employee of the sponsor, the sponsor will reserve sufficient rights
and authority to insure that the airport will be operated and maintained in accordance Title 49,
United States Code, the regulations, and the terms and conditions of this Grant Agreement.
5. Consistency with Local Plans.
Any project undertaken by this Grant Agreement is reasonably consistent with plans (existing at the
time of submission of the ACGRP application) of public agencies that are authorized by the State in
which the project is located to plan for the development of the area surrounding the airport.
6. Consideration of Local Interest.
It has given fair consideration to the interest of communities in or near where any project
undertaken by this Grant Agreement may be located.
7. Consultation with Users.
In making a decision to undertake any airport development project undertaken by this Grant
Agreement, it has undertaken reasonable consultations with affected parties using the airport at
which project is proposed.
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8. Pavement Preventative Maintenance.
With respect to a project undertaken by this Grant Agreement for the replacement or reconstruction
of pavement at the airport, it assures or certifies that it has implemented an effective airport

pavement maintenance‐management program and it assures that it will use such program for the
useful life of any pavement constructed, reconstructed, or repaired with Federal financial assistance
at the airport, including ACRGP funds provided under this Grant Agreement. It will provide such
reports on pavement condition and pavement management programs as the Secretary determines
may be useful.
9. Accounting System, Audit, and Record Keeping Requirements.
a. It shall keep all Grant accounts and records which fully disclose the amount and disposition by the
recipient of the proceeds of this Grant, the total cost of the Grant in connection with which this
Grant is given or used, and the amount or nature of that portion of the cost of the Grant supplied
by other sources, and such other financial records pertinent to the Grant. The accounts and
records shall be kept in accordance with an accounting system that will facilitate an effective audit
in accordance with the Single Audit Act of 1984.
b. It shall make available to the Secretary and the Comptroller General of the United States, or any of
their duly authorized representatives, for the purpose of audit and examination, any books,
documents, papers, and records of the recipient that are pertinent to this Grant. The Secretary may
require that an appropriate audit be conducted by a recipient. In any case in which an independent
audit is made of the accounts of a sponsor relating to the disposition of the proceeds of a Grant or
relating to the Grant in connection with which this Grant was given or used, it shall file a certified
copy of such audit with the Comptroller General of the United States not later than six (6) months
following the close of the fiscal year for which the audit was made.
10. Minimum Wage Rates.
It shall include, in all contracts in excess of $2,000 for work on any projects funded under this grant
agreement which involve labor, provisions establishing minimum rates of wages, to be predetermined
by the Secretary of Labor, in accordance with the Davis‐Bacon Act, as amended (40 U.S.C. 276a‐276a‐5),
which contractors shall pay to skilled and unskilled labor, and such minimum rates shall be stated in the
invitation for bids and shall be included in proposals or bids for the work.
11. Veteran's Preference.
It shall include in all contracts for work on any project funded under this grant agreement which involve
labor, such provisions as are necessary to insure that, in the employment of labor (except in executive,
administrative, and supervisory positions), preference shall be given to Vietnam era veterans, Persian
Gulf veterans, Afghanistan‐Iraq war veterans, disabled veterans, and small business concerns owned
and controlled by disabled veterans as defined in Section 47112 of Title 49, United States Code.
However, this preference shall apply only where the individuals are available and qualified to perform
the work to which the employment relates.
12. Operation and Maintenance.
a. The airport and all facilities which are necessary to serve the aeronautical users of the airport, other
than facilities owned or controlled by the United States, shall be operated at all times in a safe and
serviceable condition and in accordance with the minimum standards as may be required or prescribed
by applicable Federal, state and local agencies for maintenance and
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operation. It will not cause or permit any activity or action thereon which would interfere with its
use for airport purposes. It will suitably operate and maintain the airport and all facilities thereon or
connected therewith, with due regard to climatic and flood conditions. Any proposal to temporarily
close the airport for non‐aeronautical purposes must first be approved by the Secretary. In
furtherance of this assurance, the sponsor will have in effect arrangements for‐

1. Operating the airport's aeronautical facilities whenever required;
2. Promptly marking and lighting hazards resulting from airport conditions, including
temporary conditions; and
3. Promptly notifying airmen of any condition affecting aeronautical use of the airport. Nothing
contained herein shall be construed to require that the airport be operated for aeronautical
use during temporary periods when snow, flood or other climatic conditions interfere with
such operation and maintenance. Further, nothing herein shall be construed as requiring the
maintenance, repair, restoration, or replacement of any structure or facility which is
substantially damaged or destroyed due to an act of God or other condition or circumstance
beyond the control of the sponsor.
b. It will suitably operate and maintain noise compatibility program items that it owns or controls upon
which Federal funds have been expended.
13. Hazard Removal and Mitigation.
It will take appropriate action to assure that such terminal airspace as is required to protect instrument
and visual operations to the airport (including established minimum flight altitudes) will be adequately
cleared and protected by removing, lowering, relocating, marking, or lighting or otherwise mitigating
existing airport hazards and by preventing the establishment or creation of future airport hazards.
14. Compatible Land Use.
It will take appropriate action, to the extent reasonable, including the adoption of zoning laws, to
restrict the use of land adjacent to or in the immediate vicinity of the airport to activities and
purposes compatible with normal airport operations, including landing and takeoff of aircraft.
15. Exclusive Rights.
The sponsor shall not grant an exclusive right to use an air navigation facility on which this Grant has
been expended. However, providing services at an airport by only one fixed‐based operator is not an
exclusive right if—
a. it is unreasonably costly, burdensome, or impractical for more than one fixed‐based operator to
provide the services; and
b. allowing more than one fixed‐based operator to provide the services requires a reduction in space
leased under an agreement existing on September 3, 1982, between the operator and the airport.
16. Airport Revenues.
a. This Grant shall be available for any purpose for which airport revenues may lawfully be used to
prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus. Funds provided under this ACRGP Grant Agreement
will only be expended for the capital or operating costs of the airport; the local airport system; or other
local facilities which are owned or operated by the owner or operator of the airport(s) subject to this
agreement and all applicable addendums for costs related to
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operations, personnel, cleaning, sanitization, janitorial services, combating the spread of
pathogens at the airport, and debt service payments as prescribed in the Act
b. For airport development, 49 U.S.C. § 47133 applies.
17. Reports and Inspections.
It will:
a. submit to the Secretary such annual or special financial and operations reports as the Secretary may

reasonably request and make such reports available to the public; make available to the public at
reasonable times and places a report of the airport budget in a format prescribed by the Secretary;
b. in a format and time prescribed by the Secretary, provide to the Secretary and make available to
the public following each of its fiscal years, an annual report listing in detail:
1. all amounts paid by the airport to any other unit of government and the purposes for
which each such payment was made; and
2. all services and property provided by the airport to other units of government and the
amount of compensation received for provision of each such service and property.
18. Land for Federal Facilities.
It will furnish without cost to the Federal Government for use in connection with any air traffic control
or air navigation activities, or weather‐reporting and communication activities related to air traffic
control, any areas of land or water, or estate therein, or rights in buildings of the sponsor as the
Secretary considers necessary or desirable for construction, operation, and maintenance at Federal
expense of space or facilities for such purposes. Such areas or any portion thereof will be made
available as provided herein within four months after receipt of a written request from the Secretary.
19. Airport Layout Plan.
a. Subject to the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018, Public Law 115‐254, Section 163, it will keep up to
date at all times an airport layout plan of the airport showing:
1. boundaries of the airport and all proposed additions thereto, together with the boundaries of all
offsite areas owned or controlled by the sponsor for airport purposes and proposed additions
thereto;
2. the location and nature of all existing and proposed airport facilities and structures (such as
runways, taxiways, aprons, terminal buildings, hangars and roads), including all proposed
extensions and reductions of existing airport facilities;
3. the location of all existing and proposed non‐aviation areas and of all existing
improvements thereon; and
4. all proposed and existing access points used to taxi aircraft across the airport’s property
boundary. Such airport layout plans and each amendment, revision, or modification thereof,
shall be subject to the approval of the Secretary which approval shall be evidenced by the
signature of a duly authorized representative of the Secretary on the face of the airport layout
plan. The sponsor will not make or permit any changes or alterations in the airport or any of its
facilities which are not in conformity with the airport layout plan
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as approved by the Secretary and which might, in the opinion of the Secretary, adversely
affect the safety, utility or efficiency of the airport.
b. Subject to the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018, Public Law 115‐254, Section 163, if a change or
alteration in the airport or the facilities is made which the Secretary determines adversely affects
the safety, utility, or efficiency of any federally owned, leased, or funded property on or off the
airport and which is not in conformity with the airport layout plan as approved by the Secretary,
the owner or operator will, if requested, by the Secretary (1) eliminate such adverse effect in a
manner approved by the Secretary; or (2) bear all costs of relocating such property (or replacement
thereof) to a site acceptable to the Secretary and all costs of restoring such property (or
replacement thereof) to the level of safety, utility, efficiency, and cost of operation existing before

the unapproved change in the airport or its facilities except in the case of a relocation or
replacement of an existing airport facility due to a change in the Secretary’s design standards
beyond the control of the airport sponsor.
20. Civil Rights.
It will promptly take any measures necessary to ensure that no person in the United States shall, on the
grounds of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination in any activity conducted with, or
benefiting from, funds received from this Grant.
a. Using the definitions of activity, facility, and program as found and defined in §§ 21.23 (b) and
21.23 (e) of 49 CFR Part 21, the sponsor will facilitate all programs, operate all facilities, or
conduct all programs in compliance with all non‐discrimination requirements imposed by or
pursuant to these assurances.
b. Applicability
1. Programs and Activities. If the sponsor has received a grant (or other Federal assistance) for
any of the sponsor’s program or activities, these requirements extend to all of the sponsor’s
programs and activities
2. Facilities. Where it receives a grant or other Federal financial assistance to construct, expand,
renovate, remodel, alter, or acquire a facility, or part of a facility, the assurance extends to
the entire facility and facilities operated in connection therewith.
3. Real Property. Where the sponsor receives a grant or other Federal financial assistance in the
form of, or for the acquisition of, real property or an interest in real property, the assurance
will extend to rights to space on, over, or under such property.
c. Duration
The sponsor agrees that it is obligated to this assurance for the period during which Federal
financial assistance is extended to the program, except where the Federal financial assistance is to
provide, or is in the form of, personal property, or real property, or interest therein, or structures or
improvements thereon, in which case the assurance obligates the sponsor, or any transferee for
the longer of the following periods:
1. So long as the airport is used as an airport, or for another purpose involving the provision of
similar services or benefits; or
2. So long as the sponsor retains ownership or possession of the property.
d. Required Solicitation Language
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It will include the following notification in all solicitations for bids, Requests for Proposals for
work, or material under this Grant and in all proposals for agreements, including airport
concessions, regardless of funding source:
“Grand County, Utah, in accordance with the provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (78
Stat. 252, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000d to 2000d‐4) and the Regulations, hereby notifies all bidders that it will
affirmatively ensure that for any contract entered into pursuant to this advertisement,
disadvantaged business enterprises and airport concession disadvantaged business enterprises will
be afforded full and fair opportunity to submit bids in response to this invitation and will not be
discriminated against on the grounds of race, color, or national origin in consideration for an
award.”

e. Required Contract Provisions.
1. It will insert the non‐discrimination contract clauses requiring compliance with the acts and
regulations relative to non‐discrimination in Federally‐assisted programs of the DOT, and
incorporating the acts and regulations into the contracts by reference in every contract or
agreement subject to the non‐discrimination in Federally‐assisted programs of the DOT Acts
and regulations.
2. It will include a list of the pertinent non‐discrimination authorities in every contract that is
subject to the non‐discrimination acts and regulations.
3. It will insert non‐discrimination contract clauses as a covenant running with the land, in any
deed from the United States effecting or recording a transfer of real property, structures,
use, or improvements thereon or interest therein to a sponsor.
4. It will insert non‐discrimination contract clauses prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race,
color, national origin, creed, sex, age, or handicap as a covenant running with the land, in any
future deeds, leases, license, permits, or similar instruments entered into by the sponsor with
other parties:
A. For the subsequent transfer of real property acquired or improved under the
applicable activity, grant, or program; and
B. For the construction or use of, or access to, space on, over, or under real property
acquired or improved under the applicable activity, grant, or program.
C. It will provide for such methods of administration for the program as are found by the
Secretary to give reasonable guarantee that it, other recipients, sub‐recipients, sub‐
grantees, contractors, subcontractors, consultants, transferees, successors in interest,
and other participants of Federal financial assistance under such program will comply
with all requirements imposed or pursuant to the acts, the regulations, and this
assurance.
D. It agrees that the United States has a right to seek judicial enforcement with regard to any
matter arising under the acts, the regulations, and this assurance.
21. Foreign Market Restrictions.
It will not allow funds provided under this Grant to be used to fund any activity that uses any product
or service of a foreign country during the period in which such foreign country is listed by the United
States Trade Representative as denying fair and equitable market opportunities for products and
suppliers of the United States in procurement and construction.
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22. Policies, Standards and Specifications.
It will carry out any project funded under an Airport Coronavirus Relief Program Grant in accordance
with policies, standards, and specifications approved by the Secretary including, but not limited to, the
advisory circulars listed in the Current FAA Advisory Circulars for AIP projects, dated March 16, 2021
{{DateTime_es_:signer1:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}, and included in this grant,
and in accordance with applicable state policies, standards, and specifications approved by the
Secretary.
23. Access By Intercity Buses.
The airport owner or operator will permit, to the maximum extent practicable, intercity buses or
other modes of transportation to have access to the airport; however, it has no obligation to fund

special facilities for intercity buses or for other modes of transportation.
24. Disadvantaged Business Enterprises.
The sponsor shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin or sex in the award and
performance of any DOT‐assisted contract covered by 49 CFR Part 26, or in the award and performance
of any concession activity contract covered by 49 CFR Part 23. In addition, the sponsor shall not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin or sex in the administration of its Disadvantaged
Business Enterprise (DBE) and Airport Concessions Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (ACDBE) programs
or the requirements of 49 CFR Parts 23 and 26. The sponsor shall take all necessary and reasonable
steps under 49 CFR Parts 23 and 26 to ensure nondiscrimination in the award and administration of
DOT‐assisted contracts, and/or concession contracts. The sponsor’s DBE and ACDBE programs, as
required by 49 CFR Parts 26 and 23, and as approved by DOT, are incorporated by reference in this
agreement. Implementation of these programs is a legal obligation and failure to carry out its terms
shall be treated as a violation of this agreement. Upon notification to the sponsor of its failure to carry
out its approved program, the Department may impose sanctions as provided for under Parts 26 and 23
and may, in appropriate cases, refer the matter for enforcement under 18 U.S.C. 1001 and/or the
Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act of 1936 (31 U.S.C. 3801).
25. Acquisition Thresholds.
The FAA deems equipment to mean tangible personal property having a useful life greater than one year
and a per‐unit acquisition cost equal to or greater than $5,000. Procurements by micro‐ purchase means
the acquisition of goods or services for which the aggregate dollar amount does not exceed $10,000,
unless authorized in accordance with 2 CFR § 200.320. Procurement by small purchase procedures
means those relatively simple and informal procurement methods for securing goods or services that do
not exceed the $250,000 threshold for simplified acquisitions.

U.S. Department of
Transportation Federal
Aviation Administration

March 16, 2021Airports Division

Northwest Mountain Region
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming

Denver, CO 80249

FAA DEN ADO
26805 E 68th Ave, Suite 224

{{DateTime_es_:signer1:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}
Ms. Mary McGann
Chair, Grand County Commission
125 E. Center Street
Moab, Utah 84532
SUBJECT: Airport Coronavirus Response Grant Program (ACRGP) Concessions Addendum
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Dear Commissioner McGann:
Please find the following electronic ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum Offer, Addendum No. 3‐49‐ 0020‐
037‐2021for Canyonlands Regional Airport. This letter outlines expectations for success. Please read and
follow the instructions carefully.
To properly enter into this agreement, you must do the following:
a. The governing body must provide authority to execute the addendum to the individual signing the
addendum; i.e. the sponsor’s authorized representative.
b. The sponsor’s authorized representative must execute the addendum, followed by the attorney’s
certification, no later than April 16, 2021 in order for the addendum to be valid.
c. You may not make any modification to the text, terms or conditions of the addendum offer.
d. The addendum offer must be digitally signed by the sponsor’s legal signatory authority and then the
addendum offer will be routed via email to the sponsor’s attorney. Once the attorney has digitally attested
to the addendum, an email with the executed addendum will be sent to all parties.
Subject to the requirements in 2 CFR §200.305, each payment request for reimbursement under this
addendum must be made electronically via the Delphi eInvoicing System. The terms and conditions of this
agreement require you drawdown and expend these funds within four years.
An airport sponsor may use these funds to provide relief from rent and minimum annual guarantees
(MAG) to on‐airport car rental, on‐airport parking, and in‐terminal concessions.
With each payment request you are required to upload a summary directly to Delphi. The summary should
include at least the list of concessions, baseline numbers for proportional calculations, amount of rent and
MAG relief, and the consultation date with any Airport Concession Disadvantaged Business Enterprise. Please
refer to the ACRGP Frequently Asked Questions for further information
For the final payment request, in addition to the requirement listed above for all payment requests, you are
required to upload directly to Delphi:
∙ A final financial report summarizing all of the costs incurred and reimbursed, and ∙ An

SF‐425, and
∙ A closeout report (A sample report is available here).

Until the addendum is completed and closed, you are responsible for submitting a signed/dated SF‐425
annually, due 90 days after the end of each federal fiscal year in which this addendum is open (due
December 31 of each year this addendum is open).
As a condition of receiving Federal assistance under this award, you must comply with audit requirements
as established under 2 CFR part 200. Subpart F requires non‐Federal entities that expend $750,000 or more
in Federal awards to conduct a single or program specific audit for that year. Note that this includes
Federal expenditures made under other Federal‐assistance programs. Please take appropriate and
necessary action to assure your organization will comply with applicable audit requirements and
standards.
Eric Trinklein is the assigned program manager for this grant and is readily available to assist you and your
designated representative with the requirements stated herein. If you should have any questions, please
contact Eric Trinklein at eric.trinklein@faa.gov.
We sincerely value your cooperation in these efforts and look forward to working with you to complete this
important project.
Sincerely,

1

{{Sig_es_:signer1:

signature}}

John P Bauer (Mar 16, 2021 06:19 MDT)

John P. Bauer
Manager, Denver Airports District Office
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U.S. Department
of Transportation
Federal Aviation
Administration

AIRPORT CORONAVIRUS RELIEF GRANT PROGRAM (ACRGP)
CONCESSIONS RELIEF ADDENDUM
Part I ‐ Offer
March 16, 2021
Federal Award Offer Date {{DateTime_es_:signer1:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}
Airport/Planning Area Canyonlands Regional Airport

ACRGP Addendum Number 3‐49‐0020‐037‐2021
Unique Entity Identifier 05‐015‐7981

[Contract No. DOT‐FA21NM‐K1030]

TO: Grand County, Utah
(herein called the "Sponsor") (herein called the “Sponsor”) (For Co‐Sponsors, list all Co‐Sponsor names. The word “Sponsor” in
this Concessions Relief Addendum also applies to a Co‐Sponsor.)

FROM: The United States of America (acting through the Federal Aviation Administration, herein
called the “FAA”)
WHEREAS, the Sponsor has submitted to the FAA an application dated February 20, 2021 to amend
Airports Coronavirus Response Grant Program (ACRGP or “the Agreement”) Grant Agreement 3‐49‐ 0020‐
036‐2021 to provide relief from rent and minimum annual guarantees (MAG) obligations to each eligible
airport concession at Canyonlands Regional Airport, in accordance with the Coronavirus Response and
Relief Appropriations Act (“CRRSA Act” or “the Act”), Public Law 116‐260, Division M;
WHEREAS, the FAA has agreed with the Sponsor to amend its ACRGP Grant Agreement 3‐49‐0020‐036‐
2021 to further allocate $3,539 to fund Concession Relief as defined below;
WHEREAS, the Sponsor has accepted the terms of the FAA’s ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum offer;
WHEREAS, in consideration of the promises, representations, and assurances provided by the Sponsor, the
FAA has approved the ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum Application for the Canyonlands Regional
Airport;
WHEREAS, no other terms, conditions, or assurances of the 3‐49‐0020‐036‐2021 shall be negated as a
result of this ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum;
WHEREAS, this ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum hereby amends 3‐49‐0020‐036‐2021 for the purpose
of adding $3,539 for Canyonlands Regional Airport to use to provide relief from rent and minimum annual
guarantees (MAG) obligations, as applicable, to each eligible airport concession in an
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amount that reflects each eligible airport concession’s proportional share of the total amount of the rent and
MAGs of all eligible airport concessions at Canyonlands Regional Airport as further defined herein, for relief
provided no earlier than December 27, 2020, until the specified Concession Relief funds have been fully
expended.
NOW THEREFORE, in accordance with the applicable provisions of the Coronavirus Response and Relief
Appropriations Act, Public Law 116‐260, Division M, the representations contained in the ACRGP Concessions
Relief Addendum Application, and in consideration of, (a) the Sponsor’s acceptance of this Offer for an
ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum, the terms, conditions, and assurances of which are hereby attached to
and made part of the terms, conditions, and assurances agreed to under 3‐49‐0020‐ 036‐2021 and, (b) the
benefits to accrue to the United States and the public from the accomplishment of the ACRGP Concession
Relief Addendum, and in compliance with the conditions and requirements as herein provided
THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES, HEREBY
OFFERS AND AGREES to pay 100% percent of the allowable costs incurred accomplishing ACRGP
Concessions Relief as a result of and in accordance with this ACRGP Concession Relief Addendum.
Assistance Listings Number (Formerly CFDA Number): 20.106
This Offer is made on and SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL TERMS AND

CONDITIONS: CONDITIONS
ADDENDUM TO AIRPORT CORONAVIRUS RELIEF GRANT AGREEMENT 3‐49‐0020‐036‐2021
1a. Maximum Obligation. The maximum obligation of the United States payable under this Offer is $3,539
to be provided to the airport sponsor for rent relief provided to eligible airport concessions as
described herein.
2a. Period of Performance. This ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum is subject to the following federal
award requirements:
a. This Addendum does not change the period of performance date prescribed in the ACGRP
Grant Agreement 3‐49‐0020‐036‐2021.
b. This Addendum does not change the budget period prescribed in the ACGRP Grant
Agreement 3‐49‐0020‐036‐2021.
c. Close out and Termination.
1. Unless the FAA authorizes a written extension, the Sponsor must submit all Grant
closeout documentation and liquidate (pay‐off) all obligations incurred under this
award no later than 120 calendar days after the end date of the period of
performance. If the Sponsor does not submit all required closeout documentation
within this time period, the FAA will proceed to close out the grant within one year of
the period of performance end date with the information available at the end of 120
days. (2 CFR § 200.344)
2. The FAA may terminate this ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum, in whole or in
part, in accordance with the conditions set forth in 2 CFR § 200.340.
3a. Amendments or Withdrawals before Grant Acceptance. The FAA reserves the right to amend or
withdraw this offer at any time prior to its acceptance by the Sponsor.
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4a. Offer Expiration Date. This offer will expire and the United States will not be obligated to pay any part
of the costs of the Concessions Relief unless this offer has been accepted by the Sponsor on or before April
16, 2021, or such subsequent date as may be prescribed in writing by the FAA.
5a. Electronic Grant Payment(s). Unless otherwise directed by the FAA, the Sponsor must make each
payment request under this Concessions Relief Addendum electronically via the Delphi eInvoicing
System for Department of Transportation (DOT) Financial Assistance Awardees.
SUPPLEMENTAL TO ACRGP GRANT AGREEMENT 3‐49‐0020‐036‐2021
CONDITION FOR AIRPORT CONCESSIONS RELIEF ‐
1. ACRGP Concessions Relief. The Sponsor agrees that it will use the funds in this ACRGP Concessions Relief
Addendum allocated specifically to cover lawful expenses to provide relief from rent and minimum
annual guarantee obligations to on airport car rental, on‐airport parking, and in‐terminal airport
concessions (collectively referred to herein as “Concessions”) as defined in part 23 of title 49, Code of
Federal Regulations, in accordance with the CRRSA Act, Public Law 116‐260, Division M, Title IV. Use of
these funds shall be governed by the following specific conditions defined in the CRRSA Act:
a. Relief provided to Concessions must equal the total amount of funds allocated for Concessions
under this ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum, to the extent practicable and to the extent
permissible under state laws, local laws, and applicable trust indentures;

b. Relief provided to Concessions from rent and minimum annual guarantee obligations to each
eligible airport concession in an amount that reflects each eligible airport concession’s
proportional share of the total amount of the rent and minimum annual guarantees of all the
eligible airport concessions at such airport;
c. Relief provided to Concessions shall be prioritized to minority‐owned businesses, to the extent
permissible;
d. Relief shall only be provided to Concessions that have certified they have not received a second draw
or assistance for a covered loan under Section 7(a)(37) of the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 636(a)(37))
that has been applied toward rent or minimum annual guarantee costs; and
e. Each Concession provided relief with these funds shall certify to the Sponsor it will not apply for a
covered loan as described above for rent or minimum annual guarantee costs.
The Sponsor agrees that it will provide the FAA with reporting data in lieu of invoices to be reimbursed
for eligible expenses as described herein and certify data submitted is true and correct. The FAA will
provide reporting options for the Sponsor. The Sponsor may not use funds allocated for Concessions for
other airport purposes except that the Sponsor may retain up to two percent of the amount allocated
for Concession relief purposes in this ACRGP Concession Relief Addendum to administer the Concession
relief program. Funds not expended under this condition are subject to recovery by FAA.
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The Sponsor’s acceptance of this Offer and ratification and adoption of the ACRGP Concessions Relief
Addendum Application incorporated herein shall be evidenced by execution of this instrument by the
Sponsor, as hereinafter provided, and this Offer and Acceptance shall comprise an ACRGP Concessions
Relief Addendum, as provided by the CRRSA Act, constituting the contractual obligations and rights of
the United States and the Sponsor with respect to the accomplishment of the Concessions Relief and
compliance with the conditions as provided herein. Further, this ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum
shall be attached to ACRGP 3‐49‐0020‐036‐2021, inclusive of all terms, conditions, and assurances
provided there, and become effective upon the Sponsor’s acceptance of this Offer.
Please read the following information: By signing this document, you are agreeing that you have reviewed
the following consumer disclosure information and consent to transact business using electronic
communications, to receive notices and disclosures electronically, and to utilize electronic signatures in
lieu of using paper documents. You are not required to receive notices and disclosures or sign documents
electronically. If you prefer not to do so, you may request to receive paper copies and withdraw your
consent at any time.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

{{Sig_es_:signer1:

John P Bauer (Mar 16, 2021 06:19 MDT)

signature}}

(Signature)

John. P. Bauer
(Typed Name)

Manager, Denver Airports District Office
(Title of FAA Official)
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Part II ‐ Acceptance
The Sponsor does hereby ratify and adopt all assurances, statements, representations, warranties,
covenants, and agreements contained in the ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum Application and
incorporated materials referred to in the foregoing Offer under this ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum,
and does hereby accept this Offer and by such acceptance agrees to comply with all of the terms and
conditions in this Offer. Furthermore, the Sponsor acknowledges all terms, conditions and assurances in
this ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum are hereby attached to any ACRGP Grant Agreements previously
or concurrently executed for any other purpose.
Please read the following information: By signing this document, you are agreeing that you have reviewed
the following consumer disclosure information and consent to transact business using electronic
communications, to receive notices and disclosures electronically, and to utilize electronic signatures in
lieu of using paper documents. You are not required to receive notices and disclosures or sign documents
electronically. If you prefer not to do so, you may request to receive paper copies and withdraw your
consent at any time.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this {{DateTime_es_:signer4:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}
Grand County, Utah

(Name of Sponsor)

{{Sig_es_:signer4:

signature}}

(Signature of Sponsor’s Authorized Official)

By: {{N_es_:signer4:

fullname}}

(Typed Name of Sponsor’s Authorized Official)

Title: {{*Ttl_es_:signer4:

title}}

(Title of Sponsor’s Authorized Official)
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CERTIFICATE OF SPONSOR’S ATTORNEY
I, {{N_es_:signer5:

fullname}}, acting as Attorney for the Sponsor do hereby certify:

That in my opinion the Sponsor is empowered to enter into the foregoing ACRGP Concessions Relief
Addendum under the laws of the State of Utah. Further, I have examined the foregoing ACRGP Concessions
Relief Addendum and the actions taken by said Sponsor and Sponsor’s official representative has been duly
authorized and that the execution thereof is in all respects due and proper and in accordance with the laws
of the said State and the CRRSA Act. In addition, for grants involving Concessions Relief to be carried out by
the Sponsor, there are no legal impediments that will prevent full performance by the Sponsor. The Sponsor
understands funding made available under this ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum may only be used for
the Concessions Relief prescribed in the Act and identified herein. The Sponsor acknowledges all terms,
conditions and assurances in this ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum are hereby attached to any ACRGP
Grant Agreements previously or concurrently executed for any other purpose. Further, it is my opinion that
the said ACRGP Grant Agreement and the ACRGP Concessions Relief Addendum attached hereto constitute a
legal and binding obligation of the Sponsor in accordance with the terms thereof.
Please read the following information: By signing this document, you are agreeing that you have reviewed
the following consumer disclosure information and consent to transact business using electronic
communications, to receive notices and disclosures electronically, and to utilize electronic signatures in

lieu of using paper documents. You are not required to receive notices and disclosures or sign documents
electronically. If you prefer not to do so, you may request to receive paper copies and withdraw your
consent at any time.
Dated at {{DateTime_es_:signer5:calc(now()):format(date," mmmm d, yyyy")}}

{{Sig_es_:signer5:

By:

signature}} (Signature of Sponsor’s Attorney)
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Item: O
Conference / Zoom, GC Master Calendar, Grand County Courthouse-3-1-Council Chambers (30), Holidays in United States
Sun

Mon
28

Tue
29

Wed
30

Apr 2021 (Mountain Time - Denver)

Thu

Fri

31
8:30am - Chamber

10:30am - Agenda

6pm - John Curtis

11am - Housing

Sat

1

2

3

8

9

10

16

17

23

24

30

1

1:30pm - PIO
7pm - Water SSD &

4
Easter Sunday

5

6

7

Easter Monday

8:30am - SARC

10am - DRT Mtg

8:30am - Leadership

5pm - Airport Board

4pm - Commission

10:30am - DRT @

12:30pm - Motorized

5pm - Airport Board

4pm - Council

5:30pm - Mosquito

5:30pm - Cany

5:30pm - Mosquito

4pm - County

11

12

13

14

15

12:30pm - Council

11am - Trail Mix Mtg

10am - SEC Meeting

8:30am - Grand

3pm - Grand County

11am - Trail Mix-

1pm - Homeless

9am - Agenda

4pm - GC PC

1pm - Grand County

6:30pm - Thompson

12pm - HASU Bd.

4pm - Planning

2pm - Conservation

1:30pm - PIO

3pm - MATC Bd. Mtg

4pm - Arches SSD

3pm - MATC Meeting

4pm - Solid Waste

5:30pm - OSTA 9/8

7pm - Water SSD &

5:30pm - OSTA Mtg
6pm - Cemetery Bd
6pm -

18

19

20

21

22

9am - EMS SSD Mtg

1:30pm - Perf. Rvw.

CCP Mtg

3pm - Moab Fire

5:30pm - Museum

1pm - SEUALG Mtg

4pm - Council

7pm - Rec Board

4pm - County

7pm - Rec. SSD Bd.

4pm - TSSSFD Mtg

25

26
4pm - Planning

27
2:30pm - MTPSC
2:30pm - MTPSC

28
8:30am - Chamber

29
9am - Agenda
1:30pm - PIO

Conference / Zoom, GC Master Calendar, Grand County Courthouse-3-1-Council Chambers (30), Holidays in United States
Sun

Mon
25

Tue
26

4pm - Planning

Wed
27

2:30pm - MTPSC

28
8:30am - Chamber

Fri

Sat

29

30

1

6

7

8

14

15

21

22

28

29

9am - Agenda

2:30pm - MTPSC
2

May 2021 (Mountain Time - Denver)

Thu

1:30pm - PIO

3

4

5

1pm - HDHO Appeal

8:30am - SARC

Cinco de Mayo

11am - Housing

4pm - Weed Bd. Mtg

4pm - Council

10am - DRT Mtg

7pm - Water SSD &

5pm - Airport Board

4pm - County

5:30pm - Mosquito

5:30pm - Mosquito
9
Mother's Day

10

11

12

13

4pm - GC PC

11am - Trail Mix Mtg

1pm - Homeless

9am - Agenda

4pm - Planning

11am - Trail Mix-

6:30pm - Thompson

12:30pm - Motorized

2pm - Conservation

1:30pm - PIO

3pm - MATC Bd. Mtg

5pm - Library Bd.

3pm - MATC Meeting

5:30pm - Cany

10am - HPC Mtg

5:30pm - OSTA 9/8
5:30pm - OSTA Mtg
6pm - Cemetery Bd
6pm 16

17
Tax Day

18

19

20

9am - EMS SSD Mtg

1pm - Watershed

12pm - HASU Bd.

3pm - Moab Fire

1:30pm - Perf. Rvw.

4pm - Arches SSD

4pm - Council

5:30pm - Museum

4pm - Solid Waste

4pm - County

7pm - Rec. SSD Bd.

7pm - Water SSD &

4pm - TSSSFD Mtg
23

24
4pm - Planning

25
2:45pm - 4 Corners

26
8:30am - Chamber

27
9am - Agenda

5pm - Public Health

9am - HDHO Appeal

1pm - SEUALG Mtg
1:30pm - PIO

30

31
Memorial Day

1

2

3

8:30am - SARC

10am - DRT Mtg

11am - Housing

4pm - Council

5:30pm - Mosquito

7pm - Water SSD &

4pm - County

4

5

Travel Council
Grand County Events
not including OSTA

Date

Size

# of Locations
Applications Details description of
Daily Attendees or Heats per staging and finishing areas and event
per day
day
route

ateVerifie
Event name

Location
Seven Mile parking/ Bar M/
Klondike/ Klonzo

1/30/2021

1000

MM Arches Ultra

2/13/2021

1350

MM Red Hot

Gemini Bridges/poision spider/gold
Bar/ Seven Mile Parking

No informtion researching

400

Moab Thaw

Bar M area

March 12-16

3/20/2021

550

Day 1- 550 Day-2 550
Day 3- 550 Day 4- 400
Day 5- 100

250

Day 1, 8 volunteers
and 175 participants
Day 2, 25 Volunteers
and 250 participants

30 Volunteers and 550 participants registered. We
are requesting more specific details for the COVID
Protocol each day. Here are the daily
participants.Day 1 -500 Participants, Day 2 -550
participants, Day 3- 550 participants, day 4 -400,
day 5- 100 participants not including volunteers.
The participants start from their unique
accommodations to access routes; never do they
have 250 gathered in one place at one time; all
cyclists beginning at 8:00 am and 8:30 am each day
(this timing gap of 30 minutes is in addition to the
participants starting from unique accommodations
located well over 1/2 mile from each other, there is
no starting line, All water/packaged food stops are
Runners not to approach start line area until 5
munutes before the start of their wave. They must
remain at their vehicles, Spectators are not allowed.
Runners will be informed ahead of time about
guidelines. Everyone to wear masks unless running,
10 runners start
eating or drinking. Noncompliance means
every 60 seconds
disqualification

Planned for Social Distancing at packet pickup and
use signs to inform runners of proper social
Day 1, 12 Volunteers
distancing guidelinews. The start line will be
arranged to allow for social distancing by using chip
and 250 Participants.
timing. Runners will be sarted in waves in order to
Runners will regsiter
seperate them. They are told not to approach the
beforehand and those
who register on the day
start line area until 5 minutes befre the start of
of , tables are set up 6
their wave. They must remain at their behicles.
Spectators are not allowed on the course. Runners
ft apart and cones are
Runners will be
will be informted ahead of time about guidelines.
set up for the line 6 ft
apart with volunteers started in waves All individuals must wear theri mask unless they are
running or eating/drinking. Non Compliance means
in order to
making sure directions
a disgualification.
seperate them.
are followed.

Skinny Tire Festival

MM Canyonland Half Marathon

3/27/2021

250

April 10-12 2021

220

Trans Rockies Moab Rocks

300

Fallen Peace officer

MM Behind the Rocks Ultra

Application
in process

Permitted
Event Sponsor

Event type
50 miles, 50k, Half, 9k foot race

YES

Complete

Yes

Justin and Denise Ricks

55k & 33kFoot race

Yes

Complete

YES

Justin and Denise Ricks

Bike event/ vendor show

Bike Path, hwy 191,313,279,128,
ANP, DHPSP

Bike race

Yes

Complete

Yes

Beth

Hwy 128, lions park

foot race

Yes

Complete

Yes

Justin and Denise Ricks

running event

Yes

Complete

Yes

Justin and Denise Ricks

Behind the rocks, Amasa, Kane
creek
Swanny Park/ Klondike /Porcupine
Rim/ Mag 7

3 day bike race

Fallen peace officer trail

UTV poker run

Kevin McDonald
Canceled

4/17/2021

300

April 22-25

Canceled

May 1, 2021
May 1 - May 8

250
100

May 20-22 2021
Memorial Day Weekend

450

6/5/2021

500

8/7/2021

200

August 13-14
September 18-19
September 24th- 25th

700
600
1200-1400
200

October 1-3 2021

Oct 8-12 2021
10/10/2021
10/14-16/2021
October 15-18
October 30-31

11/20/2021

250
700
700
300

2000
1800
700
380

Packet pickup will be drive thru only. Runners will
not exit their vehicle. Runners will be informed
Runners wil not
ahead of time about guidelines in race guide and
exit their vehicles. pre-race emails, and will be well informed. Masks
The start line will will be required when runners are not running or
Day 1 - 5 Volunteers
allow for social eating/drinking. Signs will be placed at race and at
and 150 Participants.
distancing by
aid stations to remind runners. Race announcer is
Day 2 - 25 Volunteers using chip timing
also a race director. Runners will be reminded
30 Spectators and 300 and small wave
about mask and distancing guidelines throughout
Participants.
starts.
the event. There are no confined areas at the event.

.
Canceled 04/12/2021

Riders will gather at Springhill Marriott parking lo

A gravel bike race/event beginning and ending
in Fruita Colorado, using primarily BLM gravel
and and dirt roads. A portion of the event
enters Utah approximately 4 miles N. or I-70 off
of Colorado 4 road. Riders within Utah are in 3
different distance categories. Most of whom
ride in UT for 5 miles on BLM 279 rd. a portion
of others continue further into Grand county
Just beyond I-70 exit 214. All riders return back
to Fruita for the finish.

MM Amasa Back

Amasa Back

running event

Car Show

Swanny City

Car Show

Gran Fondo
Jeep Wrangler TJ Fest
FMCA
Back of Beyond SUP race

Co2uT Gravel Race
May 29th through May 31st
Moab Arts Festival
MM Thelma and Louise Half
Dawg Days of Summer
Vigilanties Car Show
Free Comcert Series
UTE 100
Moab Music Festival
Moab Century Tour
Utah High School Cycling League South Region Race 3
Skydive boogie
Outerbike
Banff Mountain Film
Rock and Gem Show
Moab 240
MM Arches Half Marathon
Building Man
Trans Rockies Moab Rocks
Desert Gravel Race Co2Ut
HoDown
Folk Festival
Moab Trail Marathon
MM Deadhorse Ultra
GGYB Highline Gathering
MM Winter Sun 5k

Hwy 128, loop Rd, Spanish Valley
Old Airport
Colorado river/ Kens Lake?

Fruita/Moab

Yes Completed
Canceled

bike race
Jeep Event
RV
Paddle board race

Yes
Yes

Cycling Event

Yes

Swanny City
Dead horse
Old City Park
OSTA
Swanny City Park
La Sal Mountains, Mount Peal inn
Westwater
Hwy 128, 313

Art festival
Half marathon/relay
BBQ, Concert, Fundraiser
Car Show
Concert
foot race
Music Festival
Bike race

Bar M area
CNY, Mineral bottom, Sorrel River
Bar M area
High School
OSTA
Hidden vally, Kane creek, Hurray
County
Jenkstar Ranch Green River
Rim/ Mag 7
Fruita to Moab
Amasa Back
GCHS, Star Hall, Ball Fields
Creek, Amasa, Behind the Rocks
Bar/ Seven Mile Parking
Fruit Bowl
Golf Course to High School

Cycling Event
sky diving
Bike event/ vendor show
Film Festival
Rock Show
240 mile race
running event
3 day bike race
Cycling Event
Bike Race
Music event
running event
running event
Slack line
5k foot race

Yes

Yes

2021 Sent to SEC
Yes

Yes

Justin and Denise Ricks

Chris Jumonville

Morgan Murri

Justin and Denise Ricks
Mike McCurdy

Yes
Yes

Sean Run Bum Blanton
Erin Groves
Beth

YES

Ginger Hall

Yes

Sean Hayes

Yes
Yes
Yes
YES
YES

Samantha De La Vega
Justin and Denise Ricks

Yes

Kevin McDonald
Morgan Murri

Danelle Ballengee
Justin and Denise Ricks
Daniel Walsh
Justin and Denise Ricks

OSTA
Date

Size

Event Name

Location

Event Type

Date Verified

Does this
event
Date Permit Other Info
require a
SEC Permit

2021 Season
2021 Season (Tue & Thur)
2021 Season
2021 Season
February

50
40
40
40-60
80

Skate Moab
ZUMBA
Baseball
Soccer
Dog Agility

Pavilion
Pavilion
Baseball Fields
Soccer Fields
OSTA - Main Arena

Roller Skating
Excercise
Athletic
Athletic
Dog agility

Reoccuring event
Reoccuring event
Reoccuring event
Reoccuring event
Cancelled for 2021

No
No
No
No
No

March - May

20-50

Soccer

Soccer Fields

Sporting Event

Reoccuring event

No

March - May
March
March 27th-April 4th
April 4th
April 5th - 9th
April 9th
April 12th - 18th
April 17th
April 23rd - 26th
April 29th - May 2nd
April 30th
May 1
May 3 - 7 (TBA DATE CHANGE)
May TBD
May 23rd
May 28th-31st

20-50
300 +
1000+
210
20
25
250
250
50
25
250
6
80-100
250-300 Vehicles
80-100 Vehicles
200

Baseball
Team Rubicon
Jeep Safari
Evoke Life
Rigging for Rescue
Moab Fire Dept.
Cruise Moab
Fallen Peach Officer
K9 Knows Work
Mandy Rush Barrel Race Clinic
Bronco Safari
Dog Nose Work Training
Private Goverment
Pop-up Drive in Movie
Gone Moab
Barrels 4 Bucks

Baseball Fields
Sporting Event
OSTA - Full Facility
special Training
OSTA - Full Facility w/ Trails
Jeep Event
OSTA - Pavilion
Easter Church Services
OSTA - Conference room
Training
OSTA - Ballfield rd/ Scorekeeper bldg.
Training
OSTA - Main Arena, Camping, Trails
Toyota
OSTA - Pavilion
Ceremony
OSTA - Main Arena, Pavilion, Score Keeper K9 Competition
OSTA - Main Arena
Clinic
OSTA - Pavilion, Trails
Bronco
OSTA - Pavilion & Scorebuilding w/ field ac Dog Training
OSTA - Main Arena
Private - Goverment
OSTA - Soccer Fields
Movie
OSTA - Main Arena
Nissan Event
OSTA - Main Arena
Barrel Racing

June 4th - 6th / OCTOBER TBD
June 12th
June 12th
June 15th - 19th
August 7th
September 3rd -6th
September 12th-18th
September 24th - 26th
October 2
October 8th - 10th
October 8th - 10th
October 15th - 16th
October 18th - 22nd
October 21st - 23rd
October 22nd - 24th
October 27th - 29th
October 29th-31st
October 31st
November 4th-7th

-

Canyolands PRCA Rodeo
Private Wedding
Youth M.U.L.E.Y.
Wilderness Adventures
Car Show Name TBD
Barrels 4 Bucks
Solihul Society
Barrels 4 Bucks
Frisbee Tournament
Moab Fire Dept. w/ UVU Fire
Points and Pebbles Gem Show
PGP Auto Show
Rigging for Rescue
Jeep Jamboree
Barrels 4 Bucks
Jeep Jamboree
Raptors in the Rocks
Trunk or Treat
Moab Craggin

Rodeo
OSTA - Main Arena
OSTA - Pavilion
Wedding
OSTA - Main Arena
Youth Outdoors Clinic
OSTA - Main Arena
Youth Training
OSTA - Soccer Fields
Car Show
OSTA - Main Arena
Barrel Racing
OSTA - Main Arena, Camping, Trails
Land Rover
OSTA - Main Arena
Barrel Racing
OSTA - Soccer Fields
Frisbee
OSTA - Ballfield rd/ Scorekeeper bldg.
Fire Certification
OSTA - Main Arena
Rock Show
OSTA - Soccer Fields & Pavilion
Car Show
OSTA - Conference room
Training
OSTA - Main Arena & trails
Jeep Event
OSTA - Main Arena
Barrel Racing
OSTA - Pavilion & Trails
Intro to 4x4 driving Jeep
OSTA Upper Parking Lot (Might do campin FORD - 4x4 Event
OSTA - Ballfield road
Halloween trick or treating
OSTA - Pavilion & Racetrack
Craggin Event

60
30
200
200 +
200
100
50
200+
1000
25
200
200
25
Will Advise
1000+
Will Advise

Reoccuring event
No
Postponed @ this time
Yes
Approved w/ Commission 2-16-21 Yes
2020
Yes
Reoccuring event
No
Feb. 2021
No
Reoccuring event
Yes
Cancelled for 2021 Reoccuring even Yes
Cancelled untill her participants can No
Reoccuring event
No
Reoccuring event
Yes
April 2021
No
Reoccuring event
No
Tentative dates held in May
Yes
Cancelled for 2021Reoccuring eventYes
Cancelled for 2021
Yes
Tent. Oct 1st - 3rd on hold (most
likely using these dates)
Will Advise
No
Reoccuring event
No
Reoccuring event
No
Feb. 2021
Yes
Reoccuring event
Yes
2019
Yes
Reoccuring event
Yes
Reoccuring event
Yes
Reoccuring event
No
Reoccuring event
Yes
Feb. 2021
Yes
Reoccuring event
No
Reoccuring event
Yes
Reoccuring event
Yes
Feb. 2021
No
April 2021
Yes
Reoccuring event
Will Advise
Will Advise date is being held ten Yes

Insurance on file
Insurance on file

Reoccu
ring
event
Yes or
No
Yes
Yes

YES
Daily Practices including games through the
week and on weekends
Daily Practices including games through the
week and on weekends
03/182021
03/18/2021

On OSTA Calendar & Trail Permits for 10 Years

03/18/2021

On OSTA Calendar & Trail Permits for 10 Years

Yes
Yes
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES

Has a Grand County Resolution in place.

This event happens every other year.

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

